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Our Souls are Repositories of Divine Light and Beauty! O Goddess of the Celestials! 

Our Souls are an Expression of Noble Wisdom and Beauty! O Mother of Abode of 
Knowledge! 

A Divine Necessity of Human Soul is True Beauty! O Provider of Goodness of Life! 

Forever the Universe Has Been Changed by the Birth of True Beauty! O Mother of the 
Perceivable Universe! 

The Fragrance of Your Immortal Flowers Have Reached My Soul! O Mother of Nature! 

Against This Dark World Let My Soul Rise In Mutiny! O Mother! 

Lure My Soul Into Your Mystic World! O Remover of Fear!  

Your Mystic World for Me is Empowering! O Bestower of Strength! 

The Roaring Cloud Carries My Heart Beat Across the Mystic Ocean! O Giver of Mist! 

My Ears Flow with Your Divine Nectar! O Mother of the Melodies! 

In Your Sacred Fig Tree My Soul Has Build Its Nest! O Queen of World! 

Your Garden Glows with the Mystic White Flowers! O Giver of Happiness! 

The Corner of My Eye Catches the Light of Your Mystic Moon! O Granter of Beautiful 
Appearance! 

Every Creature of Darkness Has Seen Your Divine Spark! O Mother of Luminous Light of 
the Heavens! 

I Shall Drink from Your Sacred Lake That Is Home to the Golden Lotus! O Lotus-Holder! 

Rings of Beautiful Swan Encircle Your Mystic Lake! O Mother of Happiness! 

The Reeds of Bamboo in My Mystic Pond Have Finally Matured! O Mother of Success! 

My Lotus Beaten Down by the Winter Frost Only Your Light Can Repair! O Mother of 
Intelligence! 

Your Cool Breeze that Carries the Mystic Raindrops Will Awaken My Soul! O Mother of 
Fresh Breeze! 

From Your Chalice of Heavenly Ecstasy My Soul Shall Drink! O Princess of World! 

The Sweet Nectar of the Moon To Every Creature Shall Be Given! O Supreme Ruler of 
the Perceivable Universe! 

With The Celestial Waters of the Mystic Moon My Soul You Shall Shower! O Supreme! 

The Celestial Weapons of the Heavens My Soul Shall Wield! O Mother! 

Life’s Sweet Nectar Let Me Drink from Your Heavenly Chalice! O Exposer of 
Consciousness! 

The Nectar of Your Cosmic Waters My Soul Has Drunk! O Mother of the Radiant  
Flames! 
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I Have Seen The Moonlight Dripping With Your Cosmic Nectar! O Eternal Mother of 
Great Time! 

To Receive the Passionate Energies of a Million Sunflowers I Throw Open My Arms! O 
Mother of Compassionate! 

To the Sacred Abundance of Your Mystic Universe I Throw Open My Arms! O Mother 
of Victorious! 

The Yellow Sprightly Eyes of Your Mystic Owls I Can See Looking at Me! O Granter of 
Longevity! 

Through Your Lotus Shaped Eyes I Have Seen the Flow of Your Powerful Energy! O 
Protector from Distress! 

In Your Mirror of Eternity I Look At Myself! O Mother of the Embodiment of Forgiveness! 

With the Powerful force of a Single Sword Cut Off My Mortal Head! O Holder of 
Sword! 

Only You Can Lure My Soul Away From Death! O Goddess of Death! 

On A Wild White Horse I Shall Ride Into Your Wilderness! O Lover of Battle! 

The Key to Heaven is Hidden in My Heart! O Mother of the Intellectual Soul! 

With the Forces of Nature Let My Soul Communicate! O Mother of Eternal! 

The Allure of Your Lotus Eyes My Soul Has Witnessed! O Mother of the Deity! 

On the Wings of Fiery Passion Let Me Soar Into the Wilderness of Your Cosmic World! 
O Protector of Passion! 

My Native Spirit To The Core Has Been Shaken By Your Grace! O Giver of Comfort! 

Let Me Bathe In Your Golden Sea! O Protector of the Seas!   

Let My Flesh and Spirit Not Falter! O Mother of the Moksha!   

Bathe My Aura With Your Heavenly Light! O Excellent of Excellence!   

My Soul Shall Cross The Sapphire Blue Crystal Waters of the Mystic Sea! O Mother of 
Hope! 

Your White Light Shall Sap Away All My Soul's Resistance! O Mother of Immense 
Strength! 

Our Life Gravitates Towards Joy Because of Light! O Jewel of All Thought! 

A Song of Immense Joy is the Joy of Light! O Mother of the Poetry! 

We Should Resist the Inertia to Return to the Dark World! O Reducer of the Demons! 

In Every Hill and Valley our Spirits We Should See! O Mother of the Sanguine! 

With Nature We Have Forgotten to Communicate! O Mother Earth! 

A New Dawn Within Us We Should Seek! O Granter of Refuge! 

Your Innermost Beauty Let Me Inherit! O Enhancer of Beauty and Love! 

My Inner Eyes Have Seen Your Magical Lotus Flower! O Mother of Silence! 

The Whirlpools of Mere Existence Let Me Cross! O Mother of Infinite! 
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About Author : The mystic writings and poems of author Shree Anand 
Krishna helps us in dealing with everyday issues such as the strength of will 
power, the creativity to see beyond problems, importance of positivity and the 
true meaning of success. For all who feel that stress and nervousness are an 
unavoidable fact of modern life, the mystic poems of Shree Anand Krishna 
reminds us that within each of us is an inner core of universal peace and 
harmony that we can learn to access at will. The mystic poems and writings of 
Shree Anand Krishna shows us how to overcome fear, worry, anger, 
nervousness and moodiness. His writings also teach us how to stay calmly in 
the present and to stay actively focused, no matter what is going on around us 
and also teaches us to Experience the mystic and expansive timelessness and 
beauty of each moment. The spiritual and mystic poems of the author caters to 
the deepest needs of the human heart and soul. These poems reveal how we 
can meet the daily challenges to our physical, psychological, emotional and 
spiritual well-being - by awakening our divine nature, the neglected reality at 
the core of our being. 

Through his writings the author succeeds in dispelling the myth that God is 
beyond our reach and beyond our self. He points out that it is not only possible 
to converse with God but to receive definite responses to our prayers and also 
converse with our divine self. The author Shree Anand Krishna helps us to 
realize how close that infinite and all-loving Being is to each one of us. He also 
explains how we can make our prayers and thoughts so powerful and 
persuasive that they will bring a tangible response from the mystic universe. 
The books written by Shree Anand Krishna motivates the readers how to be 
devoid of a harsh, materialistic life and live a life of peaceful serenity governed 
by quality and not quantity. The spiritual poems written by the author deal 
with complex issues in a very easy-to-understand and simple manner, inviting 
the readers to explore their inner selves through meditation and 
contemplation. The teachings of the author alters the perspective and attitude 
that people approach life with, changing one's thought process to invite and 
draw true material and spiritual success and prosperity .The books written by 
the author also highlights the key to dissolving obstacles both physical and 
spiritual while dealing with natural feelings of fear and the feeling of being 
lost. The author has been greatly inspired by the mystic philosophies 
propounded in the Geeta, Upanishads, Sufi literature and other ancient 
mystical works. The author Anand Singh (Pen Name: Shree Anand Krishna) 
has written on various spiritual aspects of human existence in this world and 
beyond. 

 

Copyright © 2021 [Anand Singh (Pen Name: Anand Krishna)]. All Rights Reserved. 
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CHAPTER - 1 
 

CELEBRATION OF TRUE BEAUTY 
 

 

(Artist: Hans Zatzka Date: 1859-1945) 
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(Artist: Edward Burne-Jones Date: 1833-
1898) 

 
Poem on Divine Light and Beauty 
 
Our Souls are Repositories of Divine Light and Beauty! O Goddess of 

the Celestials! 
 

Our souls are repositories of divine light 
and beauty! O goddess of the celestials! 
All the sacred aspects and dimensions of 
the universe we can discover through 
creativity. 

The whole cosmos looks with awe at our 
creativity. 

Our artistic imaginations and spiritual 
sensitivities are dependent on creativity. 

The human condition is frail and taught 
with dangers but stupendous because of 
creativity. 

In the works of art is stored transcendent 
energy and creativity. 

Ancient wisdom and spiritual energy of the 
sages, prophets and poets is stored in the books filled with creativity. 

Our souls are repositories of divine light and beauty! O goddess of the 
celestials! 
 

Music is greater sustainers of our integrity and creativity. 

A peculiar gift of the gods is music filled with creativity. 

Ethereal, intangible and profound is the impact of music filled with creativity. 

Our souls are delighted and sustained through creativity. 

Renewing and sustaining at the core of our soul is sacred music filled with 
creativity. 

In defiance of the mechanistic madness our souls have retained their 
creativity. 

Our souls are repositories of divine light and beauty! O goddess of the 
celestials! 
 

Superficiality and blindness induced by technology we can discard by 
maintaining our creativity. 

The bottom of the technological cauldron is poisonous and lacks sacred 
creativity. 

Technology has been so destructive and poisonous because of lack of 
creativity. 
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Technology fundamentally disturbs other orders of creativity. 

Our existence vitally depends on other orders of creativity. 

Technology is exuberant and expansive and suppresses creativity. 

Our souls are repositories of divine light and beauty! O goddess of the 
celestials! 
 

Technology diminishes the importance of other orders of creativity. 

Technology encroaches on other orders of creativity. 

A great saviour and deliverer of our souls is creativity. 

The dark and sinister aspects of our soul is obliterated by our creativity. 

Life’s ancient matrix and its underlying laws is impregnated with creativity. 

Most sacred are the primordial orders of creativity. 

Our souls are repositories of divine light and beauty! O goddess of the 
celestials! 
 

The destinies of human beings are directed through creativity. 

Bad omen for our souls is lack of creativity. 

The basic structure of life and primordial order is dependent on creativity. 

The meaning of beauty, art and sense of aesthetic experience we can 
understand through originality. 

The tree of evolution is sustained by creativity. 

Uncontrolled expansion of technology undermines the existing orders 
creativity. 

Our souls are repositories of divine light and beauty! O goddess of the 
celestials! 
 

We live in a universe of continuity, stability and beauty. 

Our universe would have collapsed many times over if there was absence of 
creativity. 

No life would have emerged in the universe without creativity. 

All life systems in the universe would have collapsed without creativity. 

Such a complex human system would not have emerged without creativity. 

Let technology and science with its feverish pace not strangle the free of 
creativity. 

Our souls are repositories of divine light and beauty! O goddess of the 
celestials! 
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       (Artist: James Tissot Date: 1836-1902) 

Unseeing and unthinking people have disturbed and upset the orders of 
creativity and beauty. 

Its own mystery and magic has divine beauty. 

Our souls are fascinated by the nature of art and beauty. 

Our souls are fascinated by the nature of aesthetic experience and beauty. 

Our souls are allured with the charm of beauty. 

Man is a fantastic piece of work of beauty. 

Our souls are repositories of divine light and beauty! O goddess of the 
celestials! 
 

Human soul is noble in reason and 
beauty. 

Human being is infinite in faculties and 
beauty. 

In form and moving human soul is 
embodiment of beauty. 

Like an angel human being is in action 
of beauty. 

Our soul surpasses the world in charm 
and beauty. 

As paragon of animals we surpass the 
whole cosmos in beauty. 

Our souls are repositories of divine light and beauty! O goddess of the 
celestials! 
 

It is a great privilege to be born in the human form and beauty. 

We should all cherish our state of being and beauty. 

Human existence is divine, holy and full of beauty. 

Human existence should be cherished for its beauty. 

We should fight for the integrity of our existence and beauty. 

We should understand the frailty and greatness of our existence and its 
beauty. 

Our souls are repositories of divine light and beauty! O goddess of the 
celestials! 
 

Our souls are an expression of noble wisdom and beauty. 

Merchants of ugliness cannot spoil our soul’s beauty. 

Unwise wisdom cannot instruct wisdom and beauty. 

Instead of celebrating ugliness we should celebrate beauty. 
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Our visions should be clear amidst radiance, joy and beauty. 

Every soul for eternity has aspired for beauty. 

Our souls are repositories of divine light and beauty! O goddess of the 
celestials! 
 

Our myopia of vision should not make us blind to divine beauty. 

Corruption of values and human integrity kills our soul’s true beauty. 

Being unseeing, arrogant and destructive kills our soul’s true beauty. 

Only clarity, integrity and wisdom can truly enhance our soul’s beauty. 

Our state of muddiness and obtuseness we can overcome by embracing 
true beauty. 

Immediate, so obvious and compelling is divine beauty. 

Our souls are repositories of divine light and beauty! O goddess of the 
celestials! 
 

Beyond all logic transcends true beauty. 

Beyond all physical descriptions and hard and fast definitions transcends 
true beauty. 

Evasive, nebulous and reluctant to reveal itself is true beauty. 

We cannot catch in the net of precise concepts our true beauty. 

We cannot justify with logic and physical descriptions our true beauty. 

Upright, enduring and wholesome is true beauty. 

Our souls are repositories of divine light and beauty! O goddess of the 
celestials! 
 

Our sense of order, symmetry and right balance can be restored by true 
beauty. 

We are prevented from being superfluous, cumbersome, awkward and 
falling apart because of our true beauty. 

The conception of heaven can only be defined and designed by true 
beauty. 

Perfect, beautiful, enduring, amazing and mysterious is true beauty. 

On the aesthetic, spiritual and practical level there is a need of presence of 
true beauty. 

In one form or another in the whole cosmos is present true beauty. 

Our souls are repositories of divine light and beauty! O goddess of the 
celestials! 
 

In the whole cosmos totally essential is the presence of true beauty. 
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        (Artist: Edward Burne-Jones Date: 1833-1898) 

The entire universe moves in the guiding presence of true beauty. 

Modern civilization has seen the eclipse of the importance of true beauty. 

Our souls have to be attained to the traditional concept of true beauty. 

Art can only be validated through the yardstick of true beauty. 

We should not leave behind the traditional concept of true beauty. 

Our souls are repositories of divine light and beauty! O goddess of the 
celestials! 

 

 
 
Kahanu: Meaning: "The wave of light that makes you gasp." 

Use: This symbol brings down the light in a wave by connecting the Kahuna to the 
source of all light, as a brilliant sun just above the top of the symbol. It is used to fill 

the body with light, opening up the circuitry. The symbol is generally used at the third eye or above. 
In meditation on this symbol, imagine the source of all light as a brilliant sun just above the top of 
the symbol. Now, bring the sun into your body along with the symbol. In this way, it is possible to 
fill the body with light. (Source: http://www.ancienthuna.com/symbols_pics.htm) 

 
 
Poem on Noble Wisdom and Beauty 
 
Our Souls are an Expression of Noble Wisdom and Beauty! O Mother 

of Abode of Knowledge! 
 

Our souls are an expression of 
noble wisdom and beauty! O 
mother of abode of knowledge! 
Subtler and more hidden is the 
divine aspect of true beauty. 

Only in terms of utility, efficiency 
and capacity to control we 
cannot see true beauty. 

The utilitarian and mechanical 
criterion of worth of things we 
cannot apply to true beauty. 

The mechanization of our consciousness has lead to suppression of true 
beauty. 

The barbarization of human mind and human sensitivities has lead to 
suppression of true beauty. 

We should not allow the withering away of the importance of true beauty. 

Our souls are an expression of noble wisdom and beauty! O mother of 
abode of knowledge! 
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In our lives and the universe at large we should understand the importance 
of true beauty. 

The rampant abuses of commercialization should not destroy our concept of 
true beauty. 

In the orgy of incessant advertising we should not loose our concept of true 
beauty. 

Our consciousness should not loose the original meaning and power of true 
beauty. 

By continuous abuse of language we should not destroy the concept of true 
beauty. 

Things spiritual and profound contain true beauty. 

Our souls are an expression of noble wisdom and beauty! O mother of 
abode of knowledge! 
 

We should not indiscriminately and frivolously describe our world of true 
beauty. 

We should renew our soul’s language of true beauty. 

With new energy and enduring power our souls should pursue true beauty. 

Our souls should not be swamped by the ugliness that masks our true 
beauty. 

All our artistic and philosophical trends should reflect our soul’s true beauty. 

We should remove all the peril to the well being of true beauty. 

Our souls are an expression of noble wisdom and beauty! O mother of 
abode of knowledge! 
 

We should be able to distinguish ugliness from true beauty. 

Discarding ugliness we should celebrate true beauty. 

Chaos in our minds, in our arts and in our life style is due to lack of 
appreciation of true beauty. 

The barbarous, the brutal and the violent aspect in our souls we can 
suppress by imbibing true beauty. 

The inner clarity in our souls we can gain by aspiring for true beauty. 

With a deeper insight we should reach for true beauty. 

Our souls are an expression of noble wisdom and beauty! O mother of 
abode of knowledge! 
 

This fractured and nihilistic world should not deprive us of true beauty. 

Culmination of life ends in true beauty. 

When our life breaths with health and radiance it breathes true beauty. 
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(Artist: Hans Zatzka Date: 1859-1945) 

In our every moment of existence resides true beauty. 

Our joy is expressed through true beauty. 

Sad and unnatural is joyless beauty. 

Our souls are an expression of noble wisdom and beauty! O mother of 
abode of knowledge! 
 

A subtle smile of joy is hidden in true beauty. 

Under the surface of an austere soul is hidden true beauty. 

With wonder and amazement our souls look at true beauty. 

With a smile of joy our souls acknowledge true beauty. 

An expression of joy is true beauty. 

Our joy will be superficial without true beauty. 

Our souls are an expression of noble wisdom and beauty! O mother of 
abode of knowledge! 
 

Joy gets converted into vulgar fun in absence of true beauty. 

Joy becomes a superficial diversion in absence of true beauty. 

Our souls can touch the ineffable, the transcendent and the miraculous by 
imbibing true beauty. 

An integral part of the divine entity is joy and true beauty. 

A sense of glory is infused in our souls when we imbibe true beauty. 

For its survival and existence joy needs true beauty. 

Our souls are an expression of noble wisdom and beauty! O mother of 
abode of knowledge! 
 

No spurious things are created in the evolution 
of true beauty. 

An organ of divine blossoming is our true 
beauty. 

Evolution blossoms when there is flowering of 
true beauty. 

Our life is enhanced when there is smiling of 
true beauty. 

Grace and happiness follows when in our soul 
enters true beauty. 

There is flowering of evolution, life and god 
when there is flowering of true beauty. 

Our souls are an expression of noble wisdom 
and beauty! O mother of abode of knowledge! 
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A divine necessity of human soul is true beauty. 

Our souls wither when in us withers true beauty. 

We flourish with radiance and joy when in us there is true beauty. 

Life in us flourishes and rejoices when there is true beauty. 

A part of the rhythm of our heart is true beauty. 

A part of the essence of our soul is true beauty. 

Our souls are an expression of noble wisdom and beauty! O mother of 
abode of knowledge! 
 

The quality of our being is shaped by true beauty. 

Our heart and soul is nourished by the psyche oxygen of true beauty. 

Our mind and reason is guided by true beauty. 

Our minds are cluttered with trivia and ugliness in absence of true beauty. 

Ugly lives and ugly environments are created in absence of true beauty. 

For our life system most importance source of energy is true beauty. 

Our souls are an expression of noble wisdom and beauty! O mother of 
abode of knowledge! 
 

As invisible as the oxygen we breath is true beauty. 

Our souls suffocate and die in absence of true beauty. 

Known to each of us is the truth of true beauty. 

In the strange somnambulistic dream of forgetfulness we live in absence of 
true beauty. 

In a truly platonic fashion our souls should wake up and remember true 
beauty. 

We can awaken to the true reality of our being by awakening to true 
beauty. 

Our souls are an expression of noble wisdom and beauty! O mother of 
abode of knowledge! 
 

The real glory of human soul we can witness through true beauty. 

Very natural to the human soul just like love and light is true beauty. 

Obvious to every soul is the experience of true beauty. 

It is very difficult to describe in precise words the experience and 
phenomenon of true beauty. 

Close to our souls is true beauty. 

The essence of the world we can only express through true beauty. 
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Our souls are an expression of noble wisdom and beauty! O mother of 
abode of knowledge! 
 

All relationships, proportions and harmony depend upon true beauty. 

Right symmetries and right proportions we can only obtain through true 
beauty. 

Right symmetry and harmony leads to the phenomenon of true beauty. 

Right orchestration of parts of proportions and measures is true beauty. 

Very objective is the phenomenon of true beauty. 

In objects that are symmetrically and harmoniously composed we can find 
true beauty. 

Our souls are an expression of noble wisdom and beauty! O mother of 
abode of knowledge! 
 

In the right symmetry of things lies true beauty. 

In the right harmony of the elements lies true beauty. 

In the right relationships and proportions lies true beauty. 

For eternity our souls have understood the sacred cosmos of true beauty. 

Our mind and senses together can conceive true beauty. 

Only through the human soul can be revealed true beauty. 

Our souls are an expression of noble wisdom and beauty! O mother of 
abode of knowledge! 
 

 

 
 

Trisula (Trishula, Trident of Shiva): Trisula means “trident.” The Trisula (or, 
trishula) is the three-pronged sacred weapon of the Hindu deity Shiva. In a 
general sense, the trisula represents the deity in his three aspects of Creator, 
Preserver, and Destroyer. The symbolism od the trisula is similar to that of the 
Buddhist triratna; its three prongs represent the various triplicities in Shaivism 
(Shiva worship), including the three principles of pasa (Lordship, the divinity of 
Shiva), pasu (man’s base animal nature), and pasa (bondage, including illusion 

and karmic debt) central to Shaivite doctrine. Buddhist Trishula The three also represent the three 
shaktis (powers): will, action, and wisdom, and the three main nadis (energy channels) ida, pingala, 
and shushumna, which allow kundalini energy to travel through the chakras. In Buddhism, the 
trisula is usually found atop the dharmachakra, rather than a lance, and has the same meaning as 
the triratna. (Source: http://symboldictionary.net/?p=1849) 
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	Our Souls are Repositories of Divine Light and Beauty! O Goddess of the Celestials!
	/Our souls are repositories of divine light and beauty! O goddess of the celestials!
	All the sacred aspects and dimensions of the universe we can discover through creativity.
	The whole cosmos looks with awe at our creativity.
	Our artistic imaginations and spiritual sensitivities are dependent on creativity.
	The human condition is frail and taught with dangers but stupendous because of creativity.
	In the works of art is stored transcendent energy and creativity.
	Ancient wisdom and spiritual energy of the sages, prophets and poets is stored in the books filled with creativity.
	Our souls are repositories of divine light and beauty! O goddess of the celestials!
	Music is greater sustainers of our integrity and creativity.
	A peculiar gift of the gods is music filled with creativity.
	Ethereal, intangible and profound is the impact of music filled with creativity.
	Our souls are delighted and sustained through creativity.
	Renewing and sustaining at the core of our soul is sacred music filled with creativity.
	In defiance of the mechanistic madness our souls have retained their creativity.
	Our souls are repositories of divine light and beauty! O goddess of the celestials!
	Superficiality and blindness induced by technology we can discard by maintaining our creativity.
	The bottom of the technological cauldron is poisonous and lacks sacred creativity.
	Technology has been so destructive and poisonous because of lack of creativity.
	Technology fundamentally disturbs other orders of creativity.
	Our existence vitally depends on other orders of creativity.
	Technology is exuberant and expansive and suppresses creativity.
	Our souls are repositories of divine light and beauty! O goddess of the celestials!
	Technology diminishes the importance of other orders of creativity.
	Technology encroaches on other orders of creativity.
	A great saviour and deliverer of our souls is creativity.
	The dark and sinister aspects of our soul is obliterated by our creativity.
	Life’s ancient matrix and its underlying laws is impregnated with creativity.
	Most sacred are the primordial orders of creativity.
	Our souls are repositories of divine light and beauty! O goddess of the celestials!
	The destinies of human beings are directed through creativity.
	Bad omen for our souls is lack of creativity.
	The basic structure of life and primordial order is dependent on creativity.
	The meaning of beauty, art and sense of aesthetic experience we can understand through originality.
	The tree of evolution is sustained by creativity.
	Uncontrolled expansion of technology undermines the existing orders creativity.
	Our souls are repositories of divine light and beauty! O goddess of the celestials!
	We live in a universe of continuity, stability and beauty.
	Our universe would have collapsed many times over if there was absence of creativity.
	No life would have emerged in the universe without creativity.
	All life systems in the universe would have collapsed without creativity.
	Such a complex human system would not have emerged without creativity.
	Let technology and science with its feverish pace not strangle the free of creativity.
	Our souls are repositories of divine light and beauty! O goddess of the celestials!
	Unseeing and unthinking people have disturbed and upset the orders of creativity and beauty.
	Its own mystery and magic has divine beauty.
	Our souls are fascinated by the nature of art and beauty.
	Our souls are fascinated by the nature of aesthetic experience and beauty.
	Our souls are allured with the charm of beauty.
	Man is a fantastic piece of work of beauty.
	Our souls are repositories of divine light and beauty! O goddess of the celestials!
	/Human soul is noble in reason and beauty.
	Human being is infinite in faculties and beauty.
	In form and moving human soul is embodiment of beauty.
	Like an angel human being is in action of beauty.
	Our soul surpasses the world in charm and beauty.
	As paragon of animals we surpass the whole cosmos in beauty.
	Our souls are repositories of divine light and beauty! O goddess of the celestials!
	It is a great privilege to be born in the human form and beauty.
	We should all cherish our state of being and beauty.
	Human existence is divine, holy and full of beauty.
	Human existence should be cherished for its beauty.
	We should fight for the integrity of our existence and beauty.
	We should understand the frailty and greatness of our existence and its beauty.
	Our souls are repositories of divine light and beauty! O goddess of the celestials!
	Our souls are an expression of noble wisdom and beauty.
	Merchants of ugliness cannot spoil our soul’s beauty.
	Unwise wisdom cannot instruct wisdom and beauty.
	Instead of celebrating ugliness we should celebrate beauty.
	Our visions should be clear amidst radiance, joy and beauty.
	Every soul for eternity has aspired for beauty.
	Our souls are repositories of divine light and beauty! O goddess of the celestials!
	Our myopia of vision should not make us blind to divine beauty.
	Corruption of values and human integrity kills our soul’s true beauty.
	Being unseeing, arrogant and destructive kills our soul’s true beauty.
	Only clarity, integrity and wisdom can truly enhance our soul’s beauty.
	Our state of muddiness and obtuseness we can overcome by embracing true beauty.
	Immediate, so obvious and compelling is divine beauty.
	Our souls are repositories of divine light and beauty! O goddess of the celestials!
	Beyond all logic transcends true beauty.
	Beyond all physical descriptions and hard and fast definitions transcends true beauty.
	Evasive, nebulous and reluctant to reveal itself is true beauty.
	We cannot catch in the net of precise concepts our true beauty.
	We cannot justify with logic and physical descriptions our true beauty.
	Upright, enduring and wholesome is true beauty.
	Our souls are repositories of divine light and beauty! O goddess of the celestials!
	Our sense of order, symmetry and right balance can be restored by true beauty.
	We are prevented from being superfluous, cumbersome, awkward and falling apart because of our true beauty.
	The conception of heaven can only be defined and designed by true beauty.
	Perfect, beautiful, enduring, amazing and mysterious is true beauty.
	On the aesthetic, spiritual and practical level there is a need of presence of true beauty.
	In one form or another in the whole cosmos is present true beauty.
	Our souls are repositories of divine light and beauty! O goddess of the celestials!
	In the whole cosmos totally essential is the presence of true beauty.
	The entire universe moves in the guiding presence of true beauty.
	Modern civilization has seen the eclipse of the importance of true beauty.
	Our souls have to be attained to the traditional concept of true beauty.
	Art can only be validated through the yardstick of true beauty.
	We should not leave behind the traditional concept of true beauty.
	Our souls are repositories of divine light and beauty! O goddess of the celestials!
	Our Souls are an Expression of Noble Wisdom and Beauty! O Mother of Abode of Knowledge!
	/Our souls are an expression of noble wisdom and beauty! O mother of abode of knowledge!
	Subtler and more hidden is the divine aspect of true beauty.
	Only in terms of utility, efficiency and capacity to control we cannot see true beauty.
	The utilitarian and mechanical criterion of worth of things we cannot apply to true beauty.
	The mechanization of our consciousness has lead to suppression of true beauty.
	The barbarization of human mind and human sensitivities has lead to suppression of true beauty.
	We should not allow the withering away of the importance of true beauty.
	Our souls are an expression of noble wisdom and beauty! O mother of abode of knowledge!
	In our lives and the universe at large we should understand the importance of true beauty.
	The rampant abuses of commercialization should not destroy our concept of true beauty.
	In the orgy of incessant advertising we should not loose our concept of true beauty.
	Our consciousness should not loose the original meaning and power of true beauty.
	By continuous abuse of language we should not destroy the concept of true beauty.
	Things spiritual and profound contain true beauty.
	Our souls are an expression of noble wisdom and beauty! O mother of abode of knowledge!
	We should not indiscriminately and frivolously describe our world of true beauty.
	We should renew our soul’s language of true beauty.
	With new energy and enduring power our souls should pursue true beauty.
	Our souls should not be swamped by the ugliness that masks our true beauty.
	All our artistic and philosophical trends should reflect our soul’s true beauty.
	We should remove all the peril to the well being of true beauty.
	Our souls are an expression of noble wisdom and beauty! O mother of abode of knowledge!
	We should be able to distinguish ugliness from true beauty.
	Discarding ugliness we should celebrate true beauty.
	Chaos in our minds, in our arts and in our life style is due to lack of appreciation of true beauty.
	The barbarous, the brutal and the violent aspect in our souls we can suppress by imbibing true beauty.
	The inner clarity in our souls we can gain by aspiring for true beauty.
	With a deeper insight we should reach for true beauty.
	Our souls are an expression of noble wisdom and beauty! O mother of abode of knowledge!
	This fractured and nihilistic world should not deprive us of true beauty.
	Culmination of life ends in true beauty.
	When our life breaths with health and radiance it breathes true beauty.
	In our every moment of existence resides true beauty.
	Our joy is expressed through true beauty.
	Sad and unnatural is joyless beauty.
	Our souls are an expression of noble wisdom and beauty! O mother of abode of knowledge!
	A subtle smile of joy is hidden in true beauty.
	Under the surface of an austere soul is hidden true beauty.
	With wonder and amazement our souls look at true beauty.
	With a smile of joy our souls acknowledge true beauty.
	An expression of joy is true beauty.
	Our joy will be superficial without true beauty.
	Our souls are an expression of noble wisdom and beauty! O mother of abode of knowledge!
	Joy gets converted into vulgar fun in absence of true beauty.
	Joy becomes a superficial diversion in absence of true beauty.
	Our souls can touch the ineffable, the transcendent and the miraculous by imbibing true beauty.
	An integral part of the divine entity is joy and true beauty.
	A sense of glory is infused in our souls when we imbibe true beauty.
	For its survival and existence joy needs true beauty.
	Our souls are an expression of noble wisdom and beauty! O mother of abode of knowledge!
	/No spurious things are created in the evolution of true beauty.
	An organ of divine blossoming is our true beauty.
	Evolution blossoms when there is flowering of true beauty.
	Our life is enhanced when there is smiling of true beauty.
	Grace and happiness follows when in our soul enters true beauty.
	There is flowering of evolution, life and god when there is flowering of true beauty.
	Our souls are an expression of noble wisdom and beauty! O mother of abode of knowledge!
	A divine necessity of human soul is true beauty.
	Our souls wither when in us withers true beauty.
	We flourish with radiance and joy when in us there is true beauty.
	Life in us flourishes and rejoices when there is true beauty.
	A part of the rhythm of our heart is true beauty.
	A part of the essence of our soul is true beauty.
	Our souls are an expression of noble wisdom and beauty! O mother of abode of knowledge!
	The quality of our being is shaped by true beauty.
	Our heart and soul is nourished by the psyche oxygen of true beauty.
	Our mind and reason is guided by true beauty.
	Our minds are cluttered with trivia and ugliness in absence of true beauty.
	Ugly lives and ugly environments are created in absence of true beauty.
	For our life system most importance source of energy is true beauty.
	Our souls are an expression of noble wisdom and beauty! O mother of abode of knowledge!
	As invisible as the oxygen we breath is true beauty.
	Our souls suffocate and die in absence of true beauty.
	Known to each of us is the truth of true beauty.
	In the strange somnambulistic dream of forgetfulness we live in absence of true beauty.
	In a truly platonic fashion our souls should wake up and remember true beauty.
	We can awaken to the true reality of our being by awakening to true beauty.
	Our souls are an expression of noble wisdom and beauty! O mother of abode of knowledge!
	The real glory of human soul we can witness through true beauty.
	Very natural to the human soul just like love and light is true beauty.
	Obvious to every soul is the experience of true beauty.
	It is very difficult to describe in precise words the experience and phenomenon of true beauty.
	Close to our souls is true beauty.
	The essence of the world we can only express through true beauty.
	Our souls are an expression of noble wisdom and beauty! O mother of abode of knowledge!
	All relationships, proportions and harmony depend upon true beauty.
	Right symmetries and right proportions we can only obtain through true beauty.
	Right symmetry and harmony leads to the phenomenon of true beauty.
	Right orchestration of parts of proportions and measures is true beauty.
	Very objective is the phenomenon of true beauty.
	In objects that are symmetrically and harmoniously composed we can find true beauty.
	Our souls are an expression of noble wisdom and beauty! O mother of abode of knowledge!
	In the right symmetry of things lies true beauty.
	In the right harmony of the elements lies true beauty.
	In the right relationships and proportions lies true beauty.
	For eternity our souls have understood the sacred cosmos of true beauty.
	Our mind and senses together can conceive true beauty.
	Only through the human soul can be revealed true beauty.
	Our souls are an expression of noble wisdom and beauty! O mother of abode of knowledge!
	A Divine Necessity of Human Soul is True Beauty! O Provider of Goodness of Life!
	/A divine necessity of human soul is true beauty! O provider of goodness of life!
	Divine is the source of origin of true beauty.
	From the gods and the heavens is derived true beauty.
	A divine flash from the heavens is true beauty.
	Our lives are made more harmonious and more beautiful through true beauty.
	Our life shrinks and becomes a little hell in absence of true beauty.
	Out of the quagmire our souls can be taken by true beauty.
	A divine necessity of human soul is true beauty! O provider of goodness of life!
	From the divine is derived all the vital powers of true beauty.
	Grace, sublimity and nobility are various manifestations of true beauty.
	Out of the dilemma our souls can be taken only by true beauty.
	Foundation of human life is true beauty.
	Our souls wither without true beauty.
	The vitality of the human condition is dependent on true beauty.
	A divine necessity of human soul is true beauty! O provider of goodness of life!
	Intellectual anarchy and aesthetic nihilism is the result of the lack of true beauty.
	There is chaos of thought in absence of true beauty.
	We slowly suffocate in the fumes and ugliness in absence of true beauty.
	Our vitality, hope, clarity and cohesion of our life is undermined in absence of true beauty.
	Our souls disintegrate in absence of true beauty.
	Our souls should cherish and live by true beauty.
	A divine necessity of human soul is true beauty! O provider of goodness of life!
	Neither absolute nor relative is true beauty.
	Universal for our soul is true beauty.
	The whole cosmos universally recognizes and shares true beauty.
	Constantly flows and changes the concept of true beauty.
	For eternity our souls have absorbed the compelling glory and shining radiance of true beauty.
	A lotus rising from mud is an embodiment of true beauty.
	A divine necessity of human soul is true beauty! O provider of goodness of life!
	In this universe the formless acquires form to reflect true beauty.
	In this universe the incoherent becomes coherent to reflect true beauty.
	In this world the inarticulate becomes articulate to reflect true beauty.
	The grandeur of life comes through the articulate of true beauty.
	The cosmos is the key to understanding true beauty.
	Inorganic life is endured with life to reflect true beauty.
	A divine necessity of human soul is true beauty! O provider of goodness of life!
	For every soul a ladder to heaven is true beauty.
	Our life becomes spiritual when we embrace true beauty.
	Our souls become more divine on embracing true beauty.
	Endlessly rolling for eternity is the sea of true beauty.
	All forms of life has come out of the sea of true beauty.
	All forms of articulate created by the human soul is a manifestation of true beauty.
	A divine necessity of human soul is true beauty! O provider of goodness of life!
	The rhythmic rolling of the universe is a manifestation of true beauty.
	All forms of life including human life is a manifestation of true beauty.
	The impurities of the universal rhythm are ingrained in true beauty.
	The original geometry of the universe in based on true beauty.
	The serenity and symmetry of our souls is dependent on true beauty.
	The beauty and exquisiteness of our soul is dependent on true beauty.
	A divine necessity of human soul is true beauty! O provider of goodness of life!
	/The temples of our souls contain true beauty.
	The construction of the sea shall is a manifestation of true beauty.
	In the creation of the sea shall there is culmination of true beauty.
	The articulation of the sea shall is a manifestation of true divine beauty.
	The structure of the sea shall is a paradigm of true beauty.
	The great rhythms and symmetry of our life depend on true beauty.
	A divine necessity of human soul is true beauty! O provider of goodness of life!
	The symmetry, structure and greatness of our soul depends on true beauty.
	Fascinating and irresistible to our souls is true beauty.
	Deep down hidden in our souls lies the movement of true beauty.
	On intricate rhythms and symmetries is based true beauty.
	Life enhancing is the rhythm and symmetry of true beauty.
	Life responds reality and quickly to the rhythm and symmetry of true beauty.
	A divine necessity of human soul is true beauty! O provider of goodness of life!
	Our souls are part of the stupendous evolutionary epic of the true beauty.
	The endless cycles of rhythms and symmetries of our lives depends on true beauty.
	Law of symmetry governs the universe of true beauty.
	Universally the law of symmetry is held in the world of true beauty.
	Astonishing and overcome in simplicity is true beauty.
	Balance, harmony and symmetry is foundation of true beauty.
	A divine necessity of human soul is true beauty! O provider of goodness of life!
	Symmetry is the root of our experience with true beauty.
	Symmetry is the driving force of the evolution of the universe of true beauty.
	Through symmetry all the elements are held in balance in the universe of true beauty.
	Symmetry is woven into life enhancing rhythms of true beauty.
	Intricately in our life enhancing structure is woven true beauty.
	We can live to the brim when we embrace true beauty.
	A divine necessity of human soul is true beauty! O provider of goodness of life!
	Evolution is the maker of life and the universe of true beauty.
	Things beautiful and divine are manifestations of true beauty.
	The radiance of our life is dependent on true beauty.
	The coherence and endurance of our life structure is dependent on true beauty.
	Our souls become a vehicle of the sacred and the spiritual by embracing true beauty.
	Our spirituality matures when we embrace true beauty.
	A divine necessity of human soul is true beauty! O provider of goodness of life!
	The range of our soul’s performance is enlarged by embracing true beauty.
	Our souls blossom forth spiritually by embracing true beauty.
	We become capable of an astounding variety of performances by embracing true beauty.
	We become capable of withstanding various stresses of life by embracing true beauty.
	A unique force of the universe is true beauty.
	The cosmos has created the astonishing wonder of true beauty.
	A divine necessity of human soul is true beauty! O provider of goodness of life!
	Forever the universe has seen changed by the birth of true beauty.
	We cannot conceive the coherence and meaning of the universe without the idea of true beauty.
	Clarity, luminosity, sense, order and coherence of our soul depends on true beauty.
	A shining beacon of divinity is true beauty.
	All meaningful disruptions of our soul relies on true beauty.
	Lurking in the background of the whole universe is true beauty.
	A divine necessity of human soul is true beauty! O provider of goodness of life!
	Forever the Universe Has Been Changed by the Birth of True Beauty! O Mother of the Perceivable Universe!
	/Forever the universe has been changed by the birth of true beauty! O mother of the perceivable universe!
	Of extraordinary and divine nature is true beauty.
	From the heavens and the gods comes true beauty.
	Evolutionary is the origin of true beauty.
	More coherence, endurance and capability our souls get by embracing true beauty.
	We shine with new qualities by embracing true beauty.
	Aesthetic, religions, artistic and ethical we become when we embrace true beauty.
	Forever the universe has been changed by the birth of true beauty! O mother of the perceivable universe!
	More intensively our souls exist because of true beauty.
	A stunning expression of divinity is true beauty.
	There is more evolutionary life in true beauty.
	Triumph of evolutionary unfolding is manifested in true beauty.
	Evolutionary radiance is represented through true beauty.
	Life tries to make more of itself by embracing true beauty.
	Forever the universe has been changed by the birth of true beauty! O mother of the perceivable universe!
	Coherence, articulateness and performance is born out of true beauty.
	Upward process of relentless transcendence results into true beauty.
	More life is contained in an object with true beauty.
	More radiance is contained in an object with true beauty.
	The more beautiful the life of a human is more intensely it contains true beauty.
	We affirm and celebrate our life by embracing true beauty.
	Forever the universe has been changed by the birth of true beauty! O mother of the perceivable universe!
	Life enhancing forces enter our souls when we embrace true beauty.
	Our evolutionary life flow becomes rich when we embrace true beauty.
	The divine coherence of human life is a reflection of true beauty.
	There is a loss of meaning in our souls when we lack true beauty.
	There is loss of coherence in our souls when we lack true beauty.
	The violence done to our souls is violence done to true beauty.
	Forever the universe has been changed by the birth of true beauty! O mother of the perceivable universe!
	We loose our spirituality when we loose true beauty.
	A necessity of human life is true beauty.
	No more luxury to our souls is true beauty.
	The inner coherence of our lives we can maintain by embracing true beauty.
	An extraordinary blessing of evolution is true beauty.
	A vital force that strengthens and fortifies our life is true beauty.
	Forever the universe has been changed by the birth of true beauty! O mother of the perceivable universe!
	The meaning of divinity to our souls are taught by true beauty.
	Significant energies of the cosmos our souls can receive by embracing true beauty.
	All the great works of art are impregnated with true beauty.
	Life is linked and connected with joy and divinity through true beauty.
	Through the mystic universe divinity is connected with true beauty.
	Arising from below is divinity and true beauty.
	Forever the universe has been changed by the birth of true beauty! O mother of the perceivable universe!
	From the bowels of life grows divinity and true beauty.
	Stuff of life is divinity and true beauty.
	The acts of life is divinity and true beauty.
	With a new radiance our souls can blossom when we embrace true beauty.
	With the blush of divinity shines true beauty.
	There is extraordinary coherence and radiance is true beauty.
	Forever the universe has been changed by the birth of true beauty! O mother of the perceivable universe!
	/With inner powers brilliantly shines true beauty.
	Glory of the being is true beauty.
	Divine unfolding of light is true beauty.
	With accumulated life force and energy shines true beauty.
	Unusual degree of coherence, clarity, integration and luminosity is contained in true beauty.
	A divine product of evolution is true beauty.
	Forever the universe has been changed by the birth of true beauty! O mother of the perceivable universe!
	The physical is subtly transformed into the symbolic and spiritual through true beauty.
	Coherence and endurance is manifested through true beauty.
	With life giving radiance our souls shine because of true beauty.
	The spiritual ascent of evolution is manifested in true beauty.
	Art, religion and human spirituality blossoms because of true beauty.
	More coherent and enduring structures of life are created by true beauty.
	Forever the universe has been changed by the birth of true beauty! O mother of the perceivable universe!
	Only divinity can resolve our souls age old dilemma of true beauty.
	More layers of life are contained in more intensive form of true beauty.
	Human life atrophies when there is decay of true beauty.
	The crisis of the human soul is a crisis of true beauty.
	A culture is lost when it looses its sense of true beauty.
	A culture is lost when it looses its sense of purpose, spirituality and true beauty.
	Forever the universe has been changed by the birth of true beauty! O mother of the perceivable universe!
	An important aspect of the spiritual is true beauty.
	The hymns to the divine are composed of spirituality and true beauty.
	Music of the divine is composed of spirituality and true beauty.
	The divine universe manifest itself through true beauty.
	The outward appearance of the divine is true beauty.
	Essential to the existence of the divine is true beauty.
	Forever the universe has been changed by the birth of true beauty! O mother of the perceivable universe!
	Through the human mind and soul is expressed true beauty.
	Our souls have understood the meaning and vital powers of true beauty.
	Our souls need to transcend the shadow of darkness to witness true beauty.
	We should be able to see and experience for ourselves true beauty.
	Magnificent insights our souls can get through true beauty.
	Open and potent is our soul’s agenda of true beauty.
	Forever the universe has been changed by the birth of true beauty! O mother of the perceivable universe!
	Our souls can construct their own path by embracing true beauty.
	Divinity has paved the way for the evolutionary idea of true beauty.
	Veiled in different cloaks for long has been hidden true beauty.
	Our souls have understood the true radiance and cosmic significance of true beauty.
	Through perseverance in our souls we can rehabilitate true beauty.
	Only the divine can demystify true beauty.
	Forever the universe has been changed by the birth of true beauty! O mother of the perceivable universe!
	From the tentacles of darkness we have to release our true beauty.
	From the over bearing dogmas of this mortal world we have to release our true beauty.
	From the pernicious and crippling influence of darkness we have to release our true beauty.
	From the claws of destructive relativism and nihilism we have to release our true beauty.
	Most important divine cosmic force is true beauty.
	The misguided prophets of darkness cannot hide our true beauty.
	Forever the universe has been changed by the birth of true beauty! O mother of the perceivable universe!
	The Fragrance of Your Immortal Flowers Have Reached My Soul! O Mother of Nature!
	/The fragrance of your immortal flowers have reached my soul! O mother of nature!
	Your world that I have seen is stoically silent.
	This mortal world has shown me nothing but violence.
	The energies of the great ancient trees I draw into my being.
	Your divine powerful sensation permeates my being.
	Let my mood and character be an expression of your divine grace.
	My soul has succumbed to your soft sensual embrace.
	The fragrance of your immortal flowers have reached my soul! O mother of nature!
	I have witnessed the ancient trees that are nature’s sentries standing tall.
	The powerful sensation of your grace my soul can recall.
	The intense vibrations of the ancient tress has filtered through my being.
	The calming energies of the ancient trees has healed my being.
	Waves of sensation your grace has sent through me.
	Into the mode of deep questioning you have sent me.
	The fragrance of your immortal flowers have reached my soul! O mother of nature!
	In the vibration of the ancient trees my soul shall closely relate.
	Draw me magnetically into your fold so that with your mystic world I can relate.
	The vibrations of mother earth has played magic on my soul.
	To be healed by mother earth’s powerful magic is my goal.
	Standing in isolation I beckon your cosmic world.
	Making a lonely statement I wait for your divinity to be unfurled.
	The fragrance of your immortal flowers have reached my soul! O mother of nature!
	You beckon my soul into the vicinity of your magic world.
	The first ray of the mystic sun shall draw me into your immortal world.
	Under the shadows of the ancient tree deeply I shall sleep.
	The immensely magical effect of the ancient trees in my soul I shall keep.
	My soul has been taken into the mesmerizing spell of the ancient trees.
	The sunset and the sunrise my soul can enjoy at ease.
	The fragrance of your immortal flowers have reached my soul! O mother of nature!
	It is the soul within the stone that I seek.
	You heal and fulfil the wish of every soul that is meek.
	To the inert nature of the stones my soul has been drawn.
	To the varying hikes and deeper silence of the stones my soul has been drawn.
	Every stone carries its own inherent holy vibration.
	The deeper secrets of time and events are hidden in every stone’s vibration.
	The fragrance of your immortal flowers have reached my soul! O mother of nature!
	Divine affinity I feel with magical stones.
	Your infinite energy has been gathered in the magical stones.
	All my energy I pour out into the mystical stones.
	Gradually I can feel your power increasing in the magical stones.
	With my inner divine wish I charge the magical stones.
	My love and spirit I infuse into the magical stones.
	The fragrance of your immortal flowers have reached my soul! O mother of nature!
	To the creative abundance of your universe I gladly salute.
	To the magic created by the chanting stones I gladly salute.
	I have energized the stones with my own divine wishes.
	The magical chanting stones shall fulfil all my wishes.
	The water that flows over your mystic stones is filled with your magic.
	The whole mineral kingdom is filled with your magic.
	The fragrance of your immortal flowers have reached my soul! O mother of nature!
	/Let my spirit enter into your mystic stone.
	All my hurtful feelings and disturbing emotions shall seep into your mystic stone.
	The vibrations of the mystic stones I can sense in my being.
	The deeper secretes of the mineral world for eternity I have been seeing.
	With your universal vibrations let me in tandem live.
	The imbalanced environment let not any negative energy give.
	The fragrance of your immortal flowers have reached my soul! O mother of nature!
	Eventually every stone must break.
	In your mystic sun the heart of every stone will bake.
	From your mystic stone I seek guidance for my soul.
	To master the stone attracting spell is my goal.
	The gentle vibrations created by the mystic stones shall fulfil my wishes.
	The energized stones shall fulfil all my wishes.
	The fragrance of your immortal flowers have reached my soul! O mother of nature!
	With deep reverence to mother earth I pay.
	With gratitude to mother earth I pray.
	Let negative forces not threaten the existence of the earth.
	All the darkness of my soul only you can unearth.
	To your supreme soul I pray for protection and healing of the earth.
	Let this dark world not destroy the innocence of the earth.
	The fragrance of your immortal flowers have reached my soul! O mother of nature!
	Let the innocence of the sacred mountains not be raped and destroyed.
	Let the play of the universe not be destroyed.
	Let me live life in the presence of the moment.
	Carry me into your deeper realms of bliss that is permanent.
	Help me experience the little joys and walk my chosen path.
	In your sacred grace let my soul take its bath.
	The fragrance of your immortal flowers have reached my soul! O mother of nature!
	During my pilgrimage I shall unveil your deep secrets.
	Your beauty, joy and passion shall reveal their own secrets.
	All the anguish, pain, and truth of my heart shall be revealed.
	Your deep secrets no more in my heart shall be concealed.
	The precious miracles of everyday life let me experience.
	Your deep hidden ecstasy let me experience.
	The fragrance of your immortal flowers have reached my soul! O mother of nature!
	I am noting but a leaf in your mystic forest.
	I am nothing but a tree in your mystic forest.
	All the concrete constructions, landfill sites and burial grounds have caused stress to mother earth.
	All the underground mining, mineral concentrations and feeling of trees have caused stress to mother earth.
	Natural disaster is the price we pay for causing stress to mother earth.
	Poor yield in vegetation and crop is the result of causing stress to mother earths.
	The fragrance of your immortal flowers have reached my soul! O mother of nature!
	The time to make my offering to you has come.
	The time to invoke your higher powers has come.
	You have lured my soul in the wilderness of existence.
	Before your grace I shall not put up any resistance.
	For a starry fiesta the heavens are preparing.
	With you deep darkness I am sharing.
	The fragrance of your immortal flowers have reached my soul! O mother of nature!
	Against This Dark World Let My Soul Rise In Mutiny! O Mother!
	Against this dark world let my soul rise in mutiny! O mother!
	O mother unfold the seed of my innermost thought.
	For eternity your bright world I have sought.
	Unfold the flower of my deep desire.
	Against me let not the darkness conspire.
	Let me reach your higher realities of consciousness.
	Let your lotus unfurl the petals of brightness.
	Against this dark world let my soul rise in mutiny! O mother!
	/In you lies my original wish of love and life.
	From deep within my heart remove all the strife.
	O mother reveal all the secret powers of my existence.
	To this dark world let me show resistance.
	I have witnessed your being that is so beautiful and elusive.
	From this dark world my soul only you can retrieve.
	Against this dark world let my soul rise in mutiny! O mother!
	I have seen your divine face that is shy, reticent and entrancing.
	Your beautiful world of grace is quickly advancing.
	O mother your nature is like a self-generated mystic flower.
	You hold the essence of the mystic power.
	I have witnessed your flowering unfold through space.
	In soul of every flower you lend grace.
	Against this dark world let my soul rise in mutiny! O mother!
	In you I have witnessed the flower of space.
	I have tasted your receptivity, openness and grace.
	You are like the self-originated flower with divine repose.
	To the vast expanse of the mystic space my soul you expose.
	Your grace sprouts every seed of eternal flowering.
	Every creature is struck by your mystic lightening.
	Against this dark world let my soul rise in mutiny! O mother!
	Your mystic light shines on every flower.
	Every soul shall bathe in your mystic shower.
	You are focal point of power and presence in the whole cosmos.
	O mother purify my body and mind and remove all the dross.
	O mother let me understand your thousand names.
	I have got a glimpse of your cosmic games.
	Against this dark world let my soul rise in mutiny! O mother!
	You create the flowers of space like the sun and the moon.
	Your blooms of deeper essences I will see soon.
	O mother only you can stir my inner dimensions.
	Only you can satisfy my soul’s strivings and apprehensions.
	Your scent of deeper essence is felt through all the cosmos.
	Your light is the source of all the cosmic gloss.
	Against this dark world let my soul rise in mutiny! O mother!
	I have witnessed the cosmic clouds rain their deeper essence on earth.
	From your deep womb of divinity my soul has got its birth.
	Let my soul be the ultimate flower of divinity.
	I have witnessed the waves and tides of your ocean of certainty.
	In me let your lotus of grace fully bloom.
	You are the ultimate energy behind the cosmic boom.
	Against this dark world let my soul rise in mutiny! O mother!
	/Only you can generate and open the power of myself.
	You are the source of all power and pelf.
	Enhance my inner flowering with your life force.
	Let me have an access to your divine resource.
	Let me witness the wonders of your magical flowering.
	You are the end of my desiring and seeking.
	Against this dark world let my soul rise in mutiny! O mother!
	O mother nurture my life’s bounty and beatitude.
	For the darkness you are the only substitute.
	O mother allow me the celestial respite.
	Your celestial flame in my soul ignite.
	Ripen the lure of my imagination.
	Draw me into the vertex of your mystical vibration.
	Against this dark world let my soul rise in mutiny! O mother!
	O mother let me taste all your meditative states.
	To your cosmic world always my soul relates.
	Alive shall become the subtle nuances of your mystic energy.
	O mother provide my soul all the synergy.
	My cosmic imagination has ripened over the years.
	Your grace has wiped away all my fears.
	Against this dark world let my soul rise in mutiny! O mother!
	Let my eyes search beyond the blue sky.
	In the moonlight let me look at your kingdom on high.
	O mother show me your other world charm.
	Let the darkness no more do any harm.
	Let me converse with you well past the midnight hour.
	Let me have a scent of your mystic flower.
	Against this dark world let my soul rise in mutiny! O mother!
	I have seen the rain of your pure white flowers.
	My soul has bathed in your cosmic showers.
	Let me gaze at your flowers with their pristine beauty.
	O mother help me do my cosmic duty.
	Let your blessings move my heart.
	Let the darkness no more assert.
	Against this dark world let my soul rise in mutiny! O mother!
	You have always heard my fervent prayers.
	Let me unearth your mystic layers.
	Give me a glimpse of your ethereal beauty.
	Breathe life into my soul and enhance its beauty.
	You symbolize the highest beauty of all flowers.
	Let my soul bathe in your sweet and perfumed showers.
	Against this dark world let my soul rise in mutiny! O mother!
	Let me enter into your abode of flowers.
	With sweet aroma my soul you can empower.
	O mother lure my soul into your mystic dwelling.
	Within you let me see the deep flowering.
	Let your alluring colours and vibrancy unfold.
	Intoxicate me with your cosmic beauty untold.
	Against this dark world let my soul rise in mutiny! O mother!
	Let my soul radiate your divine creativity.
	Take me into your world of certainty.
	Let my soul taste your sweet aroma and magical spontaneity.
	O mother enhance my soul’s creativity.
	Let my soul be intoxicated with your sweet scent.
	In the darkness let my soul relent.
	Against this dark world let my soul rise in mutiny! O mother!
	/Let me taste the creativity of my own flowering.
	I shall silently enter into your mystic dwelling.
	O mother lure my soul into your mystic world.
	Let your flag of divinity be unfurled.
	Entice my soul into your world that is bright.
	I have witnessed the pure surge of your brilliant colourful light.
	Against this dark world let my soul rise in mutiny! O mother!
	My nose has felt the deluge of your heavy aroma.
	Let me have a glimpse of your divine persona.
	I have dived into your sea of beatitude.
	For this dark world O mother give me a substitute.
	I surrender to the deeper essence of your mystic flowering.
	O mother entice me into your surreal surrounding.
	Against this dark world let my soul rise in mutiny! O mother!
	O mother you have seen the nudeness of my being.
	In your mystic world let my soul sing.
	Decorate my soul with your garland of red roses.
	Allow my emotions to express themselves.
	O mother entice me with your magical presence.
	Let me taste your divine essence.
	Against this dark world let my soul rise in mutiny! O mother!
	Lure My Soul Into Your Mystic World! O Remover of Fear!
	/Lure my soul into your mystic world! O remover of fear!
	O mother open the doors of your deeper perception.
	Let the heavens give me a grand reception.
	Let my soul comprehend the emerging realties.
	Give me a glimpse of your mystic personalities.
	I have finally understood your cosmic play.
	Your magical presence O mother silently display.
	Lure my soul into your mystic world! O remover of fear!
	Accept the offer of my love and devotion.
	O mother bless me with a deeper perception.
	I have inner awareness of my deeper flowering.
	Your mystic world for me is empowering.
	My soul has patiently waited for your mystical encounters.
	Let my heart spiral into your cosmic wonders.
	Lure my soul into your mystic world! O remover of fear!
	O mother accept the lotuses of my inner offering.
	To your mother I offer my inner flowering.
	Caress my soul with your gentle grace.
	Tender warmth I can see on your face.
	Take me into the realms of your higher world.
	Open the petals of your lotus unfurled.
	Lure my soul into your mystic world! O remover of fear!
	Let your mystic lotus open to its fullness.
	Take me into your world of brightness.
	I have got the taste of your magical earthly delight.
	Give me a glimpse of your heavenly sight.
	Let me taste the supreme bliss of my inner flowering.
	My soul has seen your garden with its unlimited blossoming.
	Lure my soul into your mystic world! O remover of fear!
	O mother silently reveal your ever expanding dimensions.
	Your bright world shall remove all my apprehensions.
	Your secret world lies beyond my time and space.
	Your spiraling world of cosmic wonders let my soul chase.
	Fill me with your sweet aroma and ethereal delight.
	Let my soul be lured with your captivating sight.
	Lure my soul into your mystic world! O remover of fear!
	Let my soul familiarize with your mystic realms.
	Let my world be captivated with your ethereal charms.
	I have witnessed all your supernatural permutations.
	I have understood the unexplained secrecy of my heart’s palpitations.
	You are the flowering of my inner voice.
	To my soul you have offered a heavenly choice.
	Lure my soul into your mystic world! O remover of fear!
	/Let me enter into your abode of self-dwelling flowers.
	Let me silently bathe in your cosmic showers.
	Let me enjoy the taste of your deeper essences.
	Let me discard all my pretences.
	O mother on you I shower the flowers of celestial devotion.
	O mother quickly ignite my creative imagination.
	Lure my soul into your mystic world! O remover of fear!
	O mother bless me with a more profound and meaningful world.
	Let your flag of divinity be unfurled.
	O mother to you I offer my inner flowering.
	Accept the lotuses of my inner offering.
	I have peeped into the soul of every flower.
	I have seen the brilliant expansion of your mystic power.
	Lure my soul into your mystic world! O remover of fear!
	Light up the deep caverns of my spiritual heart.
	Let this dark world no more assert.
	Unfold the secrets of your mystic enchantment.
	Reveal the magical spell of your divine firmament.
	Let me be enriched by your heavenly voices and visions.
	O mother for me you have made all the provisions.
	Lure my soul into your mystic world! O remover of fear!
	My soul has witnessed your dance of lightening.
	The whole cosmos has witnessed your radiant flowering.
	Through your grace you awaken every soul.
	Let me move towards my ultimate creative goal.
	Let my soul revel in the magic of your cosmic rituals and prayers.
	Through meditation let me unearth your deep layers.
	Lure my soul into your mystic world! O remover of fear!
	O mother make me ready for your higher realms of celestial ecstasy.
	Spin my soul into the centre of your creative fantasy.
	Help me discover my true inner nature.
	Help me search out your divine secret nectar.
	Let your boons rain delightfully on my soul.
	O mother help me discover my sacred goal.
	Lure my soul into your mystic world! O remover of fear!
	Let me witness the wild unfolding of your mystic nature.
	Let your grace enhance my soul’s stature.
	My heart is in a drunken state of sheer bliss.
	My soul has tasted your divine kiss.
	Your mystic flowers are spread on my spiritual path.
	I am ready to take your spiritual bath.
	Lure my soul into your mystic world! O remover of fear!
	The aura of your mystic flowers captivates my heart.
	The darkness can no more assert.
	Endow me with greater energies and deeper visions.
	The heavens for me have made all the provisions.
	Let me drink the elixir of your love and delight.
	Fill my eyes with your magical sight.
	Lure my soul into your mystic world! O remover of fear!
	O mother liberate my every expression.
	Your light can cure my soul’s depression.
	Ignite my fearlessness and sensuality.
	Let me have a deeper vision of the cosmic reality.
	Let my soul be immersed in your intense colours and essences.
	Let my heart discard all its pretences.
	Lure my soul into your mystic world! O remover of fear!
	Soften the footfall of my every step towards your abode.
	My whole existence with your grace shall explode.
	Let me relish the flowering of my own creativity.
	Your grace shall maintain my sanity.
	You are the enchanted enjoyer of the whole cosmos.
	This world of darkness let me cross.
	Lure my soul into your mystic world! O remover of fear!
	/Let my enjoyment be full and perfect.
	With your light my soul will resurrect.
	Let me reach the peak of all vitality.
	Darkness has lost all its fatality.
	Let my soul bask in its own fulfilment.
	Let me be the enchanted enjoyer of your divine firmament.
	Lure my soul into your mystic world! O remover of fear!
	Let my heart relish its own vigour and vivacity.
	In your mystic spiritual world there is no scarcity.
	Help me navigate through my ephemeral existence.
	To this dark world help me develop resistance.
	Let me taste your nectar with sumptuous delight.
	Let your light enhance my mystic sight.
	Lure my soul into your mystic world! O remover of fear!
	To my soul convey the magical mysticism of the unknown.
	On me let the darkness no more frown.
	Strike my soul with your vivaciousness and richness.
	To your magical mysticism let me be a witness.
	Let my life no more be metaphorical and allegorical.
	The spiritual opportunity you have given me is historical.
	Lure my soul into your mystic world! O remover of fear!
	Your Mystic World for Me is Empowering! O Bestower of Strength!
	/Your mystic world for me is empowering! O bestower of strength!
	Let my life no more be symbolic and figurative.
	Before the dark world let my soul be more assertive.
	Let my soul mirror your true reality.
	The heavens have given me your divine authority.
	With your divine flavour fill my life’s experiences.
	Help me discard all my pretences.
	Your mystic world for me is empowering! O bestower of strength!
	Help me comprehended the inner nature of my own existence.
	To the darkness let me develop resistance.
	Help me delve deep into your unknown mystic world.
	Your divine flag will soon be unfurled.
	Let your grace develop my creativity and imagination.
	Help me tune to your subtle vibration.
	Your mystic world for me is empowering! O bestower of strength!
	Bless my soul with a deeper spiritual insight.
	With the unending darkness let me fight.
	Let me rise above all metaphors, myths and darkness.
	Let me silently enter into your world of brightness.
	For long I have roamed in the wilderness of existence.
	Let my soul discover its divine exuberance.
	Your mystic world for me is empowering! O bestower of strength!
	O mother give me a hint of your deep magical existence.
	To the darkness let me develop resistance.
	Let my soul tune into your divine reality.
	Let me taste my deeper spirituality.
	My soul has tasted your divine aroma in the wilderness of the cosmos.
	This dark world I shall soon cross.
	Your mystic world for me is empowering! O bestower of strength!
	O mother sharpen my keener intuitive mind.
	Give insight to my eyes that are blind.
	Let my soul attract the higher forces of the cosmos.
	In the darkness let me not be in a loss.
	Let me hear, perceive and taste the true reality of nature.
	Let the heavens improve my soul’s stature.
	Your mystic world for me is empowering! O bestower of strength!
	I can see your softer golden hues of kindness.
	Your light will save my soul from blindness.
	Let me explore deep into nature’s wonderland.
	Let my soul rest on your sacred beach of your golden sand.
	In your face I see the gentle flow of sweetness.
	The whole cosmos gazes on your face of youthfulness.
	Your mystic world for me is empowering! O bestower of strength!
	/From my heart remove all the terror, death and fierceness.
	Let me share your softer golden hues of benevolence.
	Give clear insight to my mortal eyes.
	Take me to your land of golden skies.
	The space around you vibrates with mystic lightening.
	This dark world is no more frightening.
	Your mystic world for me is empowering! O bestower of strength!
	This whole universe speaks of your unfathomable mystery.
	Only you can understand my soul’s chemistry.
	An aura of gentleness and grace radiates around your being.
	The dark brilliance of your lotus eyes I have been seeing.
	Only you can impart me the wisdom of the other world.
	Into your deep cosmic world let my soul be hurled.
	Your mystic world for me is empowering! O bestower of strength!
	Let me discover my true inner nature and grace.
	Let divinity be written on my face.
	I have discovered my relationship with your higher self.
	You are the source of all my power and pelf.
	I have entered into the mystic sanctuary of your being.
	In the secret chamber of my heart the whole cosmos shall sing.
	Your mystic world for me is empowering! O bestower of strength!
	O mother let me embrace your real form.
	With your light let my soul reform.
	Let me witness the rainfall of your mystic flowers.
	Let me bathe in your golden showers.
	My soul has opened up to your grace.
	Eternal flowering I have seen on your face.
	Your mystic world for me is empowering! O bestower of strength!
	Let my whole world be your divine manifestation.
	The darkness can no more produce pain and frustration.
	Make me wear your garland of beatitude and grace.
	Let your golden light shine on my face.
	Every event of the cosmos is a wave of your eternal flowering.
	Your divine offering to my soul is empowering.
	Your mystic world for me is empowering! O bestower of strength!
	Let all my experiences flower and bloom in your cosmos.
	From my heart your light shall remove all the dross.
	O mother open the mystic petals of my inner lotus.
	Into your deep brilliant eyes let me focus.
	Help me overcome all my suffering and bereavement.
	Make me the centre of your divine experiment.
	Your mystic world for me is empowering! O bestower of strength!
	O mother unfold the mystical magic of the absolute.
	Let my soul play your cosmic flute.
	Give me a glimpse of your expansive nature.
	Let me gaze into the mystical magic of your divine feature.
	You are the coolness in water and heat in the fire.
	You are the source of all my desire.
	Your mystic world for me is empowering! O bestower of strength!
	You are the light of the sun and purity of the creator.
	The whole cosmos plays in your theatre.
	You are the source of power in everything.
	You are the unity realized in everything.
	Unfold the diverse coloured petals of your lotus.
	Let my heart be your focus.
	Your mystic world for me is empowering! O bestower of strength!
	On me shower the flowers of your different manifestation.
	Let me not suffer from darkness and frustration.
	Let the whole cosmos witness your great flowering.
	Your sacred world for my soul is empowering.
	I am a witness to your every flowering.
	To my soul your grace is empowering.
	Your mystic world for me is empowering! O bestower of strength!
	/From your eyes arise my tears of ecstasy.
	You are the source of my world’s fantasy.
	In you lies both my happiness and sorrow.
	All the emotions from you I borrow.
	The wild gush of the mortal wind shall no more hurt.
	The world of darkness for me is now inert.
	Your mystic world for me is empowering! O bestower of strength!
	Soften my heart with your mystic grace.
	Let the ancient sunlight shine on my face.
	You are always with me in the most heartening moment.
	For me you have prepared the divine firmament.
	You are the flowering of all than can be.
	You are the reservoir of all that I can see.
	Your mystic world for me is empowering! O bestower of strength!
	You are the one that brings the cosmic rain.
	Relieve my whole world of its pain.
	Only you can soften the blow of the mortal storm.
	With your light my dark world can reform.
	You are the reservoir of cosmic bliss.
	My heart has eternally waited for your divine kiss.
	Your mystic world for me is empowering! O bestower of strength!
	The Roaring Cloud Carries My Heart Beat Across the Mystic Ocean! O Giver of Mist!
	/The roaring cloud carries my heart beat across the mystic ocean! O giver of mist!
	My soul has been strapped of its power for failing its duty.
	Cursed by the mortal darkness it has lost its divine beauty.
	For eternity I have endured the separation from my beloved.
	No more I shall roam in the dark and shady forest banished from my beloved.
	Silently I shall explore the dark and shady groves of your mystic forest.
	Silently I shall bath in the sacred pond of your mystic forest.
	The roaring cloud carries my heart beat across the mystic ocean! O giver of mist!
	My heart is weak from longing of its distant lover.
	The golden bracelet has slipped from the naked forearm of my mystic lover.
	The dark clouds embrace the ancient mountain top with fall vigour.
	My tears I lock within with fall vigour.
	My soul struggles to stand before the mountain of my desire.
	With my soul this dark world prepares to conspire.
	The roaring cloud carries my heart beat across the mystic ocean! O giver of mist!
	The sight of your mystic cloud has stirred my heart and soul.
	The caress the neck of my distant beloved is my goal.
	The rains that draw near bring new life to my soul.
	With soft and solemn words divinity has welcomed my soul.
	Humble offerings of bright beautiful flowers I offer to your being.
	For eternity endless rejoicing my soul has been seeing.
	The roaring cloud carries my heart beat across the mystic ocean! O giver of mist!
	The great shining clouds have brought the news of your heavenly world.
	My soul longs to send its message to your sacred world.
	My impulsive soul has made its plea without even thinking.
	To you I have said my fervent prayers so that you can save me from sinking.
	Give me the faculties and fine senses to carry your divine message.
	My soul struck by your love shall carry your divine message.
	The roaring cloud carries my heart beat across the mystic ocean! O giver of mist!
	The fine line between nature and humanity has been blurred.
	The depth of my soul by your light has been stirred.
	Only your grace can carry the heart of my soul’s message.
	Only your shining clouds can carry my soul’s message.
	Into the line of the mighty my soul has been born.
	With your beauty and grace my soul you shall adorn.
	The roaring cloud carries my heart beat across the mystic ocean! O giver of mist!
	Like the clouds give my soul the power to transform into any shape at will.
	It is only your light that all my darkness can kill.
	No request of my soul has been rejected by your virtuous world.
	No wish of my soul can be fulfil by this weak world.
	Let the will of destiny not drive me away from my beloved.
	Desperately I need you to take me to my beloved.
	The roaring cloud carries my heart beat across the mystic ocean! O giver of mist!
	Your grace is like a balm for those burning with love.
	The shining clouds have bright your message from above.
	Let the divine wrath no more separate the light from my being.
	The ancient clouds carrying your divine message for eternity I have been seeing.
	Let my soul enter your mansions that glow with the moonlight.
	Your garden of eternity is within my sight.
	The roaring cloud carries my heart beat across the mystic ocean! O giver of mist!
	Your grace shall not allow me to suffer alone.
	This darkness I cannot carry alone.
	Nudged by fair wind my soul shall playfully sing the songs of transformation.
	Through your golden sky I have seen the mystic cranes fly in perfect formation.
	My heart is filled with rapture of your divine union.
	Singing sweetly my soul sings for the divine union.
	The roaring cloud carries my heart beat across the mystic ocean! O giver of mist!
	/Like the drooping flower my heart is only sustained by the threads of hope.
	To the quickly sinking hearts of lovers only your can give hope.
	My soul seeks to soar higher in the golden sky.
	Through the highway of the heavenly wind my soul shall fly.
	Finally I shall breathe a new hope.
	The fullness of your season has given me a new hope.
	The roaring cloud carries my heart beat across the mystic ocean! O giver of mist!
	The welcome sound of your mighty thunder in my soul has spread.
	The bloom of wild mushrooms like a carpet on earth has spread.
	My soul is eager to join you in the golden sky.
	Every creature is eager to nourish itself from your grace that comes from the golden sky.
	With the lotus stalk of your divine being my soul shall feed.
	To this world of darkness I shall no more pay any heed.
	The roaring cloud carries my heart beat across the mystic ocean! O giver of mist!
	The lofty peak of your sacred mountain let my soul embrace.
	Season after season every creature you gladly embrace.
	Your footprints you have deliberately left upon the slops of the ancient mountain.
	With deep affection my soul shall drink from your divine fountain.
	Warm tears born longing my soul shall shed.
	Your light in my world of darkness shall spread.
	The roaring cloud carries my heart beat across the mystic ocean! O giver of mist!
	For my journey perfect path you have chosen.
	The pristine waters of the gentle mountain streams for me you have chosen.
	Every creature shall refresh itself with your grace.
	All the darkness from my tired and weak soul you shall erase.
	I have seen the mystic clouds rest their tired feet on the ancient mountain top.
	Tears filled with nectar of your grace from every eye shall drop.
	The roaring cloud carries my heart beat across the mystic ocean! O giver of mist!
	My ears flow with nectar as I hear your message.
	Through your secret heavenly door give me a passage.
	Silently let me soul fly in your golden sky.
	With your divine gait I have seen every soul sway in your golden sky.
	Trembling with your awe my innocent soul looks at your being.
	The world filled with your brilliant radiance for eternity I have been seeing.
	The roaring cloud carries my heart beat across the mystic ocean! O giver of mist!
	My fading rainbow with your light shall finally glow.
	In your divine brilliance my soul shall glow.
	With your mystic radiance my dark soul you shall fill.
	The dark clouds shall no more gather over my towering anthill.
	With the shimmering feathers of your divine peacocks my soul shall dance.
	Under the brilliance of your radiant sun I shall romance.
	The roaring cloud carries my heart beat across the mystic ocean! O giver of mist!
	My Ears Flow with Your Divine Nectar! O Mother of the Melodies!
	/My ears flow with your divine nectar! O mother of the melodies!
	Like multi coloured light cast from precious gems I have seen your rainbow glow.
	Your brilliant radiance in every soul shall show.
	For a good harvest every soul depends on your grace.
	Every poor soul in the countryside feeds on your grace.
	With helpful eyes every creature looks at you.
	With raised brows every creature looks at you.
	My ears flow with your divine nectar! O mother of the melodies!
	Just ploughed and fragrant is the field of my being.
	The effect of your cloud of grace for eternity I have been seeing.
	Let me return once again to my divine abode.
	With your grace let my whole world explode.
	The wild fire in the forest of my heart only you can extinguish.
	On receiving your grace all the darkness this world shall relinquish.
	My ears flow with your divine nectar! O mother of the melodies!
	To rest on the peak of your ancient mountain you have invited my soul.
	Shower of your mystic rain has quenched my soul.
	Only you ease the toll of travel for my soul.
	Only you can help me reach my goal.
	As an old friend you always come for help.
	Only one as noble as you can help.
	My ears flow with your divine nectar! O mother of the melodies!
	Help me recall the past deeds of your kindness.
	Cure my soul of all its blindness.
	The wild mango grooves of eternity have ripened with your shiny fruit.
	The hunger of every creature shall be fulfilled with your ripened fruit.
	The vision of your ancient mountain can be seen by every soul.
	By the breast of mother earth shall be fed every soul.
	My ears flow with your divine nectar! O mother of the melodies!
	Your clouds that I see are dark in centre and pale around.
	Resting atop the ancient mountain peak I can hear the mystic sound.
	Seeing the downpour of your rain my pace has quickened.
	On receipt of your light my vision has sharpened.
	The jagged rocks at the foot of the ancient mountains by the river currents have been shattered.
	The forests of shady groves by the strong currents have been battered.
	My ears flow with your divine nectar! O mother of the melodies!
	With its inner core fortified my soul shall move on.
	With the light in my soul I shall move on.
	In all things strength is manifested in fullness.
	In all things weakness is manifested in weakness.
	The mortal wind is powerless to shake my soul.
	Your grace has fortified my soul.
	My ears flow with your divine nectar! O mother of the melodies!
	All of nature has conspired to guide my way.
	First raindrops have fallen on my way.
	On the marshy banks animals gather to eat the first tree blossoms.
	My soul has smelled the intoxicating scent of the tree blossoms.
	First buds of the cosmic tree blossoms let my soul eat.
	In the intoxicating scent of the moist forest floor let me eat.
	My ears flow with your divine nectar! O mother of the melodies!
	In the golden skies I can see the cranes flying in formation.
	The mystic raindrops that gather in my soul is the source of all divine transformation.
	Tears of joy has welled up in my eyes.
	Fragrance of your mystic flowers have penetrated the skies.
	The peacocks welcome you with their cries.
	Tears of joy well up in the corner of the peacock’s white eyes.
	My ears flow with your divine nectar! O mother of the melodies!
	/Bees have swarmed to feed from the half blown mystic flowers.
	All the nature shall conspire to show me your powers.
	In tight embrace shall be m lover when the frightful thunder strikes.
	Filled with your grace shall be the lovers when the darkness strikes.
	Every creature happily waits to receive your trembling and tight embrace.
	The whole cosmos waits to thank you for the grace.
	My ears flow with your divine nectar! O mother of the melodies!
	My soul shall find a way to go quickly to your abode.
	Your joy of divinity in every heart shall explode.
	In your mystic pond the geese have gathered to rest.
	In your sacred fig tree my soul has build its nest.
	Your garden glows with the mystic white flowers.
	Each plant in your garden shall be washed with your sacred showers.
	My ears flow with your divine nectar! O mother of the melodies!
	The rose apple tree of your mystic forest is dark with ripe fruit.
	Every tree in your garden glows with the ripe sacred fruit.
	The sparrows are busy building their own nest.
	Every mortal is busy thumping his own chest.
	The ripened fruit of your intimacy my soul shall taste.
	My precious time of divinity I shall no more waste.
	My ears flow with your divine nectar! O mother of the melodies!
	Famed in every quarter is your city of divinity.
	Every creature attempts to eat the ripened fruit of your intimacy.
	From your divine lips let my soul drink.
	In the darkness let me no more sink.
	The dark clouds thunder along the banks of your mystic river.
	For the whole cosmos you are the only giver.
	My ears flow with your divine nectar! O mother of the melodies!
	In Your Sacred Fig Tree My Soul Has Build Its Nest! O Queen of World!
	In your sacred fig tree my soul has build its nest! O queen of world!
	The sweet waters of your mystic river ripple like a tense brow.
	The dark clouds thunder along the banks of your mystic river with a grand show.
	The need of rest my soul lingers on in your mystic garden.
	To be relieved of all the darkness every soul seeks your pardon.
	The scent of perfume worn by the courtesans of divinity my soul has smelled.
	Against this dark world my soul has rebelled.
	In your sacred fig tree my soul has build its nest! O queen of world!
	/The whole peak of the ancient mountain I have seen tingling at your touch.
	Every creature for eternity has been longing for your divine touch.
	Every soul before you shows its uninhibited passion.
	The full blown flowers of your mystic garden show their uninhibited passion.
	Raindrops of fresh water I have seen you sprinkling over the jasmine buds.
	Blooming in your mystic garden are the jasmine buds.
	In your sacred fig tree my soul has build its nest! O queen of world!
	I have seen the beautiful flowers bristle with your tingling touch.
	The lotus of my soul seeks your divine touch.
	Beautiful flowers bloom in gardens that line the banks of your mystic stream.
	Behind the noise of this mortal world finally you have heard me scream.
	Let your grace offer a spot of shade to my hard working soul.
	Only you can wipe the sweat from the brows of my hard working soul.
	In your sacred fig tree my soul has build its nest! O queen of world!
	Let the darkness not bruise the lotus of my heart.
	In this dark world let my soul assert.
	The road to your abode is long and winding.
	Your grand mansions of divinity soon I shall be finding.
	The brilliance of your divine lightening is reflected in my bright eyes.
	With you my soul is waiting to renew the heavenly ties.
	In your sacred fig tree my soul has build its nest! O queen of world!
	I have seen your clouds caress the terraces of the ancient mountain.
	Every creature seeks to drink from your divine fountain.
	In this dark world my own eyes have deceived me.
	It is only your light that can relieve me.
	In the bright eye of a passionate soul I can see you shine.
	Brilliance of your lightening I can see in every soul shine.
	In your sacred fig tree my soul has build its nest! O queen of world!
	The waters of divinity my soul shall taste within itself.
	Your divine expression of love m soul shall find by itself.
	Rows of geese splash down the tossing waves of your mystic river.
	In this whole cosmic world you are the only giver.
	The spiraling whirlpools of divinity shall expose every soul.
	To find the divine expressions of your love is every soul’s goal.
	In your sacred fig tree my soul has build its nest! O queen of world!
	Your subtle movements of divinity my soul has tracked.
	The king of darkness by your grace has been sacked.
	Let the clouds of divinity cross the parched river of my soul.
	In solitude let every creature seeks its goal.
	Your love for me I have witnessed.
	The loneliness of my soul by your light has been addressed.
	In your sacred fig tree my soul has build its nest! O queen of world!
	/To end my longing replenish the waters of my soul.
	I wait in solitude for you to show me the goal.
	The bristle leaves fallen from your sacred tree has lined the banks of your mystic river.
	Only you can replenish the waters of my parched river.
	My soul can still recall the story of your divinity.
	Soon I shall approach you to take me to the world of certainty.
	In your sacred fig tree my soul has build its nest! O queen of world!
	Let the fruit of my good deeds not run low.
	A hallowed piece of heaven to every creature you shall show.
	While returning to earth I have reserved a place in your immortal world.
	Divine merit I have inherited from your immortal world.
	Your light has caressed the yarning petals of the lotus flower of my being.
	The gentle breeze carries the fragrance of your being.
	In your sacred fig tree my soul has build its nest! O queen of world!
	The faint call of the mystic cranes my soul has heard.
	Your loving words in my ears you have whispered.
	After tasting your love my tired body has been refreshed.
	After tasting your grace my soul has been refreshed.
	The whispered words of a lover’s request my soul has heard.
	The loud call of divinity my soul has heard.
	In your sacred fig tree my soul has build its nest! O queen of world!
	Precious gems and radiant green emeralds in your ocean I have seen.
	Chunks of pink coral and countless pearl in your ocean I have seen.
	Oyster shells and conch shells in your mystic ocean I have seen.
	Your sacred garland shining with pendants my soul has seen.
	The blades of fresh grass of divinity has grown in my being.
	The drought of this mortal world can no more rob the water of my being.
	In your sacred fig tree my soul has build its nest! O queen of world!
	My soul’s tying post only you can smash apart.
	To your golden palm grooves of divinity my soul shall depart.
	Fortify my weary body with your divine grace.
	In your beautiful mansions of divinity is hidden your grace.
	The gentle peacocks express their kindred friendship through the expression of dance.
	Immersed in your hidden beauty the whole cosmos shall romance.
	In your sacred fig tree my soul has build its nest! O queen of world!
	Fragrant of flowers brightly shines your mystic garden.
	Hidden in your divine city’s mansions my soul seeks your pardon.
	I have seen my soul paint itself red with your divine lace.
	I have seen my mystic brows painted with your divine lace.
	To my peacock like soul you have given the gift of dance.
	Silently I hide in your divine city’s mansion to enjoy your divine romance.
	In your sacred fig tree my soul has build its nest! O queen of world!
	Your Garden Glows with the Mystic White Flowers! O Giver of Happiness!
	/Your garden glows with the mystic white flowers! O giver of happiness!
	With the sovereign of the three worlds I shall renew my ties.
	To capture my world of darkness the heavens have thrown their dice.
	For eternity every creature has served you with reverence.
	The mystic garden is fanned by a fragrant breeze in your remembrance.
	In your dark clouds every heart sees its darkness.
	From your ancient sun every soul seeks its brightness.
	Your garden glows with the mystic white flowers! O giver of happiness!
	The pollen of the lilies shall be carried by the fragrant breeze.
	In your abode of eternity every soul shall play its game with ease.
	Ahead of the sacred hour let my soul arrive at your heavenly gate.
	The heavens shall no more make me wait.
	The setting sun shall soon pass beyond the scope of sight.
	Roar of your powerful thunder I shall hear tonight.
	Your garden glows with the mystic white flowers! O giver of happiness!
	Your grace shall allow my soul to fulfil its most noble purpose.
	The beating of the ritual drum shall fulfil its divine purpose.
	The jingling bells on your waistband my soul has heard.
	The sound of your skilful feet dancing to the true of eternity my soul has heard.
	Long piercing glances you have send to my soul.
	Like the honey bees in search of honey I search for my goal.
	Your garden glows with the mystic white flowers! O giver of happiness!
	The first raindrops of your season falls like a balm on my soul.
	Your nail marks of love I can see on my soul.
	Fans fitted with shining handles of encrusted gems wave at your being.
	The redness of the soft rose petals at twilight for eternity I have been seeing.
	Like a great forest your strong arm you spread out.
	Your grace shall enable every bud to sprout.
	Your garden glows with the mystic white flowers! O giver of happiness!
	Seeing your dance all my fears shall be calmed.
	By the darkness my soul will no more be harmed.
	My own devotion I can witness in your thankful eyes.
	To claim your world of divinity I am ready to play any price.
	Every soul has gone out in secret in search of its mystic lover.
	In the whole cosmos you are the only giver.
	Your garden glows with the mystic white flowers! O giver of happiness!
	You have taken my soul out of the darkness that even a needle could not pierce.
	The battle that rages in the dark night is immensely fierce.
	With the streak of your soft lightening you illuminate the path of every soul.
	The high road to divinity hidden behind the darkness you shall show to every soul.
	From the fearful souls you have never withheld your grace.
	The thick darkness from every soul you shall erase.
	Your garden glows with the mystic white flowers! O giver of happiness!
	The lightening of your thunder has gone weak now from striking so long.
	In the darkness of the night with you I shall get long.
	When I see the sun rising I shall carry on with the journey ahead.
	For into eternity the fame of my soul has spread.
	You have never delayed in helping a needy soul.
	True commitment and faith is my soul’s goal.
	Your garden glows with the mystic white flowers! O giver of happiness!
	My soul has not taken lightly the jealous anger of the darkness.
	Doorway into your loving heart I shall find and enter your world of brightness.
	The soft shadows of my soul fall on the tranquil waters of your mystic lake.
	Every tranquil heart with your grace shall shake.
	Though I am strong yet I am powerless against your quick glances.
	To keep my heart as pure as the white lilies bright are the chances.
	Your garden glows with the mystic white flowers! O giver of happiness!
	/Like the sleeping doves my soul rests on the terrace of your divine city mansion.
	After absorbing your grace my soul is in a state of expansion.
	The tears of my jealous soul only you can wipe away.
	The dewdrops from the faces of the lotuses by the rising sun will be taken away.
	Darkness cannot obscure the rays of your mystic sun.
	All the darkness of this world shall quickly swerve out of the path of the mystic sun.
	Your garden glows with the mystic white flowers! O giver of happiness!
	In your bed of mystic reeds my soul shall silently sleep.
	All the consciousness of eternity my soul shall silently keep.
	It will be hard for my soul to escape the pull of your divinity.
	To taste pure pleasure I have to enter your world of certainty.
	No soul can resist ‘your beauty laid bare.
	Your deep blue sky with every soul you share.
	Your garden glows with the mystic white flowers! O giver of happiness!
	Your world of divinity shall no more slip through my hands.
	The tranquil waters of your mystic river shall no more seep into the sands.
	With your gentle rain every part of mother earth shall swell.
	Your cool wind caresses the land where angels dwell.
	The sweet fragrance of mother earth let me take in.
	All your world of divinity let me take in.
	Your garden glows with the mystic white flowers! O giver of happiness!
	The fruits of your mystic forest figs my soul shall taste.
	The opportunity to enter the doors of heaven my soul shall no more waste.
	The banner of the crescent moon is my soul.
	Last into the mouth of your sacred fire is my goal.
	With shower of petals you have bathed my soul.
	To assume the shape of your lotus flower is my soul’s goal.
	Your garden glows with the mystic white flowers! O giver of happiness!
	I am pure light brighter than the sun.
	To join your army of light my journey has already begun.
	Wet with waters of divinity my soul shakes in anticipation.
	In the heavens the angels are waiting for my participation.
	Through your deep mystic valley echoes your rolling thunder.
	The dark world has not forgotten any of my soul’s blunder.
	Your garden glows with the mystic white flowers! O giver of happiness!
	The corner of my eyes catches the light of your mystic moon.
	The peacock in my soul shall dance soon.
	With iridescent circles and dazzling lines shines the peacock plume.
	Your grace has allowed me to enjoy the divine beauty of the peacock plume.
	To dodge your rain drops my soul shall hide in your bed of reeds.
	With your light every soul in the cosmos feeds.
	Your garden glows with the mystic white flowers! O giver of happiness!
	The Corner of My Eye Catches the Light of Your Mystic Moon! O Granter of Beautiful Appearance!
	/The corner of my eye catches the light of your mystic moon! O granter of beautiful appearance!
	It is only your fame that runs over the mystic land.
	Every soul waits to honour the glory of your mystic land.
	I shall bath in the river born from your grace.
	Your path of salvation all my darkness shall erase.
	The heavens have quickly turned their gaze to my soul below.
	It is your divine beauty that adorns the earth below.
	The corner of my eye catches the light of your mystic moon! O granter of beautiful appearance!
	The sapphire pendant of my soul I shall set in your divine pearl necklace.
	The deep colour of my soul I have stolen from your shining face.
	To drink your water I shall drive deep into your mystic lake.
	The abundant current of your mystic river my soul shall shake.
	I have seen the angels that roam your golden sky.
	Like an ant on the anthill my world appears from your golden sky.
	The corner of my eye catches the light of your mystic moon! O granter of beautiful appearance!
	With my eyes full of excitement I adore your being.
	Your mystic world of darkness and light for eternity I have been seeing.
	The beauty of your black bees the flower of my soul has stolen.
	The beauty of the buds of your white jasmine my heart has stolen.
	Your river of divinity my soul shall soon cross.
	The world of darkness can no more cause any loss.
	The corner of my eye catches the light of your mystic moon! O granter of beautiful appearance!
	Through arched brows and raised lashes all the beautiful damsels adore your being.
	Your divine flirtation with my soul for eternity I have been seeing.
	A memorial for my soul you have built in the battlefield of eternity.
	The shadow of the dark clouds can no more hide my world of certainty.
	The well honed arrows of light from your magical bow you shall let loose on my enemies of darkness.
	The lotus of your being brightly shines in your world of brightness.
	The corner of my eye catches the light of your mystic moon! O granter of beautiful appearance!
	You mystic rain falls on the lotus of my being.
	Your arrows of eternity has pierced my being.
	With the waters of your mystic lake I shall purify my inner being.
	In the mirror of eternity your divine eyes for eternity I have been seeing.
	Out of the love for my soul I refuse to enter the world of darkness.
	You are the plough bearer who shall sow in my native soil the seeds of brightness.
	The corner of my eye catches the light of your mystic moon! O granter of beautiful appearance!
	My favourite wine I shall give up which I have sawoured for years.
	In the mirror of your eyes shall vanish away all my fears.
	From the ancient mountains flows down your mystic river.
	Frightened with darkness my soul shall no more shiver.
	Climbing the stairway to heaven I shall reach for your mystic moon.
	Your sacred world my soul shall discover soon.
	The corner of my eye catches the light of your mystic moon! O granter of beautiful appearance!
	The frown of darkness no more you will see on my jealous face.
	Climbing the stairway to heaven I shall reach your world of grace.
	The white waves of eternity shall wash away my soul.
	The shade of darkness you shall wipe away from my soul.
	The sparkling water of your mystic pond my soul has decided to drink.
	Your pure crystal clear water my soul has decided to drink.
	The corner of my eye catches the light of your mystic moon! O granter of beautiful appearance!
	/The dark clouds have cast a shadow on the swift flowing currents of your mystic river.
	As a guardian of the blue skies you are the only giver.
	I have seen the sacred eagle hover in your golden sky.
	The swift flowing current of your mystic wind shall take me deep into your golden sky.
	The snowy white peaks of the ancient mountains shine with your divine brilliance.
	Your being is the very source of all my sacred dalliance.
	The corner of my eye catches the light of your mystic moon! O granter of beautiful appearance!
	Let my soul be scented with the musk of your divine being.
	Only your grace can ease the toil of travel of my mortal being.
	On the ridges of eternity let my soul rest.
	Let the unity and grace of your being fill my mortal chest.
	My soul shall dig up the dark earth with the help of your grace.
	With a thousand cloud bursts all the thirst of this mortal earth you can erase.
	The corner of my eye catches the light of your mystic moon! O granter of beautiful appearance!
	Only your grace can douse the raging fire in my soul.
	Not even a thousand cloud bursts can quench my soul.
	Fortunes of the wealthy have never alleviated the pain of the poor.
	The dark end of every soul only your light can reach for sure.
	Your sacred sparkling flames shall scorch every dark soul.
	The mountain yaks of divinity shall carry away every soul.
	The corner of my eye catches the light of your mystic moon! O granter of beautiful appearance!
	The branches of your ancient tree rub together to produce the divine spark.
	Every creature of darkness has seen your divine spark.
	Your mystic wind has picked up the scent of my soul.
	Your flames of eternity shall guide me to my goal.
	At any moment the darkness can leap at me.
	Flying into a violent rage this dark world can strike at me.
	The corner of my eye catches the light of your mystic moon! O granter of beautiful appearance!
	Every Creature of Darkness Has Seen Your Divine Spark! O Mother of Luminous Light of the Heavens!
	Every creature of darkness has seen your divine spark! O mother of luminous light of the heavens!
	With a thunderous downpour of hailstones you announce your arrival.
	Your light is the only means of any soul’s survival.
	Your light shall drive away the mystical lord of darkness.
	Let all my darkness be absorbed in your world of brightness.
	Only you can guide all the souls that have lost their way.
	Only you can crush the lord of darkness and make my soul happily sway.
	Every creature of darkness has seen your divine spark! O mother of luminous light of the heavens!
	/The violent rage in my being can crush my own soul.
	No more futile shall be the ventures to reach my goal.
	No more I shall end up as target of others disdain.
	The darkness in my being I shall no more entertain.
	With deep devotion my soul has descended into this world.
	Your footprints of divinity I have found in this world.
	Every creature of darkness has seen your divine spark! O mother of luminous light of the heavens!
	By the mystic sages forever you have been worshipped.
	Your sacred stone for eternity this cosmos has worshipped.
	Your holy place shall be seen by all the faithful.
	The result of your actions shall finally be fruitful.
	As servant of eternity I shall secure a place in your palace of divinity.
	After passing my body I shall enter into your world of certainty.
	Every creature of darkness has seen your divine spark! O mother of luminous light of the heavens!
	A lasting place I shall secure in your world of divinity.
	Your everlasting flute shall carry me into a world of certainty.
	The tones of your soothing flute every soul has heard.
	The sound of the wind that fills the hollow bamboo every creature has heard.
	Every soul shall sing in chorus to celebrate your divine victory.
	In the mountain caverns of divinity is buried my soul’s history.
	Every creature of darkness has seen your divine spark! O mother of luminous light of the heavens!
	Full symphony of your immortal sounds all the creatures shall create in unison.
	Your divine drum shall be pounded by every soul in unison.
	The echo of your divine thunder through the sacred mountain caverns has reached my being.
	The sound of your divine pounding drum has reached my being.
	The distant ridges of your snowy mountain my soul shall cross.
	The mountain passage of your snowy mountains soon I shall cross.
	Every creature of darkness has seen your divine spark! O mother of luminous light of the heavens!
	In the part your mighty foot you have raised to crush the darkness.
	Finally I shall find my way to your world of brightness.
	My soul shall soar even higher and accept heaven’s invitation.
	Your high peaks covered with the sacred snow give my soul an invitation.
	The lotus like white snow covered mountain peaks pierce the blue sky.
	The sound of your laughter I can hear coming from the blue sky.
	Every creature of darkness has seen your divine spark! O mother of luminous light of the heavens!
	The white cliffs of the mystic mountains like freshly carved ivory tusks rise and shine.
	With an unflinching gaze I look at your captivating beauty that is divine.
	On your mystic ancient mountain barefoot I shall travel.
	The beauty of your maintain of pleasure I shall unravel.
	To the whole cosmos you have offered a helping hand.
	I shall climb the flight of stairs that ascend the jewelled slops of your mystic land.
	Every creature of darkness has seen your divine spark! O mother of luminous light of the heavens!
	I shall drink from your sacred lake that is home to the golden lotus.
	I have seen your mystic wind shake the tender leaves of the golden lotus.
	Every pleasure and delight I shall take which your ancient mountains provides.
	My soul shall rest in the shade which your sacred tree provides.
	Let me sleep on your lap draped with fine silk.
	Let my soul silently feed on your divine milk.
	Every creature of darkness has seen your divine spark! O mother of luminous light of the heavens!
	/The mystery of the great arc of water of your sacred lake I shall unravel.
	On the jewelled slops of your ancient mountain my soul shall travel.
	I have seen the nymphs of heaven wear the bracelets of lightning bolt.
	Only your ear piercing thunder can frighten the dark souls and stop them from revolt.
	Lost in your mystic play in immense joy my soul shall sway.
	My soul shall delight in every pleasure of your bright day.
	Every creature of darkness has seen your divine spark! O mother of luminous light of the heavens!
	Only you can guide the sacred clouds to release the seasonal rains.
	Your raindrops falling like a string of silvery white pearls shall relive my soul of all its pain.
	As I see you all your unknown mystery I shall discover.
	From the shock of this mortal world finally I shall recover.
	Drinking up the waters of your mystic lake my soul shall rejuvenate.
	In the cave of darkness my soul shall no more liberate.
	Every creature of darkness has seen your divine spark! O mother of luminous light of the heavens!
	The pleasures of this dark world to my soul only can give a fleeting joy.
	In only the home of your golden lotus my soul can enjoy.
	Your high mansions of divinity invite my soul.
	With your lightning and rainbows you excite my soul.
	Your drums of eternity shall drown the sound of the rolling thunder.
	Your paintings full of colour of nature I shall see in excitement and wonder.
	Every creature of darkness has seen your divine spark! O mother of luminous light of the heavens!
	I Shall Drink from Your Sacred Lake That Is Home to the Golden Lotus! O Lotus-Holder!
	/I shall drink from your sacred lake that is home to the golden lotus! O lotus-holder!
	The peaks of your ancient mountains are lofty and kiss the sky.
	The lotus flowers that grow in your sacred lake look towards the golden sky.
	My body you adorn with flowers born of every season.
	The buds of jasmine and amaranth bloom without any reason.
	The flowers in my garden open with your coming.
	The lotus flower bloom with gladness when they see you coming.
	I shall drink from your sacred lake that is home to the golden lotus! O lotus-holder!
	The trees on your garden are forever in bloom.
	The lotuses in your mystic lake are forever in bloom.
	Rings of beautiful swans encircle your mystic lake.
	Forever filled with fresh lotuses are your mystic lake.
	In a gentle moonlight the night is bathed.
	With your gentle grace the whole cosmos is bathed.
	I shall drink from your sacred lake that is home to the golden lotus! O lotus-holder!
	With your bright colours of divinity are painted the tails of the peacocks.
	The heavens have heard the cry of the peacocks.
	The peacock lifts its neck to the sky to let out its divine cry.
	On hearing the hum of the drunken bees my soul shall no more be shy.
	My cloak of darkness your grace shall wash away.
	The lotus flowers twirling in my hands by your grace shall sway.
	I shall drink from your sacred lake that is home to the golden lotus! O lotus-holder!
	My ears you have filled with tears of joy.
	The blow of your divine love’s arrow every soul shall enjoy.
	Only pain you give is the pain of love.
	There is no loneliness in your kingdom above.
	The desired union my soul shall achieve.
	Your bright world my soul shall conceive.
	I shall drink from your sacred lake that is home to the golden lotus! O lotus-holder!
	No other age but youth my soul shall have.
	Fleeing of loneliness no more I shall have.
	With whatever I desire union I shall have.
	To drink the wine of passion freedom I shall have.
	The fruit of the wishing tree soon I will eat.
	My ears will hear your divine drum beat.
	I shall drink from your sacred lake that is home to the golden lotus! O lotus-holder!
	Rumble of your rolling thunder every soul will hear.
	To your mansion grounds every soul will retire without fear.
	Star light like constellations of flowers in your garden I have seen.
	On your path paved with white crystals my soul has been.
	The winds chilled by the icy waters strike at my heart.
	Your whole cosmos plays hide and seek with my heart.
	I shall drink from your sacred lake that is home to the golden lotus! O lotus-holder!
	Within the golden dunes of eternity you have buried the jewels of my soul.
	Fistfuls of sand of this mortal world cannot bury my soul.
	Through the mansion halls of divinity you chase my soul.
	With you the whole cosmos is anxious to unite my soul.
	Let me unite the waist knots of the damsels of eternity.
	With my quick and clever hands let me open the door of eternity.
	I shall drink from your sacred lake that is home to the golden lotus! O lotus-holder!
	/Your golden lamp stands for eternity have been glowing and giving light.
	Fitted with the most lustrous gems is your treasury of light.
	Fistfuls of sand cannot douse the tall flames of your lamps.
	Your sacred breath shall reignite my lamps.
	The soaring high wind has roused and steered my soul.
	To reach the high terrace of your tall mansion is my goal.
	I shall drink from your sacred lake that is home to the golden lotus! O lotus-holder!
	With dread and alarm my soul is struck with darkness.
	You have the power to transform my dark world into brightness.
	Through the matrix of the mortal spaces my soul will escape.
	Through your mansion’s lattice windows all the darkness will escape.
	The clear bright rays of moonlight has reached my soul.
	To witness your unobscured moon is my goal.
	I shall drink from your sacred lake that is home to the golden lotus! O lotus-holder!
	Kissed by the moonlight your mystic lake shines.
	In this dark world every pure heart shines.
	Tired of your lovemaking my soul shall rest.
	Freed from the grasp of lovers clinging arms my soul shall rest.
	Trickling down as tiny drops the mystic rains have arrived.
	By the kiss of your moonlight my soul has been revived.
	I shall drink from your sacred lake that is home to the golden lotus! O lotus-holder!
	Limitless riches lie hidden away in your divine mansion.
	With my voice full of intense feeling I seek my soul’s expansion.
	The company of the celestial courtesans and the heavenly damsels my soul will enjoy.
	In your garden grove of eternity every creature will enjoy.
	With the mistress of eternity my soul will gossip.
	With all the heavenly angels my soul will gossip.
	I shall drink from your sacred lake that is home to the golden lotus! O lotus-holder!
	With the hibiscus flowers I will decorate your path.
	With the petals of the golden lotuses I will decorate your path.
	The mystic rising sun will reveal your hidden midnight path.
	Scattered pearls of your heavy necklace I will find on my path.
	The curves of the breasts of the heavenly damsels entice my soul.
	The torn petals of golden lotuses slipped from the ears of the heavenly damsels entice my soul.
	I shall drink from your sacred lake that is home to the golden lotus! O lotus-holder!
	Rings of Beautiful Swan Encircle Your Mystic Lake! O Mother  of Happiness!
	Rings of beautiful swan encircle your mystic lake! O mother of happiness!
	The scattered pearls from the necklace of the celestial courtesans entice my soul.
	The hibiscus flowers fallen from the curls of the celestial courtesans entice my soul.
	In search of its lover my soul roams in the darkness.
	Tomorrow’s rising sun will reveal the world of brightness.
	With the wink of an eye all the heavenly secrets with me you will share.
	All your countless gifts with me you will share.
	Rings of beautiful swan encircle your mystic lake! O mother of happiness!
	/Blessed honey wine you will give me to drink.
	All your heavenly secrets in my soul will sink.
	Garlands made of beautiful flowers threaded with tender new blossoms you will make me wear.
	Your ornaments of divinity with me you will share.
	With fine red lace I will decorate your lotus feet.
	Under your solitary wishing tree all the soul will meet.
	Rings of beautiful swan encircle your mystic lake! O mother of happiness!
	The stallions of your mystic sun my soul will ride.
	Your elephants as mighty as the mountains my soul will ride.
	Cool showers of your divinity fall on my face.
	All the worriers who have fought the darkness deserve your grace.
	In the war against the evil you will help every soul.
	The battle scars won from enemy swords will be flaunted by every soul.
	Rings of beautiful swan encircle your mystic lake! O mother of happiness!
	My fine jewellery I will remove to reveal my immortal chest.
	With the breath of your divine musk you will fill my immortal chest.
	The carved brows and lashes of the heavenly damsels entice my soul.
	The shooting arrows from the eyes of the celestial courtesans entice my soul.
	Your love stirs the heart of every soul.
	The arrow from your bow of divinity pierces every soul.
	Rings of beautiful swan encircle your mystic lake! O mother of happiness!
	Inside your palace is my home visible from afar.
	In your palace have gathered all the souls from afar.
	The arched gateway of your palace glows in perfection.
	Like a mystic rainbow your abode shines in perfection.
	The heavy clusters of flowers hanging from the branches of your mystic tree are low enough for me to touch.
	The tender young hibiscus tree in your garden invites me to touch.
	Rings of beautiful swan encircle your mystic lake! O mother of happiness!
	The stairways that lead to your mystic pond are made of emerald stones.
	The gateway that leads to your divinity shines with precious stones.
	The golden lotuses bloom in your sacred lake.
	Smooth and glistening like lapis are the stalks of the golden lotuses of your mystic lake.
	The swans of eternity have made the sacred waters of your mystic lake their home.
	Free of all worriers in the darkness no my soul will roam.
	Rings of beautiful swan encircle your mystic lake! O mother of happiness!
	Every soul is gladdened when they are your clouds coming with the rains.
	When I see your lightning face all around the dark clouds my soul is relived of all the pains.
	On your pleasant hills of divinity every souls seeks to play.
	On your mountain peak covered with the mystic snow every soul seeks to play.
	A perfect ring of golden ancient trees surround your being.
	The dark polished sapphires of your divine throne for eternity I have been seeing.
	Rings of beautiful swan encircle your mystic lake! O mother of happiness!
	On your mystic hill grows the ancient tree.
	Swaying with new buds and flowers is your ancient tree.
	The canopy of the fragrant sacred vines encircle my soul.
	The bower of red amaranth sacred bushes entice my soul.
	With deep desire I wait for your divine loving touch.
	With your beloved hand my soul you shall touch.
	Rings of beautiful swan encircle your mystic lake! O mother of happiness!
	To the steady beat of your jingling bracelets let my soul dance.
	Perched on your golden pillar of divinity my soul will romance.
	The radiance of my home is shadowed by your absence.
	My lotus of my soul has lost its inner glow by your absence.
	With your mystic conch and golden lotus the doorway to eternity is painted.
	Your sacred images in my heart are painted.
	Rings of beautiful swan encircle your mystic lake! O mother of happiness!
	/My soul thirsts for a mouthful of wine from our lip.
	When the springtime comes ensure that my soul does not slip.
	The reeds of bamboo in my mystic pond have finally matured.
	All the darkness of my soul has finally been cured.
	Towards the day’s end a true friend like you I will meet.
	The blue necked peacock perched on your golden pillar my soul will meet.
	Rings of beautiful swan encircle your mystic lake! O mother of happiness!
	Your golden lotus has lost its glow after the sacred sun has set.
	Darkness has lost its relevance after your messenger of light my soul has met.
	My soul will dive quickly to rest upon the peak of your ancient mountain.
	Quickly I will reach the special place where I can drink from the divine fountain.
	Let your powerful bolt of lightning enter into the sacred space of my heart.
	With a brilliant flash of lightning illuminate the inner spaces of my heart.
	Rings of beautiful swan encircle your mystic lake! O mother of happiness!
	In the darkness the trail of the flashing fireflies will show me your way.
	In your golden breeze of eternity my soul will sway.
	Your mystic red lips and jasmine like teeth my blessed soul has seen.
	The slender waist of eternity with a deep navel my soul has seen.
	I have looked into your eyes that are like a timid doe.
	Eternity’s heavy lips swaying with grace to my soul you shows.
	Rings of beautiful swan encircle your mystic lake! O mother of happiness!
	The Reeds of Bamboo in My Mystic Pond Have Finally Matured! O Mother of Success!
	/The Reeds of Bamboo in My Mystic Pond Have Finally Matured! O mother of success!
	The archetype of feminine beauty in you I have seen.
	The primal force of the elements in my soul I have seen.
	All alone I have been while you are away.
	Like a bird without a companion I have spent my day.
	No more my days will be heavy and drowned in despair.
	My lotus beaten down by the winter frost only your light can repair.
	The Reeds of Bamboo in My Mystic Pond Have Finally Matured! O mother of success!
	Gentle and measured in speech let my soul be.
	The immortal beauty of my soul no more faded will be.
	In your remembrance my eyes are swollen after endless crying.
	With your light I have tried to resurrect my soul that is dying.
	The dark clouds have temporarily veiled your face.
	My cheeks resting in your hand shine with your grace.
	The Reeds of Bamboo in My Mystic Pond Have Finally Matured! O mother of success!
	By the heat of my heavy breathing my red lips have lost its colour.
	As the dark clouds draw nearer your mystic moon looses its light and colour.
	Your eyes will find my soul and feel my pain.
	By your grace the whole cosmos stands to gain.
	With your sweet talking bird nestled in your cage I will converse.
	With the sweet soul of eternity I will converse.
	The Reeds of Bamboo in My Mystic Pond Have Finally Matured! O mother of success!
	Though lost in the darkness I remember you still.
	O my sweet one, my darkness only you can kill.
	Most precious you have been to the whole cosmos.
	By your grace my soul has painted a picture of your whole cosmos.
	I will sing the song which you have composed for me yourself.
	I will sing the layers that invoke your name that I have prepared myself.
	The Reeds of Bamboo in My Mystic Pond Have Finally Matured! O mother of success!
	To tune the strings of my soul finally I will manage.
	To dry my face wet with falling tears finally I will manage.
	Time after time I have sadly forgotten your mystic world.
	Your divine words and melodies my soul has forgotten in this world.
	The cloth of divinity you drape across your lap.
	From your mystic flowers let me drink your sacred sap.
	The Reeds of Bamboo in My Mystic Pond Have Finally Matured! O mother of success!
	The doorway to my home is decorated with your mystic flowers.
	My soul is waiting to enjoy its bath in your divine showers.
	The act of love with your divinity my soul will enjoy.
	Your memories saved in my heart I will enjoy.
	I am counting the months that still remain before I meet you.
	I am counting the days have passed after I departed from you.
	The Reeds of Bamboo in My Mystic Pond Have Finally Matured! O mother of success!
	All my mortal actions are nothing but familiar diversions for my separated soul.
	For eternity loss of your union has tormented my soul.
	In the lonely night the grief of your separation if greater.
	When I do my daily chores the grief of your separation is forgotten.
	When I see your light all my dark world is forgotten.
	The Reeds of Bamboo in My Mystic Pond Have Finally Matured! O mother of success!
	/Sprawled on the floor and sleepless at midnight is my soul.
	Only your divine message can comfort my soul.
	Waiting at the bedroom window I look at your mystic moon.
	My lonely heart can see the very last silver of the waning moon.
	The pain in the heart has prolonged my darkness.
	By shading warm tears I have endured my darkness.
	The Reeds of Bamboo in My Mystic Pond Have Finally Matured! O mother of success!
	The mortal worries of my heart has wasted my soul.
	Curled up inside my lonely mortal bed I console my soul.
	Cold on the eastern horizon I can see the waning mystic moon.
	Fulfilling of my soul’s desires by your grace will be done soon.
	My eyes hidden behind my lashes are heavy with tears of sadness.
	In this dark world I search for you in madness.
	The Reeds of Bamboo in My Mystic Pond Have Finally Matured! O mother of success!
	Your cool beams of nectar has penetrated my soul.
	Your window of divinity reminds me of the past pleasure of my soul.
	Like a lotus on a cloudy day my soul is neither awake nor asleep.
	The company of the darkness I will no more keep.
	In the darkness my soul will no more dart here and there.
	With me your bright world you will share.
	The Reeds of Bamboo in My Mystic Pond Have Finally Matured! O mother of success!
	The burst of tears force open my eyes.
	Barely I can see your golden skies.
	To you I have made love in my dreams.
	Your grace is the source of inspiration of all my dreams.
	I have witnessed the hair that falls across your golden cheeks and tender lips.
	Let my soul’s heavy sighs not dry your tender lips.
	The Reeds of Bamboo in My Mystic Pond Have Finally Matured! O mother of success!
	Your mystic breath is sure to blow aside my darkness.
	By your grace I will be introduced into your world of brightness.
	The stands of my rough and uncombed hair by your own hands will be straightened.
	By the darkness I will no more be threatened.
	My soul fully remembers the first day of separation from your golden abode.
	Laden with your grace my heart is ready to explode.
	The Reeds of Bamboo in My Mystic Pond Have Finally Matured! O mother of success!
	My Lotus Beaten Down by the Winter Frost Only Your Light Can Repair! O Mother of Intelligence!
	My lotus beaten down by the winter frost only your light can repair! O mother of intelligence!
	The braids of my hair have become coarse and dry and painful to touch.
	This dark world has become painful so much.
	One day the curse of darkness shall end and my pain will pass.
	One day your light will all my darkness surpass.
	The garlands worn for my hair with your angels you have send.
	Along with the mystic moonlight all my heavenly memories you have send.
	My lotus beaten down by the winter frost only your light can repair! O mother of intelligence!
	/With my untrimmed nail I brush past the middle of your soft cheek over and over again.
	Slowly all my divine memories I will regain.
	My heart you will soak in your compassion.
	My soul is moved to tears on receiving your compassion.
	Only your grace can support the delicate frame of my soul.
	Enduring the pain beyond pain finally I will reach my goal.
	My lotus beaten down by the winter frost only your light can repair! O mother of intelligence!
	In the shape of fresh raindrops I have seen the arrival of your grace.
	All the pain in my soul you will erase.
	Dropping each piece of attire before you naked I stand.
	All the mortal pain I am ready to withstand.
	Your act of sympathy the whole cosmos has witnessed.
	By your compassion my darkness has been addressed.
	My lotus beaten down by the winter frost only your light can repair! O mother of intelligence!
	All my darkness you will strip off one at a time.
	Slowly you will introduce me to your world sublime.
	The pain beyond pains my soul has endured.
	The sympathy of the heavens your grace has assured.
	Since the day of our parting I have looked for your arrival.
	Your light I have sought for my soul’s survival.
	My lotus beaten down by the winter frost only your light can repair! O mother of intelligence!
	Wit enduring love for you my heart is filled.
	My glorified being by the darkness can no more be killed.
	With your divine voice I will speak.
	With enduring love you will fill every soul that is meek.
	I have looked into your eyes that are like those of a doe.
	The beauty of your comely blue lotus to my soul you will show.
	My lotus beaten down by the winter frost only your light can repair! O mother of intelligence!
	/Your divine attire my soul is fond of wearing.
	Your divine message every soul is fond of sharing.
	The force of fate cannot deprive me of my immortal home.
	In the darkness I will not endlessly roam.
	With your own hands my soul you will massage.
	Your light will clear my dark passage.
	My lotus beaten down by the winter frost only your light can repair! O mother of intelligence!
	All taste of wine my tongue has lost.
	All the playfulness of my soul I have lost.
	My heart will throb as you arrive.
	Enjoying the beauty of your golden lotus my soul will survive.
	The splashing white fish of divinity in your mystic lake I have seen.
	The beauty of your lonely blue lotus my soul has seen.
	My lotus beaten down by the winter frost only your light can repair! O mother of intelligence!
	My soul throbs naked before your mystic world.
	Pale as the trunk of a mature plantain tree is my soul in this mortal world.
	Your mark of love you have left on my soul.
	The force of fate cannot deprive me of my goal.
	The pearl belt string I can see hanging from your waist.
	Your fruit of divinity every soul shall taste.
	My lotus beaten down by the winter frost only your light can repair! O mother of intelligence!
	In your mystic world my soul will fall into a peaceful sleep.
	All the memories of your divine moments my soul will keep.
	Your thundering clouds will no more awaken my soul.
	Patiently in the dark night you will keep watch over my soul.
	In my dreams I will hold you in a tight embrace.
	All the darkness from my soul you will erase.
	My lotus beaten down by the winter frost only your light can repair! O mother of intelligence!
	Your slender arms will no more slip away from my neck.
	The dark world only your light can check.
	The cool breeze that carries the mystic raindrops will awaken my soul.
	A new life you will breathe into my soul.
	Like a freshly open bud of white jasmine is your mystic face.
	My dark world will no more be deprived of your divine grace.
	My lotus beaten down by the winter frost only your light can repair! O mother of intelligence!
	Within myself I hide your lightning.
	The sword of the deep thunder is no more frightening.
	Through the window of eternity I can see you waiting in the distant horizon.
	To seek your mystic world I am ready to drink the mortal poison.
	My unflinching eyes I have set on your window of eternity.
	To my noble soul only you can provide a world of certainty.
	My lotus beaten down by the winter frost only your light can repair! O mother of intelligence!
	To caravans of weary travellers only your grace can give hope.
	Only you can tie every soul with your divine rope.
	For every lonely soul you are a trusted friend.
	Your divine message to me eternity has send.
	The mystic clouds to me have come bearing your divine message.
	Safely in my heart I will keep your secret message.
	My lotus beaten down by the winter frost only your light can repair! O mother of intelligence!
	Your Cool Breeze that Carries the Mystic Raindrops Will Awaken My Soul! O Mother of Fresh Breeze!
	/Your cool breeze that carries the mystic raindrops will awaken my soul! O mother of fresh breeze!
	Your deep and soothing voice has given hope to my soul.
	Your divine message bearing clouds have surrounded my soul.
	My soul is anxious to unite your heavenly knot.
	Only your grace can wipe away all the mortal rot.
	Finally my heart will breathe a new hope.
	Finally I will climb your ancient mountain steep slope.
	Your cool breeze that carries the mystic raindrops will awaken my soul! O mother of fresh breeze!
	To the heavens I have raised my eyes to find you.
	The agility of my soul will surprise you.
	With rapt attention you listen to my soul.
	Like a true friend you treat my soul.
	Tidings of heaven your mystic clouds carry to my soul.
	To unite your heavenly knot is my soul’s goal.
	Your cool breeze that carries the mystic raindrops will awaken my soul! O mother of fresh breeze!
	With an inner fire burns my fragile and frail body.
	My eyes are wet with tears and I sigh with sorrow as I face the divine tragedy.
	With your divine lust and longing my being is filled.
	No more my way will be barred by fate and my darkness shall be killed.
	Through divine imagination I endeavour to enter your heart.
	Through faith and prayers I strive to capture your heart.
	Your cool breeze that carries the mystic raindrops will awaken my soul! O mother of fresh breeze!
	My soul yearns to touch your sacred face and whisper in your ear.
	I will travel in this dark world without fear.
	You will tell me the secrets that should have been said before.
	The world beyond my reach you will help me explore.
	You are too far to be heard but I can still hear your divine whispers.
	To every soul you speak in silent whispers.
	Your cool breeze that carries the mystic raindrops will awaken my soul! O mother of fresh breeze!
	My soul’s message crafted with cherished words to you the mystic clouds shall carry.
	Your lyric message to every soul the clouds shall carry.
	In the vines of divinity I can see your slender arms.
	In your glowing face I can see the moon’s charms.
	In the eyes of the startled doe I can see the glance of your eyes.
	I can see the plume of the peacock shine in the light of your golden skies.
	Your cool breeze that carries the mystic raindrops will awaken my soul! O mother of fresh breeze!
	In the gentle waves of your flowing mystic river I can see your playful brows.
	In the depth of your eyes the whole eternity shows.
	For eternity my soul has yearned to see all of you.
	It is the darkness that has separated me from you.
	In separation and longing my eyes well up with tears.
	My wicked destiny has filled me with fears.
	Your cool breeze that carries the mystic raindrops will awaken my soul! O mother of fresh breeze!
	With the colours of the golden skies I have sketched your face.
	On the tablet stone of divinity I have drawn your face.
	With my soul’s plight the whole cosmos is upset.
	I will wait for your arrival after the sunset.
	On the screen of divinity you have drawn my soul.
	With the pen of eternity you have sketched my goal.
	Your cool breeze that carries the mystic raindrops will awaken my soul! O mother of fresh breeze!
	For your perfect embrace for eternity I have searched.
	Your woodlands of divinity for eternity I have searched.
	With the spirits of your mystic woodland I have silently conversed.
	All my heart’s darkness your light has reversed.
	As a divine vision I have seen you in my dreams.
	My soul has silently drunk from your mystic streams.
	Your cool breeze that carries the mystic raindrops will awaken my soul! O mother of fresh breeze!
	/The tears that I shed for you are transformed into pearls of divinity.
	My tears have fallen on the soft green leaves of eternity.
	To seek your grace into the empty space I throw up my arms.
	For eternity I have sought your divine charms.
	Your milky white and fragrant sticky sap of divinity my soul will drink.
	Into the ocean of eternity my soul will sink.
	Your cool breeze that carries the mystic raindrops will awaken my soul! O mother of fresh breeze!
	My soul has felt the mystic wind that blows from your snowy mountains.
	Every creature has silently drunk from your mystic fountains.
	I will run to embrace the mystic wind that has caressed your body.
	Every soul has gone crazy smelling the fragrance of your body.
	The spiral seed cones of the mystic cedars silently crack open.
	Your whole secret kingdom of eternity before me shall reopen.
	Your cool breeze that carries the mystic raindrops will awaken my soul! O mother of fresh breeze!
	The long hours of the dark night has collapsed into a single moment.
	My soul seeks solace in your divine firmament.
	My soul burns and aches over its disunion with your mystic world.
	My soul has seen all the summers of your mystic world.
	Let the pleasant season for my soul last for all season.
	Happiness to every soul you provide without any reason.
	Your cool breeze that carries the mystic raindrops will awaken my soul! O mother of fresh breeze!
	Like a chariot’s wheel fortune of every soul turns up and down.
	With faith by my side I will finally wear the crown.
	From endless pain turn my life into eternal bliss.
	The clouds of eternity let my soul kiss.
	Alone with your grace my soul can sustain.
	Deep within myself sacred peace I can maintain.
	Your cool breeze that carries the mystic raindrops will awaken my soul! O mother of fresh breeze!
	My soul will never fear or loose faith.
	Both in bliss and pain my soul will keep its faith.
	From the bed of the serpents my soul will rise.
	Your bow of eternity I will bend and claim my prize.
	Soon the curse of darkness will end.
	Soon the days of uncertainties will end.
	Your cool breeze that carries the mystic raindrops will awaken my soul! O mother of fresh breeze!
	My eyes I will close and let the moment of uncertainty pass.
	With the help of your grace all the dark lanes I will cross.
	In the sacred moonlight of your mystic night my soul will take its bath.
	Fulfilling the wishes of my heart you will show me the sacred path.
	More intense my feeling has grown after you have departed.
	More deprived is my soul after the mystic rains have started.
	Your cool breeze that carries the mystic raindrops will awaken my soul! O mother of fresh breeze!
	From Your Chalice of Heavenly Ecstasy My Soul Shall Drink! O Princess of World!
	/From your chalice of heavenly ecstasy my soul shall drink! O princess of world!
	You are the personification of all the primordial energy and the source of all evolution.
	You are the source of all cosmic play of time and transformation.
	It is your essential nature that pervades the entire cosmos.
	Deep from my being remove all the dross.
	You carry every expression of joy and happiness.
	Only you can carry me to the world of brightness.
	From your chalice of heavenly ecstasy my soul shall drink! O princess of world!
	Your sweet nectar every soul has tasted.
	In the deep throes of your love every creature has rested.
	Remove all the anguish, pain and sorrow of separation.
	Remove from me all the source of frustration.
	Draw my soul deeper into the cosmic fire.
	Let me drown in your divine passion and desire.
	From your chalice of heavenly ecstasy my soul shall drink! O princess of world!
	Let me search for your grace in every expression of passion and beauty.
	To overcome all the pain and anger is my cosmic duty.
	Teach me the art of divining the essence of my every emotion.
	Fill my soul with your divine wisdom and intuition.
	To you in totality I offer my soul.
	To attain your celestial love is my goal.
	From your chalice of heavenly ecstasy my soul shall drink! O princess of world!
	Your grace embraces my every moment.
	Let my soul fit into your divine firmament.
	Into the space of timelessness let my heart move.
	All the darkness from my heart remove.
	Your vibrancy and gentleness let me enjoy.
	Your mystic dance let every creature enjoy.
	From your chalice of heavenly ecstasy my soul shall drink! O princess of world!
	Let my soul succumb to the stillness of your divine transformation.
	Remove all the pain of sorrow and separation.
	You are the inner essence of all my deep feelings.
	You are the source of all inner quietude and blessings.
	Let your grace shape all my inner feelings.
	Let me know and understand your profound blessings.
	From your chalice of heavenly ecstasy my soul shall drink! O princess of world!
	With the colour of your love and beatitude paint the canvas of my life.
	Remove from me all the darkness and strife.
	O mother accept my every prayer and offering.
	Remove all the pain and suffering.
	Let my soul take on the hues of your gentle beauty.
	Let me understand the subtle nature of my cosmic duty.
	From your chalice of heavenly ecstasy my soul shall drink! O princess of world!
	From my deep feelings shall arise profound knowing and understanding.
	From my soul remove all the misunderstanding.
	For a higher expansion of my emotion your love shall pave the way.
	Your bright light shall show me the way.
	Let the darkness not keep me away from the deeper flourishes of love and bonding.
	To your mystic world my soul shall be responding.
	From your chalice of heavenly ecstasy my soul shall drink! O princess of world!
	The untold essence of every joy and sorrow let me embrace.
	All the hurt and fear in my being let me erase.
	Let my deep emotions of anguish and trepidation not leaves my soul vulnerable and fragmented.
	All the feelings of hurt and fear I have tasted.
	Transparency of innocence let my soul experience.
	Untold essence of every joy and sorrow let me experience.
	From your chalice of heavenly ecstasy my soul shall drink! O princess of world!
	/The shades of your cosmic light envelops my soul.
	The shadow of my mortal existence hides my cosmic goal.
	To only sensory contacts let my association not be limited.
	The darkness let in my soul not be reflected.
	Your bright light shall lead to a happier relationship.
	The whole cosmos aspires for your friendship.
	From your chalice of heavenly ecstasy my soul shall drink! O princess of world!
	The pleasure and pain of life’s experiences has its own beauty.
	Only your grace can remove my soul’s vulnerability.
	The celestial weapons of the heavens my soul shall wield.
	Your grace shall fortify me in the battlefield.
	With my urges and cravings let my fight not be endless.
	Let the hurt and fear not be endless.
	From your chalice of heavenly ecstasy my soul shall drink! O princess of world!
	In this battleground of darkness let my soul be brave.
	Let the darkness not my soul enslave.
	A deeper energy of consciousness let my soul cherish.
	Your deep mystical world let me relish.
	Give me the ability to gladly accept all things.
	It is ultimate surrender that your grace brings.
	From your chalice of heavenly ecstasy my soul shall drink! O princess of world!
	Through the secret door of your abode all grace flows.
	In your deep mystical world the heavenly wind blows.
	Ultimate surrender shall be the only key to my soul’s success.
	To the deep energy of your consciousness let me have access.
	Your pure essence of love the heavens bring.
	In ultimate surrender every soul shall sing.
	From your chalice of heavenly ecstasy my soul shall drink! O princess of world!
	My whole being I offer before your throne.
	Let my soul not be left alone.
	In the deep waters of your placid lake let me lie in stillness.
	All the mortal pleasure and passion is the source of my soul’s illness.
	Deep within I have felt the whirlpools and turbulences of your mystic world.
	In placid lake of my soul the tranquil nature of the blue heavens shall be unfurled.
	From your chalice of heavenly ecstasy my soul shall drink! O princess of world!
	Beyond the carnal satisfaction lies true happiness.
	Only in you I shall find the true state of stillness.
	The storm of your radical transformations has already blown in my being.
	The calm of your mystic world for eternity I have been seeing.
	In ultimate surrender let me accept my true nature.
	All your exotic mystic phenomenon let me in my soul nurture.
	From your chalice of heavenly ecstasy my soul shall drink! O princess of world!
	Your grace is an affirmation of the inherent purity within my soul.
	To achieve the ultimate repose in the reality of your true self is my goal.
	Let my soul not live in the realm of duality.
	Let me assert my true inner reality.
	Brightly shall shine the blue flame of my spiritual heart.
	My true inner self shall finally assert.
	From your chalice of heavenly ecstasy my soul shall drink! O princess of world!
	The Sweet Nectar of the Moon To Every Creature Shall Be Given! O Supreme Ruler of the Perceivable Universe!
	/The sweet nectar of the moon to every creature shall be given! O supreme ruler of the perceivable universe!
	In the cavern of every mortal heart shines your bright light.
	Through deep love I can see your kingdom bright.
	Ignite your mystic blue flame in every soul.
	To taste your deeper love is my goal.
	The intensity of your cavernous heat my soul has witnessed.
	All the darkness of my soul you have addressed.
	The sweet nectar of the moon to every creature shall be given! O supreme ruler of the perceivable universe!
	The quest of your deeper love in the whole cosmos I have seen.
	In your world of supreme ecstasy my soul has been.
	Shower my soul with your immense joyousness.
	The immense darkness let me face with boldness.
	You are the one who colours all things.
	Immense joyousness to every soul your grace brings.
	The sweet nectar of the moon to every creature shall be given! O supreme ruler of the perceivable universe!
	The mysticism of your inner secrets my soul shall decipher.
	The supreme essence of your love and wisdom to every soul you offer.
	O mother open the doorway to your higher spiritual experiences.
	Nourish and nurture all my mystic experiences.
	Only you can satisfy the craving hunger of my soul.
	To unleash my inner self is my only goal.
	The sweet nectar of the moon to every creature shall be given! O supreme ruler of the perceivable universe!
	Only through inner silence I can achieve peace and love.
	Only through faith and compassion I can see your kingdom above.
	Through forgiveness I can reach your boundless love.
	The hushed whispers of your heartbeat I can hear coming from above.
	Prepare my soul for your profound mystical encounters.
	Only in the throes of your sacred love every soul surrenders.
	The sweet nectar of the moon to every creature shall be given! O supreme ruler of the perceivable universe!
	It is only your divine drama that this cosmos enfolds.
	The sweetness of your grace every soul beholds.
	The mystical energies of your divine love every soul has enjoyed.
	The power of your bright light every soul has employed.
	In thunder and lightning every soul can see the manifestation of your mystic energy.
	O mother generate abundance in my soul through your divine synergy.
	The sweet nectar of the moon to every creature shall be given! O supreme ruler of the perceivable universe!
	Let your mystic rainfall fully quench my soul.
	To drink the celestial waters of your beautiful moon is my goal.
	Of all productivity and creativity you are the ultimate source.
	For my craving darkness you are the only resource.
	The light of the sun and the moon originates from your brightness.
	Let your grace remove my short sitedness.
	The sweet nectar of the moon to every creature shall be given! O supreme ruler of the perceivable universe!
	The nectar and honey of your mystic flowers let my soul drink.
	In the deep vortex of your being let me sink.
	Your thunder and lightning in the heavens my soul has witnessed.
	Your bright streams flowing down the ancient mountains I have accessed.
	The manifold workings of nature reveal your generative power.
	With the celestial waters of the moon my soul you shall shower.
	The sweet nectar of the moon to every creature shall be given! O supreme ruler of the perceivable universe!
	The powerful symbolism of your mystic world my soul has deciphered.
	This world of darkness I have conquered.
	In my every peak experience shines your grace.
	With your bright light shines my face.
	Every creative dancer through you shall find their expression.
	From every soul you remove the darkness and depression.
	The sweet nectar of the moon to every creature shall be given! O supreme ruler of the perceivable universe!
	/The ascending force of your grace creeps up my spine.
	In the depth of my heart your bright light shall shine.
	The beautiful young pine trees reflect your abundant green energy.
	Let your heavens provide my soul the divine synergy.
	In the rapturous throes of your eternal love let me lie in stillness.
	Let me face this dark world with boldness.
	The sweet nectar of the moon to every creature shall be given! O supreme ruler of the perceivable universe!
	Eternal bliss and delight in every soul you awaken.
	By your powerful magnetic energy this whole world is shaken.
	Into the deeper process of self-enquiry let my soul’s journey start.
	Let your higher cosmic truths be my inherent part.
	O mother sustain the positive vibrations around my being.
	Let me strengthen my subtle body’s aura through sacred offerings.
	The sweet nectar of the moon to every creature shall be given! O supreme ruler of the perceivable universe!
	With your grace enhance my power of witnessing.
	My soul’s aura let me strengthen through essences, fragrances and offerings.
	The subtle astral form of my soul let me honour and propitiate.
	Contact with your sacred world let me initiate.
	Give me your grace that lies in the depth and stillness of your mystic lake.
	With your bright light let my whole world shake.
	The sweet nectar of the moon to every creature shall be given! O supreme ruler of the perceivable universe!
	Higher states of transcendence let my soul peruse.
	From the darkness my soul only you can rescue.
	In the mountain streams and waterfalls flows your grace.
	All the hurt in my soul only you can erase.
	Let me receive the concentric energy of your mystic cave.
	My cosmic intelligence only your grace can save.
	The sweet nectar of the moon to every creature shall be given! O supreme ruler of the perceivable universe!
	Through all the currents of life flows your cosmic force.
	Let your nature’s universal cosmic intelligence my soul’s resource.
	Various forms and energies of your nature let me embrace.
	Let your divine bright light brighten my face.
	The energy of your mountains let me carry in my soul.
	To witness your force that weaves through all cosmic creations is my goal.
	The sweet nectar of the moon to every creature shall be given! O supreme ruler of the perceivable universe!
	With the Celestial Waters of the Mystic Moon My Soul You Shall Shower! O Supreme!
	/With the celestial waters of the mystic moon my soul you shall shower! O supreme!
	All the masculine and feminine forces of the cosmos in you shall unite.
	With the help of your grace the darkness my soul can fight.
	O mother enhance the sacred space and aura around my being.
	You as central point of the cosmos for eternity I have been seeing.
	Give me the eyes to envision your divine magic.
	Let me not be entangled in this world mystic that is tragic.
	With the celestial waters of the mystic moon my soul you shall shower! O supreme!
	Help me unravel the secrets of your mystic symbols and divine magic.
	Help my soul unravel your divine logic.
	In a trance and drunken state my soul you have left.
	Deep in your cosmic cave my soul you have kept.
	O mother you portray the deepest mysticism of the cosmos.
	From the depth of my soul remove all the mystic dross.
	With the celestial waters of the mystic moon my soul you shall shower! O supreme!
	In your divine consciousness assimilate my soul.
	O mother help me achieve my cosmic goal.
	Life’s sweet nectar let me drink from your heavenly chalice.
	Your heavenly secrets for my soul shall suffice.
	In all the heavenly forms your presence is reflected.
	Let my world by your bright world be perfected.
	With the celestial waters of the mystic moon my soul you shall shower! O supreme!
	Into your divine love let all my desires be released.
	Let no part of my darkness be concealed.
	Let me experience the enduring peace of your divine unity.
	Every creature strives to enter your world of certainty.
	O mother you are my very soul and being.
	Enduring peace your grace shall bring.
	With the celestial waters of the mystic moon my soul you shall shower! O supreme!
	My soul awaits for the great inner awakening.
	This dark world is no more frightening.
	O mother take me back to your absolute form.
	With your light let my soul reform.
	My ultimate return to your abode shall be with your blessing.
	To seek your grace the whole cosmos is canvassing.
	With the celestial waters of the mystic moon my soul you shall shower! O supreme!
	Intuitive visions of your universal powers to me you have given.
	By the darkness my world shall no more be shaken.
	The vast currents of your cosmic energy reveal the vibrancy of your being.
	The depth of your universal powers for eternity I have been seeing.
	Let me reach the euphoric and joyful state of perfect ecstasy.
	Let my soul enter your world of fantasy.
	With the celestial waters of the mystic moon my soul you shall shower! O supreme!
	You are the one who can show me the perfect path.
	It is your grace that can give me the perfect bath.
	My deep seated desires and consciousness only you can clear away.
	Away from the cycle of birth and death only you can take me away.
	Through the path of absolute enjoyment let me experience perfect liberation.
	Let your grace remove all my frustration.
	With the celestial waters of the mystic moon my soul you shall shower! O supreme!
	/At your feet I place my trust.
	Make me blissful and remove all the pain and lust.
	To Mother Nature I shall turn for guidance and protection.
	No more I shall live the life of pain and rejection.
	You are the mother of all beings and the whole world.
	Your secret world of absolute enjoyment before me shall be unfurled.
	With the celestial waters of the mystic moon my soul you shall shower! O supreme!
	Without hands you have fashioned my world.
	Without a mind you have known my world.
	Without an eye you can see eternity.
	Protection and guidance I seek from your divine fraternity.
	All experiences let me gladly accept.
	This world of darkness let me promptly reject.
	With the celestial waters of the mystic moon my soul you shall shower! O supreme!
	The darkness of my mind and weary soul only you can illuminate.
	Seed of divinity in my heart only you can germinate.
	It is your radiant self that bestows universal knowledge and light.
	End all my ignorance and darkness and restore my immortal sight.
	My soul stands on your immortal ground of divinity.
	Let me embrace your world of certainty.
	With the celestial waters of the mystic moon my soul you shall shower! O supreme!
	All the anti-divine evil forces your light shall destroy.
	Your power of love and creation my heart shall employ.
	O mother annihilate everything that comes in the way of cosmic peace.
	Let your light put my soul at ease.
	It is your grace that revitalizes my heart.
	No more the darkness can create mayhem in my heart.
	With the celestial waters of the mystic moon my soul you shall shower! O supreme!
	With your power eliminate all that is negative.
	With your divine blessings provide me with a world that is positive.
	Make my soul the great warrior who is prepared to fight the darkness.
	Let your mystical magic charm my soul into your world of brightness.
	O mother draw away all my negative forces.
	Let your grace enhance all my divine resources.
	With the celestial waters of the mystic moon my soul you shall shower! O supreme!
	Annihilate the existence of darkness from my being.
	Your mystical magic for eternity I have been seeing.
	O mother from you my soul is inseparable.
	By your light the damage of my soul is reparable.
	It is your cosmic heat that gives the power of fire to burn.
	In your ocean of divinity every soul shall churn.
	With the celestial waters of the mystic moon my soul you shall shower! O supreme!
	Your inherent nature of pure light let me understand.
	Your bright light let my dark soul witnessed.
	In your vortex of energy you hold the entire universe.
	Resting in your womb let my soul silently converse.
	For your divine blessings I am the true seeker.
	For the whole world you are the divine mother.
	With the celestial waters of the mystic moon my soul you shall shower! O supreme!
	The Celestial Weapons of the Heavens My Soul Shall Wield! O Mother!
	/The celestial weapons of the heavens my soul shall wield! O mother!
	You are the only true active creative force in the universe.
	With you let my soul silently converse.
	Deeper levels of harmony and abundance only your grace can give.
	Only in your light my soul can live.
	Silently I offer myself in your sacrificial fire.
	Let me embrace the highest form of your devotion and desire.
	The celestial weapons of the heavens my soul shall wield! O mother!
	The purity of your being is within my reach.
	Your intuitive intelligence to my soul shall teach.
	My soul shall surrender before your sacrificial fire.
	Your eternal love and abundance is all that I desire.
	Let me enter the sacred realms of your divine relationship.
	Love and protection I shall get in your divine companionship.
	The celestial weapons of the heavens my soul shall wield! O mother!
	I have witnessed your sacred flame in the supreme domain.
	Let your divine cosmic desire my soul sustain.
	You are the source of all desire of what was and what will be.
	Deep harmony and grace my soul shall see.
	Beyond worldly pleasures and quick fix methods let my soul rise.
	With your light let me claim the heavenly prize.
	The celestial weapons of the heavens my soul shall wield! O mother!
	The fire of desire is the sole imperial force that I have to conquer.
	To your mystic world my soul you can refer.
	In the folds of my inner bliss rests your grace.
	Deep level of harmony shall show on my face.
	Your grace shall make me spiritually ideal and holistically wonderful.
	The dark world shall no more be fearful.
	The celestial weapons of the heavens my soul shall wield! O mother!
	Every creature you guide along the path of their unfoldment.
	Every soul you fit in you divine firmament.
	O mother you are the bestower of divine blessing.
	Only you posses the true power of seeing.
	Let your divinity flow into my divine lotus.
	Let your world of grace be my prime focus.
	The celestial weapons of the heavens my soul shall wield! O mother!
	All my desires I release into your divine love.
	Enduring peace shall come from your kingdom above.
	In my heart unfold the petals of your divine lotus.
	Let your sacred world be my only focus.
	The flow of your divinity this whole cosmos shall witness.
	With enduring peace my soul you shall address.
	The celestial weapons of the heavens my soul shall wield! O mother!
	Let your light sever my mortal head.
	Let the darkness no more spread.
	Help me use the power of my inner vision.
	Looking inward let me hold my attention.
	Though looking outward let me hold my attention within.
	Keep me away from the world of darkness and sin.
	The celestial weapons of the heavens my soul shall wield! O mother!
	In my soul help me carry the bliss of the moon.
	My soul shall lure your attention soon.
	Let me look at everything with your divine vision.
	You attract every soul with your magnetic electrical force of divine perception.
	Remove my imperfections and carry me into your fold.
	The point of silence beyond all sound let me behold.
	The celestial weapons of the heavens my soul shall wield! O mother!
	/Open the flow of nectar from your divine lotus.
	Let your blissful world be my focus.
	The nectar of your cosmic waters my soul has drunk.
	Deep into your ocean of divinity my soul has sunk.
	I have seen the moonlight dripping with your cosmic nectar.
	In this whole world you are my only benefactor.
	The celestial weapons of the heavens my soul shall wield! O mother!
	Perpetual splendour in your immortal light I seek.
	In you every delight I seek.
	All my desires I offer into your sacrosanct fire.
	Let the darkness in my soul expire.
	You are the bestower of peace, happiness and god fortune.
	Every creature dances to your mystic tune.
	The celestial weapons of the heavens my soul shall wield! O mother!
	Let the essence of life gently flow through my being.
	Your infinite blessings for eternity I have been seeing.
	Your cosmic grandeur and greatness every creature has seen.
	In a remorseless state my soul has been.
	Give me wisdom to move beyond mere attachment.
	let your wisdom bring a sense of detachment.
	The celestial weapons of the heavens my soul shall wield! O mother!
	My deeper inner insecurities only you can cure.
	Eternal love and joyousness only you can ensure.
	Transient nature of every desire I have realized.
	By the darkness and pain I am no more surprised.
	Desire brings in its wake attachments and pain.
	Let me not fight the darkness in vain.
	The celestial weapons of the heavens my soul shall wield! O mother!
	Create in me the awareness of eternal joy and supreme bliss.
	Let me taste the sheer delight of your divine kiss.
	All the mortal attachments have created in me a sense of deep clinging.
	Immersed in your eternal joy every soul shall be singing.
	O mother increase the passion of our grand union.
	Guide my soul to the ultimate union.
	The celestial weapons of the heavens my soul shall wield! O mother!
	Let me enter your world of supreme bliss and boundless beauty.
	To understand your cosmic grandeur and greatness is every soul’s duty.
	Let my life no more be a lonely existence.
	To the darkness let me show resistance.
	In your beautiful relationship I find the blessings of deep comfort.
	To attain your highest reality shall be my sincere effort.
	The celestial weapons of the heavens my soul shall wield! O mother!
	Life’s Sweet Nectar Let Me Drink from Your Heavenly Chalice! O Exposer of Consciousness!
	Life’s sweet nectar let me drink from your heavenly chalice! O exposer of consciousness!
	Soon there shall be a union of my soul with your highest reality.
	Soon I shall witness the perfect bliss of your divine personality.
	Let me taste the sheer delight of eternal satisfaction and gratitude.
	In this cosmos for your light there is no substitute.
	Let my soul move into your higher realms of cosmic ideation.
	Let the heavens guide me to the ultimate union.
	Life’s sweet nectar let me drink from your heavenly chalice! O exposer of consciousness!
	/The joy of eternal selfhood my soul has tasted.
	In all the desires and attachments my life shall no more be wasted.
	Let me genuinely enjoy every experience.
	Your divine essence let me experience.
	From the shackles of bondage draw my soul away.
	In supreme ecstasy let my soul sway.
	Life’s sweet nectar let me drink from your heavenly chalice! O exposer of consciousness!
	In your face I can see the expression of ultimate joyousness.
	O mother energize my inner power of awareness.
	Divine gratification and delight my soul shall see.
	Soon the heavens shall hear my plea.
	Supreme ecstasy of self-realization my soul shall witness.
	Ultimate joyousness my being shall witness.
	Life’s sweet nectar let me drink from your heavenly chalice! O exposer of consciousness!
	The tempestuous waves of your mystic ocean I have seen.
	Into the depth of your serene nature I have been.
	My soul has sailed into the great waters of your mystic ocean.
	Full gratification and delight I shall find in your devotion.
	Your absolute reality I have tasted in my breath.
	Your true glory I shall discover in my death.
	Life’s sweet nectar let me drink from your heavenly chalice! O exposer of consciousness!
	The inner truth of existence let my soul realize.
	For the darkness I have already paid the price.
	Let me become one with your universal self.
	Let me reject all the power and pelf.
	Let my soul not succumb in the face of opposition, prejudice and restriction.
	For my future only you can make the predictions.
	Life’s sweet nectar let me drink from your heavenly chalice! O exposer of consciousness!
	Your own true glory let me display in my life.
	Let me keep away from the darkness and strife.
	Use your transformative power to reform my world.
	Help me embrace your eternal being in this transient world.
	Impermanence of all forms my soul has witnessed.
	True essence of your energy and delight my being has witnessed.
	Life’s sweet nectar let me drink from your heavenly chalice! O exposer of consciousness!
	Through your ever present compassion let me embrace life and death.
	Let your true reality be reflected in my breath.
	Both joy and sorrow let me gladly embrace.
	The darkness from my soul only you can erase.
	It your subtle divine feeling that grasps the core of my heart.
	Pleasure and pain on my soul shall no more assert.
	Life’s sweet nectar let me drink from your heavenly chalice! O exposer of consciousness!
	Through the shifting phases of time my soul has evolved.
	By your light all my darkness has been resolved.
	It is your divine vision that structures the entire universe.
	Silently with you let my soul converse.
	The powerful pyramid of energy your grace has build.
	With your great cosmic power I shall conquer the battlefield.
	Life’s sweet nectar let me drink from your heavenly chalice! O exposer of consciousness!
	All existence of the cosmos is maintained by your grace.
	Darkness of my soul only you can erase.
	At different vibratory levels my soul has witnessed your energy.
	O mother only you can provide me the divine synergy.
	The play of every cosmic field is enhanced by your divine power.
	O mother silently bathe me in your cosmic shower.
	Life’s sweet nectar let me drink from your heavenly chalice! O exposer of consciousness!
	/With your cosmic powers let me enter into a deep communion.
	Let your grace silently mould my opinion.
	Show me your supreme path of profound wisdom and self-knowledge.
	Let the whole cosmos my soul acknowledge.
	Your play of universal synchronization my soul has witnessed.
	By your light my dark world has been addressed.
	Life’s sweet nectar let me drink from your heavenly chalice! O exposer of consciousness!
	Only you have the power to possess my mind.
	Only you can give sight to the blind.
	You are the spirit of my cosmic mind.
	Dispel all the darkness from my heart and be kind.
	My deeper inner self help me understand.
	Your mystic universe energies let my soul understand.
	Life’s sweet nectar let me drink from your heavenly chalice! O exposer of consciousness!
	With your primary energies let my soul identify.
	The darkness of this world let my soul defy.
	Through your secret energy let me experience the supreme being.
	The consciousness of your divine wisdom for eternity I have been seeing.
	It is your subtle force that animates the entire universe.
	With your ultimate consciousness let my soul converse.
	Life’s sweet nectar let me drink from your heavenly chalice! O exposer of consciousness!
	Before you I completely surrender.
	My ears have heard your cosmic thunder.
	In the fire of self-control and restraint I offer all my life energy.
	Let me perform the fire ceremony that will give me the divine synergy.
	Let your subtle essences penetrate my heart.
	Let the darkness no more assert.
	Life’s sweet nectar let me drink from your heavenly chalice! O exposer of consciousness!
	To the heavens shall reach the sweet fragrance of the offerings made into your sacrificial fire.
	Into your fire I offer all the expressions of my senses and desire.
	My inner self I merge and fuse into your divine identity.
	My birth and death shall become the prime offering to your cosmic personality.
	Oneness I have experienced with your ultimate forces of divinity.
	O mother only you can provide me a world of certainty.
	Life’s sweet nectar let me drink from your heavenly chalice! O exposer of consciousness!
	The incense of the cosmic flowers and the sacred chants of the heavens have reached my soul.
	To experience the oneness with the ultimate forces is my supreme goal.
	All that is passionate paginate and transformative with me let me worship.
	Your most exalted state let my soul worship.
	Let me witness the magic that unfolds through your tempestuous dance.
	Through devotion and silence let me taste your cosmic romance.
	Life’s sweet nectar let me drink from your heavenly chalice! O exposer of consciousness!
	Only through devotion and silence I can open up my heart.
	Only with your grace the birth of my bright world shall start.
	I have seen the flash of your lightening in my path.
	In your radiating luminosity let my soul take its bath.
	O mother only you know the true wishes of my heart.
	Let the darkness on my soul no more assert.
	Life’s sweet nectar let me drink from your heavenly chalice! O exposer of consciousness!
	The Nectar of Your Cosmic Waters My Soul Has Drunk! O Mother of the Radiant Flames!
	/The nectar of your cosmic waters of my soul has drunk! O mother of the radiant flames!
	My whole world you can perceive through the eyes of darkness.
	I have seen the flash of lightening from your world of brightness.
	The dark world shall no more cast deep shadows on my soul.
	Your radiating luminously shall light up my goal.
	Merely the desires of the ego cannot satisfy my being.
	Wonders of your cosmic existence for eternity I have been seeing.
	The nectar of your cosmic waters of my soul has drunk! O mother of the radiant flames!
	Let me follow deeply my breath and trace it to its divine source.
	Your grace and mercy is my only resource.
	It is your love and grace that links together my every moment.
	O mother fit my soul in your divine firmament.
	I seek your grace for my cosmic existence.
	To your flow of grace and light let there be no resistance.
	The nectar of your cosmic waters of my soul has drunk! O mother of the radiant flames!
	In my heart soon flower your thousand petal led lotus.
	Your radiating luminosity is my soul’s focus.
	Your cosmic blood has been infused in my soul.
	O mother help me reach my cosmic goal.
	My mortal brain by your bright light shall be incinerated.
	By the sweet nectar of your grace my soul shall be satiated.
	The nectar of your cosmic waters of my soul has drunk! O mother of the radiant flames!
	With the sweet nectar of your divine consciousness replace my worldly intelligence.
	Let my soul not suffer darkness and negligence.
	The following of my being your grace shall sanctify.
	The darkness of my soul only you can rectify.
	My deeper individuality you can crown with your lotus glory.
	The heavens shall soon tell me your sacred story.
	The nectar of your cosmic waters of my soul has drunk! O mother of the radiant flames!
	All expressions of supreme pleasure originate from your being.
	Joy of your love personified my soul has seen.
	Let me enter your bright world of supreme splendour and joyous abundance.
	Let your grace teach me the divine forbearance.
	O mother you are the supreme beauty of love and desire.
	With your cosmic heat let my soul perspire.
	The nectar of your cosmic waters of my soul has drunk! O mother of the radiant flames!
	Your universal beatitude and happiness let my soul realize.
	Let my soul drink from your heavenly chalice.
	Let me see the true manifestation of your nature.
	Let your ideal and absolute beauty enhance my soul’s stature.
	Your cosmic love is beyond all time, space and limitation.
	In your ultimate embrace my soul shall find divine elation.
	The nectar of your cosmic waters of my soul has drunk! O mother of the radiant flames!
	By your light my dark world shall be perfected.
	By your grace my soul shall be resurrected.
	Let me enjoy all that you are offering.
	Your sacrificial fire shall end all my suffering.
	In your divine union I seek perfect love.
	Deeply my soul has searched for the heavens above.
	The nectar of your cosmic waters of my soul has drunk! O mother of the radiant flames!
	Every creature engages in a deep search for your ultimate embrace.
	From every soul the darkness only you can erase.
	Secretly teach me how to work with your subtle forces.
	Let me taste the mysticism that lies in the deep search of your divine resources.
	Let my soul experience the higher echelons of your mystic world.
	Let the flag of intuitive awareness in my being be unfurled.
	The nectar of your cosmic waters of my soul has drunk! O mother of the radiant flames!
	/All mortal existence seems to be mundane and full of uncertainty.
	It is the time to join your divine fraternity.
	Let my soul not be caught in the spiraling vortex of dark energy.
	Let your grace provide me the divine synergy.
	To sensationalism and exaggeration let me not surrender my nature.
	It is your grace that shall enhance my soul’s stature.
	The nectar of your cosmic waters of my soul has drunk! O mother of the radiant flames!
	Let the downbeat and destructive energies not put down my soul.
	Beyond all dualities and superficialities lies my cosmic goal.
	My mortal life has turned into a game of darkness.
	For long I have searched your world of brightness.
	Let me travel beyond all the duality of the mind.
	Your bright light shall cure my soul that is blind.
	The nectar of your cosmic waters of my soul has drunk! O mother of the radiant flames!
	All your divine mysteries I have witnessed in their metaphorical magic.
	Only your grace can cure this world that is tragic.
	Once again I shall regain my crown.
	The evil darkness shall no more frown.
	To me the heavens shall once again restore my thrown.
	In the darkness I shall no more walk alone.
	The nectar of your cosmic waters of my soul has drunk! O mother of the radiant flames!
	Your exotic and fierce forms every creature has witnessed.
	By your light my darkness has been addressed.
	Of all beings you are the ancient mother.
	In your infinite space every soul shall gather.
	Through your lightening energy this whole cosmos is created.
	Only by your grace every creature is satiated.
	The nectar of your cosmic waters of my soul has drunk! O mother of the radiant flames!
	In your womb lies hidden all the powers of creativity.
	Your grace is the essence of all my vitality.
	In your creativity and joyousness every creature shall discover.
	Darkness shall soon remove its cover.
	You are the divine matrix of the cosmic universe.
	Silently with you the whole cosmos shall converse.
	The nectar of your cosmic waters of my soul has drunk! O mother of the radiant flames!
	Let my soul brightly shine in your luminescent light of love and wisdom.
	Final rest I shall find in your divine fiefdom.
	It is your grace that flows into every new life.
	Only you can free me from all the darkness and strife.
	The power and force of your divine consciousness shall enter the core of my being.
	Your world of esoteric love and wisdom for eternity I have been seeing.
	The nectar of your cosmic waters of my soul has drunk! O mother of the radiant flames!
	All the realms of death and darkness shall be transformed by your pure energy.
	To the whole cosmos you provide the divine synergy.
	All my suffering you can transform into immortality and bliss.
	Every creature has silently tasted your cosmic kiss.
	Your higher truth let every soul witness.
	Darkness of every creature only you can address.
	The nectar of your cosmic waters of my soul has drunk! O mother of the radiant flames!
	O mother help me reign in the darkness.
	For eternity I have waited for your world of brightness.
	It is your energy that is expressed in the volatile tornado.
	All the darkness help me forego.
	The gentle blossoming of very flower is by your grace.
	Every creature silently waits to see your sacred face.
	The nectar of your cosmic waters of my soul has drunk! O mother of the radiant flames!
	I Have Seen the Moonlight Dripping With Your Cosmic Nectar! O Eternal Mother of Great Time!
	/I have seen the moon light dripping with your cosmic nectar! O eternal mother of great time!
	You are the force behind every beauty and bliss.
	Every soul has tasted your cosmic kiss.
	Behind the cataclysmic forces of nature lies your cosmic power.
	On the whole cosmos your grace you shower.
	Your force of eternal time controls the cosmos.
	From my soul O mother remove all the dross.
	I have seen the moon light dripping with your cosmic nectar! O eternal mother of great time!
	Through mental mayhem and emotional turmoil every soul has been.
	Unending darkness every creature has seen.
	Through proper inner vision I can taste your divine energy and pure essence.
	Help my soul discard all its pretence.
	Let the darkness no more create additional complexity and bewilderment.
	Let my soul fit into your divine firmament.
	I have seen the moon light dripping with your cosmic nectar! O eternal mother of great time!
	Beyond duality transcends your power of transformation.
	This sensational world can only produce darkness and frustration.
	Remove all the darkness and the negativity from my being.
	The aggression and destruction of the darkness for eternity I have been seeing.
	Shadowy ignorance of my ego only you can remove.
	All the negativity from my heart only you can remove.
	I have seen the moon light dripping with your cosmic nectar! O eternal mother of great time!
	The darkness of the night every soul has witnessed.
	The darkness of every soul only by your light can be addressed.
	Lack of deeper insight has frightened my being.
	The running of your calm and cool sacred waters for eternity I have been seeing.
	Every soul is scorched with your cosmic fire.
	Every creature seeks your deep cosmic energy and desire.
	I have seen the moon light dripping with your cosmic nectar! O eternal mother of great time!
	The dark attributes of your wrath and annihilation this mortal world has seen.
	In a world of confusion and bewilderment my soul has been.
	Into my psyche let not the darkness be deeply imbued.
	For long this terrible darkness I have perused.
	Take me beyond the limitations of this dark world.
	Let me be at peace with your cosmic world.
	I have seen the moon light dripping with your cosmic nectar! O eternal mother of great time!
	Help me experience the benign beatitude of life.
	End all my darkness and strife.
	A divine awesome wonder around every soul you have created.
	My dark world your light has penetrated.
	The negative energies of this world can no more restrain my soul.
	The darkness can no more frighten me away from my goal.
	I have seen the moon light dripping with your cosmic nectar! O eternal mother of great time!
	Through your sacred love let me invoke your higher levels of energy.
	Fill me with your deeper commitment and divine synergy.
	You control the higher and subtler forces of my spiritual nature.
	It is your cosmic energy that enhances my soul’s stature.
	There is a deep commitment between heavens and my soul.
	To understand the secrets of the play of universal duality is my goal.
	I have seen the moon light dripping with your cosmic nectar! O eternal mother of great time!
	/The calm and cool sacred waters of your mystic realm I have seen.
	Deep into the vortexes of your powerful currents and magnetic attractions I have been.
	The waters of your silent ocean reflect the energies of the sun and the moon.
	For eternity the heavens have fed my soul with a golden spoon.
	The all pervasive symbolism of your universal energies my soul has witnessed.
	The intense darkness of my soul your grace has addressed.
	I have seen the moon light dripping with your cosmic nectar! O eternal mother of great time!
	All the subtle hues of mysticism let my soul not loose.
	The canvas of darkness let my soul not choose.
	Only you know the deeper secrets of my reality.
	Only with your grace I can understand the world of duality.
	The beautiful symbols and metaphors of your secret reality my soul has seen.
	Deep into your mystic world my soul has been.
	I have seen the moon light dripping with your cosmic nectar! O eternal mother of great time!
	The deepest recesses of my soul let your mystic light reach.
	The boundaries of the world of duality let my soul breach.
	Let my soul wear the shroud of your mystery and mysticism.
	Your path of fearlessness let me follow with freedom.
	With the intensity of deep devotion I traverse your path.
	In your mystic shower my soul shall take its bath.
	I have seen the moon light dripping with your cosmic nectar! O eternal mother of great time!
	Through austerity and devotion I have discovered your mystic path.
	In the shower of the highest truth my soul shall take its bath.
	Let the darkness not hurt the deeper sentiments of my soul.
	On the path of fearlessness I shall travel to my goal.
	Only the mystic light of the heavens can heal my heart.
	Only your enlightenment can give my soul a divine start.
	I have seen the moon light dripping with your cosmic nectar! O eternal mother of great time!
	The prevailing mysticism behind every path of enlightenment let me understand.
	The sensational dark world let me boldly withstand.
	After seeing your glorious attributes my soul is filled with ecstasy.
	Let me silently enter into your world of fantasy.
	Your benevolence shall temper all my darkness and strife.
	You can calm the heat of aggression in my life.
	I have seen the moon light dripping with your cosmic nectar! O eternal mother of great time!
	Tranquil and serene composure to my soul you shall bring.
	Your glorious attributes the heavens shall sing.
	Remove the heat of aggression in my anger and passion.
	Incomparable is your power of manifestation.
	You are the eternity that consumes time.
	With your grace I can reach your world sublime.
	I have seen the moon light dripping with your cosmic nectar! O eternal mother of great time!
	To Receive the Passionate Energies of A Million Sunflowers I Throw Open My Arms! O Mother of Compassionate!
	/To receive the passionate energies of a million sunflowers I throw open my arms! O mother of compassionate!
	You are an inexhaustible fountain of sensuous, magical and tender emotions that shall transform my heart.
	Your love and seduction that permeates my being shall transform my heart.
	You are the truly blossomed who is the initiator, the birth giver and the evoker of pleasure.
	Your divine being is kind and compassionate without measure.
	Endowed with divine form you are infinitely affectionate.
	For your protection, love and nurturing my soul is passionate.
	To receive the passionate energies of a million sunflowers I throw open my arms! O mother of compassionate!
	For eternity I have longed to return to the comfort and bliss of your womb.
	My entire being seeks the sacred space of your womb.
	My love for you is unconditional and comes from the innermost core of my being.
	Let me truly experience the full spiritual potential of my being.
	The whole spectrum of human emotions I have seen.
	The play of all the senses I have seen.
	To receive the passionate energies of a million sunflowers I throw open my arms! O mother of compassionate!
	My love and passion for you shall take me to greater spiritual heights.
	My body, mind and soul shall be taken by you to the heavenly heights.
	Let me discover realize and experience my spiritual innocence all over again.
	Your grace shall protect my hearth and home all over again.
	A loving and nurturing social order to my soul only your grace can provide.
	Nurturing of the roots of my being only you can provide.
	To receive the passionate energies of a million sunflowers I throw open my arms! O mother of compassionate!
	Let the darkness not corrupt my soul and taint my very existence.
	Your light shall help me put up before the darkness all my resistance.
	The sanctity of my soul shall no more be defiled.
	Without manipulation my soul has so far survived.
	The potential to create a peaceful world only you can provide.
	Nourishment and support to my soul only you can provide.
	To receive the passionate energies of a million sunflowers I throw open my arms! O mother of compassionate!
	Let violence and crudeness not destroy my heart.
	Let the cruel darkness not destroy my heart.
	By respecting life let me show reverence to life.
	Remove from my soul all the violence, trauma, darkness and strife.
	You are the one who is possessed of magical powers.
	Magical harmony in the universe you maintain with your supreme powers.
	To receive the passionate energies of a million sunflowers I throw open my arms! O mother of compassionate!
	Your light can combat all my evil and uphold the good.
	Your transcendental state my soul has understood.
	Within me I carry your divine energy.
	Your magical powers shall give my soul all the synergy.
	Spiritual powers and deep insight to my soul you have provided.
	With exuberant passion my being you have enlightened.
	To receive the passionate energies of a million sunflowers I throw open my arms! O mother of compassionate!
	A divine sense of freedom to my soul you have given.
	Sheer mastery of the heavens to my soul you have given.
	Your compelling gaze has hypnotized my whole world.
	Your divine will is capable of changing my whole world.
	Gracefulness of spirit to me you have given.
	Energy, vitality, physical and spiritual wellbeing you have given.
	To receive the passionate energies of a million sunflowers I throw open my arms! O mother of compassionate!
	/To you passionately attracted my soul has been.
	The delight of your transmitted cosmic energy my soul has seen.
	My spiritual attainments only with the help of your grace can arise.
	Your bright world my soul shall surprise.
	The spiritual nourishment to every soul you provide.
	Within me your deeper energies shall well up inside.
	To receive the passionate energies of a million sunflowers I throw open my arms! O mother of compassionate!
	Like a mother you have nursed me like a child.
	Channel your life force in my soul that is wild.
	By receiving your spiritual nourishment my soul will no more be depleted.
	The journey of my soul by your grace shall be completed.
	The spiritual energy from your being let me extract.
	Your whole bright world let my soul attract.
	To receive the passionate energies of a million sunflowers I throw open my arms! O mother of compassionate!
	Only you can choose when and on whom you shall bestow your blessings.
	Spiritual nourishment I seek and invoke your blessings.
	Only you have the ability to enhance my spiritual development.
	By blessing and empowering you help in every soul’s development.
	You share your energy voluntarily with the whole cosmos.
	By conferring your energy and grace from my soul you can remove all the dross.
	To receive the passionate energies of a million sunflowers I throw open my arms! O mother of compassionate!
	Your innate divinity I have awakened and brought to fruition.
	Every soul has seen your tender and wrathful expression.
	Invoke your super natural powers to liberate every being.
	Your divine energy and grace for eternity I have been seeing.
	Supreme deliverance and liberation from you I seek.
	Unlimited gratification from your relationship I seek.
	To receive the passionate energies of a million sunflowers I throw open my arms! O mother of compassionate!
	Through homage and worship I seek to gain enlightenment.
	It is your grace that has enhanced my soul’s entitlement.
	Your gracious and voluntary response every soul seeks.
	Your transcendental being every soul seeks.
	To me ultimate liberation only you can give me.
	The wonderful consciousness only you can provide me.
	To receive the passionate energies of a million sunflowers I throw open my arms! O mother of compassionate!
	You are the embodiment of pure energy.
	To the mature of all my manifestations you provide the synergy.
	You are the source of all time, space and creation.
	Through your mystic energy every soul does its procreation.
	From you flashes forth the lightening of direct perception.
	All my duality and negativity you can destroy and help in my soul’s resurrection.
	To receive the passionate energies of a million sunflowers I throw open my arms! O mother of compassionate!
	To the Sacred Abundance of Your Mystic Universe I Throw Open My Arms! O Mother of Victorious!
	/To the sacred abundance of your mystic universe I throw open my arms! O mother of victorious!
	You are the supreme lightning forced of my inner self.
	Only you can destroy all the duality and negativity of my inner self.
	You are the wonderful consciousness beyond the mind.
	Only you can give vision to the bind.
	From your eyes flashes forth the light of direct perception.
	Your supreme power of consciousness shall put my soul to the path of ultimate liberation.
	To the sacred abundance of your mystic universe I throw open my arms! O mother of victorious!
	In a dramatic way you can facilitate all my inner transformation.
	Only your transcendental being can guide me to my ultimate liberation.
	Your blood is the light that illuminates the whole universe.
	With your unconditional love let my soul converse.
	Let all souls come together in unconditional love.
	Most positive and rare is your energy field of love.
	To the sacred abundance of your mystic universe I throw open my arms! O mother of victorious!
	High vibrational levels of peace and love you exude into the universe.
	With your wonderful consciousness beyond the mind let me converse.
	It is your divine light that flows from my heart and soul.
	It is your lightning that shall destroy all the duality and negativity of my soul.
	Your divine love is unconditional and independent.
	On the darkness let my soul no more be dependent.
	To the sacred abundance of your mystic universe I throw open my arms! O mother of victorious!
	The deepest insight into the nature of things only you can give me.
	The true source and font of wisdom only you can give me.
	For me you have unfolded all the higher knowledge and power.
	For every soul only you carry the initiatory power.
	From sensual to the spiritual plane my passion only you can elevate.
	The real beauty of my soul only you can excavate.
	To the sacred abundance of your mystic universe I throw open my arms! O mother of victorious!
	The beauty of my soul surpasses every beauty.
	To achieve the state of inner energy and ecstasy is my soul’s duty.
	For every soul you are the highest spiritual goal.
	To be one with you is my ultimate goal.
	Your tremendous initiatory power I have witnessed.
	The mysticism of your force of passion I have witnessed.
	To the sacred abundance of your mystic universe I throw open my arms! O mother of victorious!
	The secrets of your love let me share.
	Your transcendental power with every soul you share.
	The joyful transformation created by your wisdom energy I have seen.
	Your un-manipulated, undefined and unknown form I have seen.
	Independent of external situations and dogmas is your divine love.
	Every soul has seen the supreme lightning force of your divine love.
	To the sacred abundance of your mystic universe I throw open my arms! O mother of victorious!
	Pristine, powerful and intense aura of silence surrounds your being.
	The supreme state of enlightenment stars through the stillness of your being.
	Your strength and magnanimity the whole cosmos has witnessed.
	The darkness of this world by your light has been addressed.
	Mastering death let me attain your supreme state of enlightenment.
	Mastering silence shall give me your divine entitlement.
	To the sacred abundance of your mystic universe I throw open my arms! O mother of victorious!
	From the unreal to the real only you can lead me.
	From darkness to light only you can lead me.
	From death to immortality guide my soul.
	With the essence of your light shall shine my soul.
	I have felt the warmth of your face that brilliantly shines.
	I have seen through your piercingly dark eyes that shines.
	To the sacred abundance of your mystic universe I throw open my arms! O mother of victorious!
	/The golden lustre of your divinity on my face I have seen.
	The zeal of divine joy in my soul I have seen.
	Your deep supernatural experience has left my soul in a wondrous daze.
	By your serene beauty and dark shouldering eyes every soul you shall amaze.
	Your all pervasive silence that is powerful yet stoic surrounds my being.
	The emerald waters of your mystic river for eternity I have been seeing.
	To the sacred abundance of your mystic universe I throw open my arms! O mother of victorious!
	In the line of your direct gaze I have put my soul.
	Your eyes have pierced the depths of my soul.
	A strong mystic feeling you have stirred deep in my heart.
	With your most beautiful aura you have surrounded my heart.
	The violet halo around your being I have seen.
	The bright white light surrounding your being I have seen.
	To the sacred abundance of your mystic universe I throw open my arms! O mother of victorious!
	Great things are going to happen with my soul.
	Thought the search of universal truth I shall reach my goal.
	Your divine beauty manifested in the world of nature I have seen.
	Your power of divine light and life I have seen.
	My soul is touched by your divine grace and enlightenment.
	To all your realms and powers of light is my soul’s entitlement.
	To the sacred abundance of your mystic universe I throw open my arms! O mother of victorious!
	Upon the rays of your mystic sun let my soul meditate.
	Upon your mystic sun who is the soul of the universe let me mediate.
	I pay obeisance to the sun who is the king of the sky.
	Your sun is the ruler of all that falls between the earth and the celestial sky.
	Your mystic sun is the cause of the day and the giver of bliss.
	All the seasons and rhythm of this world exits because of your bliss.
	To the sacred abundance of your mystic universe I throw open my arms! O mother of victorious!
	Without the sun there is no reckoning of time.
	I offer water and obeisance before your world sublime.
	The bright light of your mystic sun shall grant me all the higher powers of perception.
	It is your compassionate aura that shall amend my soul’s perception.
	Let my soul open up to your deeper mystic relation.
	With your silent peaceful world let me develop a relation.
	To the sacred abundance of your mystic universe I throw open my arms! O mother of victorious!
	With one clean sweep severe off my mortal head.
	Let every single drop of my mortal blood be shed.
	Within me let there be no fear of darkness.
	Hundreds of mystic owls I can see swooning around in the darkness.
	To the sacred abundance of your mystic universe I throw open my arms! O mother of victorious!
	The Yellow Sprightly Eyes of Your Mystic Owls I Can See Looking at Me! O Granter of Longevity!
	/The yellow sprightly eyes of your mystic owls I can see looking at me! O granter of longevity!
	The feathers of your mystic owls marked beautifully in shades of brown and black I have seen.
	The mesmerising of my soul by your mystic world I have seen.
	I have seen you starring me straight in the eyes.
	I have begun to feel the vibrations that is coming from your golden skies.
	Your bird of magic and darkness my soul has seen.
	Your bird of prophecy and wisdom I have seen.
	The yellow sprightly eyes of your mystic owls I can see looking at me! O granter of longevity!
	Your mystic owl is the penetrator of darkness.
	Your mystic owl is a powerful metaphor for inner wisdom and brightness.
	The full moon has sent my mind reeling.
	The sweet aroma of your sacred flowers has sent my soul reeling.
	I shall no more blush with shyness and hide my feelings.
	In the darkness of your night I am happy to have lost all my feelings.
	The yellow sprightly eyes of your mystic owls I can see looking at me! O granter of longevity!
	Into your cosmic web I weave the threads of my life.
	Mystical are your creations that confront my life.
	For the whole universe you are the celestial architect.
	My soul lost in the darkness only you can resurrect.
	The deepest shades of flushed pink I can see in the flowers you have given me.
	I am stunned by the sweet aroma of the flowers you have given me.
	The yellow sprightly eyes of your mystic owls I can see looking at me! O granter of longevity!
	I have seen the sparks of the silent fire that emanates from the depths of your eyes.
	Unconscious of the events that are unfolding I have caught the glint in your eyes.
	On the wings of your great falcon my soul shall fly.
	With your higher forces of nature and consciousness my soul shall fly.
	With you I am ready to strike a conversation.
	Only you can remove all my hesitation.
	The yellow sprightly eyes of your mystic owls I can see looking at me! O granter of longevity!
	The vacuum that I experience needs to be filled.
	With the boon of your healing touch my soul needs to be filled.
	From another dimension you have tried to reach my soul.
	Your other worldly gaze has awakened my soul.
	Into my sacred space I invite you.
	For a boon of healing touch I invite you.
	The yellow sprightly eyes of your mystic owls I can see looking at me! O granter of longevity!
	Looking messages I have received from your being.
	No hurt you shall allow to come in the way of my being.
	Bits of your divine puzzle let me put together to view the larger picture.
	Let me decipher the lodes to understand the larger picture.
	To a higher dimension of existence let my soul shift.
	Away from the whirlpools of existence let my soul shift.
	The yellow sprightly eyes of your mystic owls I can see looking at me! O granter of longevity!
	Bravely I try to unfold the mystic ways of the surrounding world.
	Silently I open my heart to the manifold blessings of your sacred world.
	Help me uncover the truth behind the brutality of this dark world.
	Remove the sense of turbulence that exists deep in my world.
	I have heard your gentle voice whisper into my ear.
	Streaming down my face I can feel the warm tear.
	The yellow sprightly eyes of your mystic owls I can see looking at me! O granter of longevity!
	There are many answers that I seek.
	The manifold blessings of your mystic universe I seek.
	My soul has entered heaven’s magnificent open doors gilded with gold.
	Your opulent marble palace with grand columns I can behold.
	No more I shall be drawn into the web of darkness.
	Let my soul shift to your world of brightness.
	The yellow sprightly eyes of your mystic owls I can see looking at me! O granter of longevity!
	/On seeing you my body has begun to tremble.
	For meeting you all the creatures have started to assemble.
	Powerful energy I have seen flowing through the dark pools of your lotus shaped eyes.
	I have witnessed the beautiful and strong presence of your golden skies.
	From you I draw for comfort and guidance.
	To your most powerful vibrations I turn for guidance.
	The yellow sprightly eyes of your mystic owls I can see looking at me! O granter of longevity!
	With full hooded wonder let the serpent god strike my forehead.
	Let your bright light in my dark world spread.
	My soul is overawed by your sheer presence.
	I have understood the inherent powers of your divine essence.
	It is your life force and vital energy that animates the whole cosmos.
	From my heart only you can remove the dross.
	The yellow sprightly eyes of your mystic owls I can see looking at me! O granter of longevity!
	Only you can nourish my body and calm my spirit.
	Your higher energies and experiences let my soul inherit.
	Let me be gentle and yielding but firm in conviction.
	Deep in silence you can prepare my soul for its resurrection.
	In your eyes I can see the blazing fire.
	Instantly with you I have connected all my desire.
	The yellow sprightly eyes of your mystic owls I can see looking at me! O granter of longevity!
	Every creature has felt your deep compassion.
	To every soul only you can teach the art of perfection.
	Let there be dignity and sensitivity in my silence and stillness.
	In your presence let me remain in stoic silence.
	Your divine sublime feeling you communicate to every soul.
	A deep compassion you have for every soul.
	The yellow sprightly eyes of your mystic owls I can see looking at me! O granter of longevity!
	Let my life become your vibrating and pulsating passion.
	Only you can calm the inner fires of my passion.
	Beyond mediocrity let me create a life of great passion.
	For eternity I have searched for your extraordinary passion.
	The gentle movement of your life energy let me understand.
	Extraordinary in the ordinary let me understand.
	The yellow sprightly eyes of your mystic owls I can see looking at me! O granter of longevity!
	Whole heartedly I have loved, mediated and prayed.
	In your sacred winds my soul has swayed.
	Finally I have discovered the sacred in the temple of your grace.
	Only the gentle breeze or your sacred wind can brighten my face.
	A storm powerful enough to uproot the oak tree your passion can create.
	From the ripple of a soft wave to the turbulent storm your passion can create.
	The yellow sprightly eyes of your mystic owls I can see looking at me! O granter of longevity!
	Let my soul be a true silent warrior.
	For your grace let my soul be the carrier.
	A deep understanding of your great cosmic energy let me have.
	A deep understanding of the play of elements of wind and water let me have.
	Only you can goal my soul to perfection.
	Only you can help my soul in its resurrection.
	The yellow sprightly eyes of your mystic owls I can see looking at me! O granter of longevity!
	Let gentle and yielding be the principle of my life.
	Though stiff and unbending is the darkness and strife.
	From your ocean of life my soul deserves to drink.
	Let not my soul in the darkness sink.
	Let me fill my cup from your mystic stream.
	Filled with darkness my soul shall no more scream.
	The yellow sprightly eyes of your mystic owls I can see looking at me! O granter of longevity!
	Through Your Lotus Shaped Eyes I Have Seen the Flow of Your Powerful Energy! O Protector from Distress!
	Through your lotus shaped eyes I have seen the flow of your powerful energy! O protector from distress!
	The sacred balmy breeze that is blowing is sending a shiver down my spine.
	The deep crimson rays of the setting sun is illuminating the evening skyline.
	Before you I stand in silence in a state of no mind.
	From the depths of eternity I have heard your voice that is so infinitely kind.
	Hearing your soft and gentle voice my feet have started to quiver and tremble.
	Let me walk with the other souls and in your bright world assemble.
	Through your lotus shaped eyes I have seen the flow of your powerful energy! O protector from distress!
	/Your spirit world I propitiate through the sweet aroma of incense.
	Before you my mind is blank with no thoughts and pretence.
	There are no questions for me to ask.
	In my silent moments in your grace I shall bask.
	Silent initiations from your ethereal world my soul has received.
	The deep hollow resounding sound from the other world my soul has received.
	Through your lotus shaped eyes I have seen the flow of your powerful energy! O protector from distress!
	Your constant knocking my inner ears have heard.
	Your message from eternity my soul has heard.
	Sitting in silence my soul is tasking in the surrounding vibrations.
	The gentleness of the breeze is giving my soul a feel of your sacred vibrations.
	The calmness of nature my soul has deeply felt.
	The blessings from the higher powers of the universe my soul has felt.
	Through your lotus shaped eyes I have seen the flow of your powerful energy! O protector from distress!
	I have become more passionate in the search for answers to my soul’s questions.
	To you I have to ask a million questions.
	My intense spells of prayer and seeking have earnestly begun.
	My soul has gone crazy on seeing the mystic sun.
	With a spectrum of insecurities my soul has to work.
	With a lot of distractions my soul has to work.
	Through your lotus shaped eyes I have seen the flow of your powerful energy! O protector from distress!
	Though I have failed many tests yet you have lured back my soul.
	In testing times you have supported my soul.
	I have broken down and sobbed like a child at your lotus feet.
	With the wave of your deep love and calm every soul you meet.
	Only your grace can pacify my inner being.
	The worldly pressures can no more kill my being.
	Through your lotus shaped eyes I have seen the flow of your powerful energy! O protector from distress!
	Peacefully I sit and smile to myself.
	In the mirror of eternity I look at myself.
	My eyes overflow with your compassion.
	On my face is shown the soft hues of your compassion.
	To you I offer all my tears.
	The darkness cannot leave tell-tale marks and I am left without fears.
	Through your lotus shaped eyes I have seen the flow of your powerful energy! O protector from distress!
	To you I offer myself so that you can strip me of my ego.
	From the top of cliff you will push away my ego.
	The sweet aroma of the roses I can smell on your arrival.
	In my harsh times I wait for your arrival.
	I have the right only to choose the action or make a wish.
	The fruits of my actions are accordingly to your wish.
	Through your lotus shaped eyes I have seen the flow of your powerful energy! O protector from distress!
	Deep glow I see as I look myself in the mirror.
	A soft and calm illuminating radiance I can see as I look myself in the mirror.
	For the joy rides of a mystic life I seek from you a ticket.
	For succeeding in life’s silent trials I seek from you a ticket.
	Let the fruits of my actions be sweet and graceful.
	From the sufferings of this dark world let me emerge successful.
	Through your lotus shaped eyes I have seen the flow of your powerful energy! O protector from distress!
	/Over my will and aspiration only you have the divine power.
	Over the various aspects of my spirituality only you have the divine power.
	The rise of the fiery white flame in your being I have seen.
	An experience of strange weightlessness my being has seen.
	Rays of white brilliance shines all around your being.
	In a mystical trance like state has been my being.
	Through your lotus shaped eyes I have seen the flow of your powerful energy! O protector from distress!
	Life’s bed of roses is also filled with thorns.
	Every sweet moment also hides the bed of thorns.
	The harsh realities of the play of life my soul has seen.
	The deep healing effect of your divine energy my soul has seen.
	Your magic has worked for every soul.
	To truly connect with your energies of life is my goal.
	Through your lotus shaped eyes I have seen the flow of your powerful energy! O protector from distress!
	Let the internal turbulences and outside forces not run my energy low.
	I shall not allow the darkness to cut off the powerful support lime from below.
	In me let there be no fear of the unknown in expression and deed.
	With a singular passionate thirst for your grace my soul shall succeed.
	With your grace the pieces of jigsaw puzzle in my life shall fall in place.
	A more vibrant and powerful role for my soul shall be given by your grace.
	Through your lotus shaped eyes I have seen the flow of your powerful energy! O protector from distress!
	Let my soul no more hide from the world and camouflage is real beauty.
	Let me come out of my hiding and display my real beauty.
	Let me be the way I am meant to be.
	Beautiful and graceful I am meant to be.
	So brilliantly you have read my mind.
	Showing disrespect to your blessings let my soul not be blind.
	Through your lotus shaped eyes I have seen the flow of your powerful energy! O protector from distress!
	In a hypnotic spell you have taken my soul in a state of total awareness.
	Of the ways and manifestations of the divine you have given me the awareness.
	Only you can take in my powerful vibrations and take care of my need.
	Only by totally surrendering to you I can succeed.
	In a totally beautiful relationship with you let my soul be.
	Deeply disturbed and insecure no more my soul shall be.
	Through your lotus shaped eyes I have seen the flow of your powerful energy! O protector from distress!
	Extremely sensitive you have been to my thought waves.
	Dark and daring I have been in receiving your mystic waves.
	Absolutely wild and daring my soul has been.
	With fearlessness this dark world I have seen.
	Only you can assure me that all would be taken care of.
	All my expectations and demands only you can take care of.
	Through your lotus shaped eyes I have seen the flow of your powerful energy! O protector from distress!
	In Your Mirror of Eternity I Look At Myself! O Mother of the Embodiment of Forgiveness!
	/In your mirror of eternity I look at myself! O mother of the embodiment of forgiveness!
	This dark world can no more distract me.
	This disturbed and insecure world can no more attract me.
	Like a child only you can protect me.
	Only you can take care of me.
	Sitting alone with you in the night has been sheer magic.
	This darkness in my world can no more be tragic.
	In your mirror of eternity I look at myself! O mother of the embodiment of forgiveness!
	Little I have understood of your benevolent nature.
	As a seeking soul I am in complete awe of your nature.
	The fire in your brilliant burning eyes my soul has seen.
	Your powerful stealth like motions my soul has seen.
	In a pure white silken drape I have seen you floating in the sheer blue sky.
	My soul is mesmerized by the aura of your golden sky.
	In your mirror of eternity I look at myself! O mother of the embodiment of forgiveness!
	The powerful vibrations of the earth my soul has felt.
	All my darkness before your grace shall melt.
	Your serene magical pond with blue lotuses my eyes have seen.
	The bright shining illustrious rings of Saturn my soul has seen.
	The forces of sun, earth and Saturn silently pull at my soul.
	Taking in the energy of the ancient tree shall make me whole.
	In your mirror of eternity I look at myself! O mother of the embodiment of forgiveness!
	An overwhelming sensitivity pervades my body and soul.
	Deeply experiencing your cosmic vibrations is my goal.
	Your cosmic heat has drenched my soul in sweat.
	The cosmic rays of Saturn has permeated my entire being and made me sweat.
	Into a very deep slumber you have put my soul.
	Your divine calmness has swept over my soul.
	In your mirror of eternity I look at myself! O mother of the embodiment of forgiveness!
	No soul can move through life without being touched by your grace.
	All my time, limitations and adversities of life are defined by your grace.
	In my own experiences with life’s journey let there be no fear.
	With a deep understanding my soul only you can hear.
	Your immense divine blush has overwhelmed my soul.
	The intensity of my dalliance with your higher magical powers has defined my goal.
	In your mirror of eternity I look at myself! O mother of the embodiment of forgiveness!
	To the heavens of eternity I have turned my gaze.
	Your brilliant burning eyes shall my soul amaze.
	You are the liberator and destroys of time.
	You are the joy of creation and the world sublime.
	You are the night of darkness that is witnessed by the whole cosmos.
	I have seen you releasing your energies into the cosmos.
	In your mirror of eternity I look at myself! O mother of the embodiment of forgiveness!
	Reveal to my soul the inner meaning of your mystic form.
	The whole cosmos has seen your fearful, awesome but compassionate form.
	You are the transcendental peace that follows ecstatic bliss.
	You are the primordial knower of all the cosmic bliss.
	You are the desirable one and the sole boon giver.
	On seeing you primordial form the whole dark world shall shiver.
	In your mirror of eternity I look at myself! O mother of the embodiment of forgiveness!
	Extremely overwhelming are your divine vibrations.
	Sitting patiently my soul has been listening to your divine vibrations.
	For eternity the whole cosmos has been looking strongly at me.
	Finally you have beckoned my soul to speak with me.
	In your mystic waters I have seen the heavenly geese preening themselves.
	With your powerful red lights all the earthly lamps have lit themselves.
	In your mirror of eternity I look at myself! O mother of the embodiment of forgiveness!
	/You are as black as the limitless night sky.
	You are the great substance of the golden sky.
	You are the true form of time.
	Through your boons my soul can relish your world sublime.
	Powerful and persistent are your divine vibrations.
	Your divine strong presence has enhanced my heart’s palpitations.
	In your mirror of eternity I look at myself! O mother of the embodiment of forgiveness!
	Your magical vibrations have engulfed my soul.
	The sound and vibrations of your footsteps have stunned my soul.
	The beautiful tingling sound of your footsteps will not allow my soul to sleep.
	You are the destroyer of anxiety and will not allow my soul to weep.
	All the marvels for every soul you create.
	All the success and failures of every creature you create.
	In your mirror of eternity I look at myself! O mother of the embodiment of forgiveness!
	Your vibrations are different from any other I have so far experienced.
	An amazing vision of your heavenly world I have experienced.
	For eternity my beautiful soul is ready to be sacrificed.
	Like a most beautiful large wild fowl with fiery black and red plumes I am ready to be sacrificed.
	With the powerful force of a single strike cut off my head.
	Huge drops of my deep red blood shall on your hands spread.
	In your mirror of eternity I look at myself! O mother of the embodiment of forgiveness!
	Let my deep red blood be splattered in every direction.
	Your eternal play of life and death I have seen in action.
	On seeing you a shiver has gone through my being.
	In eternal search of your mystic world is my being.
	My inner nature and mindset only you can understand.
	My offering of sacrifice only you can understand.
	In your mirror of eternity I look at myself! O mother of the embodiment of forgiveness!
	In your strong presence I have started drifting into another world.
	I have seen you furiously fanning the flames of my spirit world.
	To secretly invoke you my soul has prepared itself.
	To receive your sacred vibrations the earth has prepared itself.
	An amazing vision of your most beautiful world I have had.
	The overwhelming vibrations of your spiritual world my soul has had.
	In your mirror of eternity I look at myself! O mother of the embodiment of forgiveness!
	With the Powerful force of a Single Sword Cut Off My Mortal Head! O Holder of Sword!
	With the powerful force of a single sword cut off my mortal head! O holder of sword!
	From you beauty of the inner consciousness I seek.
	Strength to grow beyond the realm of death I seek.
	Your grace is the basis of all ethereal beauty.
	You are the root cause of all manifestation of beauty.
	Your divine landscape my soul enjoys in silence.
	Your youthful, soft, gentle and beautiful face I watch in silence.
	With the powerful force of a single sword cut off my mortal head! O holder of sword!
	Your gentle, pretty and nubile face every creature has witnessed.
	Your dark eyes moist and flashing every soul has witnessed.
	My soul is taken aback by your beautiful soft hues.
	On my face has witnessed settling your mystic dews.
	The vibrations from your mystic world has mesmerised my soul.
	Enjoying your kingdom’s mystic landscape is my goal.
	With the powerful force of a single sword cut off my mortal head! O holder of sword!
	/Every physical aspect of my beauty places in front of your divine beauty.
	To each thing in nature you lend your glow and beauty.
	Through the dark pine covered mountain side silently I roam.
	In the mystical backdrop of the snow capped mountain range silently I roam.
	I have seen nature unfold the awe of the universe.
	With your snow capped mountains let my soul silently converse.
	With the powerful force of a single sword cut off my mortal head! O holder of sword!
	Your green field with an abundance of flowers my soul has witnessed.
	Your azure skies showering me with blessings I have witnessed.
	Let your heavenly songs be on my lips and your mystic dreams be in my heart.
	Only you know the perfect timing of the resurrection of my heart.
	Only you can fit in each piece of puzzle in my life.
	Only you can provide me with a clear larger picture of my life.
	With the powerful force of a single sword cut off my mortal head! O holder of sword!
	I have sensed your divine experience that is coming my way.
	My heart has begun to beat faster and gently sway.
	A gentle quiver has entered my body and mind.
	With nervousness I quicken my steps to reach my goal.
	Away from the mundane chattenings of the mortals let my soul proceed.
	In this dark world let my soul succeed.
	With the powerful force of a single sword cut off my mortal head! O holder of sword!
	Full of perfection and power is your entire form.
	Your life force flowing through me can my soul reform.
	Red hibiscus flowers I silently placed at your feet.
	Amazing vibration I feel as I touch your feet.
	The vibrations of the ancient mountains reverberates in your mystic valley.
	I silently watch the ancient river flow down your mystic valley.
	With the powerful force of a single sword cut off my mortal head! O holder of sword!
	The whole earth resounds with your might.
	Your wonderful enigmatic formidable form is within my sight.
	I have looked through your deep dark eyes.
	For eternity my soul has wandered in your golden skies.
	My soul has seen you decorated in all your silken and jewelled splendour.
	Before the smouldering fire of your being let my soul surrender.
	With the powerful force of a single sword cut off my mortal head! O holder of sword!
	Every creature thirsts for the annihilation of its ego by your hand.
	Every mortal requests its mortal head to be cut off by your hand.
	You regulate the very beat and pulse of my heart.
	To the heights of self realization you can take my heart.
	Your innate nature let me truly understand.
	Your loving and consoling nature let me truly understand.
	With the powerful force of a single sword cut off my mortal head! O holder of sword!
	The rising crescendo beat of the heavenly drums my soul has heard.
	The deep call emanating from your conch shell my soul has heard.
	Only you command the attention of my every breath.
	Only you can lure my soul away from death.
	Before you I bend on my knees with folded hands.
	Let my soul sleep on the golden sands.
	With the powerful force of a single sword cut off my mortal head! O holder of sword!
	The whole cosmos you have brought under your spell.
	My soul has finally heard the blowing of your conch shell.
	The tolling of your heavenly bells every creature has heard.
	The sacred sound of your mystic waves every creature has heard.
	To you I offer the nudity of my body, mind and soul.
	Enticing you with my sweet fragrance is my goal.
	With the powerful force of a single sword cut off my mortal head! O holder of sword!
	/The surrounding vibrations of your being is magical and wonderful.
	Drawing me into your deeper reverie you will let me see your world that is wonderful.
	Mother earth has been sending gentle tremors through my being.
	I have seen your mystic darkness envelop my being.
	In the colours of your passion my soul has dressed.
	My dark world by your light has been addressed.
	With the powerful force of a single sword cut off my mortal head! O holder of sword!
	With saffron and red roses I entice your being.
	Your sacred flames rising to great heights my soul has been seeing.
	The burning flames are a befitting tribute to your fiery nature.
	Every soul shall be finally aware of your magical nature.
	Into your magical fold you will sweep away every soul.
	Into a wild crescendo of passion you will merge every soul.
	With the powerful force of a single sword cut off my mortal head! O holder of sword!
	Only You Can Lure My Soul Away From Death! O Goddess of Death!
	/Only you can lure my soul away from death! O goddess of death!
	Always you have made your presence known.
	For eternity your benevolence has been known.
	There shall no more questioning and no more seeking of answers.
	My soul shall fall silent and no more seek any answers.
	You know what is best for me.
	The sounds of your temple bells chime for me.
	Only you can lure my soul away from death! O goddess of death!
	In wild crescendo of passion you have lifted my soul.
	To feel your sensations move through my entire being is my goal.
	You rule over all the waking, dreaming and the sleeping world.
	I bow before your most beautiful world.
	In pristine purity of your virgin land my soul roams freely.
	In the unspoilt virgin landscape of your mystic land my soul roams freely.
	Only you can lure my soul away from death! O goddess of death!
	The warmth of your hundred suns my soul has received.
	In the dialect of your native land my learning I have received.
	Matters close to every heart is universal and the same.
	The darkness and light in every heart is the same.
	Your dense and heavy aroma permeates the mortal air.
	The deep meaning of your existence resonates the ancient air.
	Only you can lure my soul away from death! O goddess of death!
	You nourish and spread fragrance in my life.
	Only you can free me from the shackles of sorrow and strife.
	Like a rife cucumber I shall fall in due time.
	Astounding reverberations I can sense of your world sublime.
	Your mystic vibrations I can barely wait to embrace.
	My heart filled with your devotional energies in abundance you are ready to embrace.
	Only you can lure my soul away from death! O goddess of death!
	Before you I bow with deep reverence.
	Your mystic energy my soul seeks in abundance.
	Into your hypnotic fold you have allured my soul.
	To experience the total oblivion of deep sleep is my goal.
	Let me master the world of dreams as well as fully experience the external waking world.
	Both the lookers and the seen are the same in your cosmic world.
	Only you can lure my soul away from death! O goddess of death!
	You are the experience and also what is experienced.
	The total unity of the waking, dreaming and sleeping states only you have experienced.
	Let me take in the silence of the still night.
	In close proximity let me spend my time with the cosmic powers in the dark night.
	A divine chill seems to crawl up my spine.
	I have gladly accepted your invitation dine.
	Only you can lure my soul away from death! O goddess of death!
	Straining my ears I have picked up the whisper of the mystic wind.
	Rusting the needles of the pines of your sacred forest is your mystic wind.
	Your sacred forests bellows the secrets of the ancient sages.
	The whisper of the mystic wind my soul has picked up for ages.
	The hollow thumping of the hooded serpent my soul has witnessed.
	You are the celestial visitor which the whole cosmos has witnessed.
	Only you can lure my soul away from death! O goddess of death!
	A beautiful union of the male and female in my soul I have experienced.
	A perfect unison I have experienced.
	Moving up in grate rhythm are you cosmic reverberations from my feet to my head.
	Your light in my being has continuously spread.
	Your experiences in my vision has driven away all my fear.
	The full hooded grandeur of the divine serpent I have experienced without fear.
	Only you can lure my soul away from death! O goddess of death!
	/Mortal apprehensions shall no more overtake my being.
	The darkness shall no more block the divine experiences of my being.
	It is your power that enables the seed to germinate.
	Through your power the whole animal world can procreate.
	Let my soul be always in touch with nature’s mysteries.
	Every creature deeply understands your cosmic mysteries.
	Only you can lure my soul away from death! O goddess of death!
	I have witnessed the serpent of darkness strike at my forehead.
	I have seen the flashing black eyes of the serpent of darkness stare at my forehead.
	I have witnessed the divine serpent spread its magnificent hood.
	The most amazing experience of the dark world my soul has understood.
	Totally unafraid and in a state of calm my soul has been.
	To your amazing bright world my soul has been.
	Only you can lure my soul away from death! O goddess of death!
	In each earthly form I search for your divine manifestation.
	Your deeper sacred space I have traversed to witness your divine manifestation.
	For my spiritual experiences I seek a deeper explanation.
	I seek your guidance to overcome the deep frustration.
	Your mysterious earthly and heavenly power I seek.
	It is your lightening that reverberates in the clouds that I seek.
	Only you can lure my soul away from death! O goddess of death!
	A temple of eternity my whole existence has become.
	My continuous worship nature has become.
	The floating clouds have heard my prayers.
	Your mystic river has heard my prayers.
	Your mighty mountains are a source of my meditation.
	Mother earth has allowed me to tap its vibration.
	Only you can lure my soul away from death! O goddess of death!
	Ripples in the waters of your mystic river my soul has witnessed.
	The darkness in the deep recesses of my soul your light has been addressed.
	Open my heart and silently take me into your fold.
	All the nature’s wonders let my soul behold.
	Divine love and nurturing to my soul you have given.
	The sacred phenomenon of prayers and laughter to my soul you have given.
	Only you can lure my soul away from death! O goddess of death!
	Let Me Feel Your Cosmic Kiss! O Woman!
	/Let me feel your cosmic kiss! O woman!
	Let me taste your immortality, light and bliss.
	Let me feel your cosmic kiss.
	Remove all death and suffering from my heart.
	Let your grace, charm and power give me divine start.
	Unique is the revelation of your face.
	Give me deeper understanding of your grace.
	Let me feel your cosmic kiss! O woman!
	Give me the vision that is most original and insightful.
	Relieve me of the world that is frightful.
	You are the power source of every transformation.
	You are the matrix of the deepest and highest manifestation.
	Let me witness your power in unbounded unity.
	You are the most primal entity.
	Let me feel your cosmic kiss! O woman!
	Let me see the myriad colours of your manifold reality.
	In you lies my world of certainty.
	From you arises the fertility of mother earth.
	Your womb is the source of all cosmic birth.
	Let my soul expand into infinite space and eternal time.
	Let my ears listen to the cosmic rhyme.
	Let me feel your cosmic kiss! O woman!
	Every potential in you shall reside.
	Relief from the deeper darkness you will provide.
	Let me witness the deeper darkness of your mystic night.
	Dispel all the darkness and let there be light.
	You are the supreme inner goddess.
	Grand and mystic is your prowess.
	Let me feel your cosmic kiss! O woman!
	Dispel all the darkness of my mind and heart.
	Fears and desires will no more exert.
	Remove all my anger and aggression.
	Remove all my sorrow, pain and depression.
	Let me taste my higher nature and divinity.
	Let me live in a world of certainty.
	Let me feel your cosmic kiss! O woman!
	You have been an enigma for ages.
	You have been the inspiration for all the sages.
	O dark goddess enter into my heart.
	With eternity let my soul flirt.
	Show the mystery of your power.
	Bathe me in the heavenly shower.
	Let me feel your cosmic kiss! O woman!
	Draw me into the heavenly realms of wonder.
	To the darkness let me not surrender.
	Let me witness your profound mysticism.
	Make me immune to all criticism.
	Open up your sphere of sheer magic.
	Open up the gates of your immortal logic.
	Let me feel your cosmic kiss! O woman!
	Witness eternity weaving its warp and weft.
	With a new rich experience my heart has been swept.
	Witness the magnificent tapestry woven by your magic.
	The darkness will no more be tragic.
	In you I see a deep sense of fulfilment.
	From you I need a deep commitment.
	Let me feel your cosmic kiss! O woman!
	O woman what is the secret of your ecstasy.
	What is the source of your complacency.
	You are the reigning queen of all time and space.
	Your origin none can trace.
	Guide me through your maze of illusion.
	With the darkness let there be no collusion.
	Let me feel your cosmic kiss! O woman!
	/Let my heart move and expand.
	Let me join the cosmic band.
	Let me find my way through your labyrinth that is magical.
	Let your strike be surgical.
	Let me listen to the dictates of my heart.
	Let the heavens give me a divine start.
	Let me feel your cosmic kiss! O woman!
	In you I search for the ultimate reality.
	Unbounded freedom in you is a certainty.
	Infinite is your power of charm and illusion.
	Guide me through the mortal confusion.
	Let me taste the sweetness of unqualified surrender.
	O desperate soul do not endlessly surrender.
	Let me feel your cosmic kiss! O woman!
	Open my heart to your beatitude and divine grace.
	Let me see your magical face.
	O goddess draw me into your magical world.
	Amazing marvels I see in your esoteric world.
	In my being resonates your secret creation.
	I am witness to your beautiful procreation.
	Let me feel your cosmic kiss! O woman!
	Profound and great is your awareness.
	Short has been my preparedness.
	Help me view my life’s larger portrait.
	Give me the answer that is straight.
	Solve the pieces of my jigsaw puzzle.
	Let the darkness not my soul muzzle.
	Let me feel your cosmic kiss! O woman!
	Complete the picture of my beautiful heaven.
	Let cosmic intelligence to me be given.
	Your reality is seated deep within.
	In my soul rests the eternal light within.
	O goddess grant depth to my sight.
	Let me taste your deep love and might.
	Let me feel your cosmic kiss! O woman!
	Give me clarity of thought, faith and belief.
	Your astute awareness will bring me relief.
	Let me march in tandem with the universal force.
	No more I will suffer a sense of remorse.
	With you let me romance in the dark night.
	O goddess lure the new moon into my sight.
	Let me feel your cosmic kiss! O woman!
	/Grand and magical is your luminescent dance.
	Your full splendour in the night will advance.
	Your cosmic dance will calm my inner flux and silence the noise.
	I have heard your deep cosmic voice.
	Silence the din and clamour of my mind.
	Give vision to my eyes that are blind.
	Let me feel your cosmic kiss! O woman!
	Why do you put on the magical veil.
	Don’t let my heart and soul fail.
	Sweet is the spell of your romance.
	Majestic is your cosmic dance.
	Lure me out of my worldly stupor and charm my soul.
	To embrace you fearlessly is my only goal.
	Let me feel your cosmic kiss! O woman!
	Magical is your magnetic deep blue hue.
	Your light let me pursue.
	Let me experience your intense vibration of love.
	Let me embrace your world of love.
	My soul is encircled with your reticent powers.
	Let me bathe in the cosmic showers.
	Let me feel your cosmic kiss! O woman!
	On A Wild White Horse I Shall Ride Into Your Wilderness! O Lover of Battle!
	/On a wild white Horse I shall ride into your wilderness! O lover of battle!
	Looking within myself I get the ultimate happiness.
	This dark world I can face with boldness.
	The touchstone of innocence is my inner world.
	Let my soul be aware of the finer nuances of the spirit world.
	Let me be tuned to the inner silence of your spiritual world.
	In the confines of your divine silence let me build my world.
	On a wild white Horse I shall ride into your wilderness! O lover of battle!
	In the form of love comes your grace.
	Darkness from my heart only you can erase.
	The stoic inner silence of my soul let me celebrate.
	The divine sense of humour of my soul let me celebrate.
	My inner world is far more extraordinary than the outer mortal world.
	I have learned to delve deep inside my inner esoteric world.
	On a wild white Horse I shall ride into your wilderness! O lover of battle!
	In close tandem with nature let me live.
	In its fold divine experiences nature shall give.
	Of no avail is everything that I chase and acquire in my making state.
	Weariness and tiredness has always followed my waking state.
	My inner world is always waiting to welcome me into its arms.
	Extraordinary and supremely blissful are your charms.
	On a wild white Horse I shall ride into your wilderness! O lover of battle!
	Weary eyed and sad let my soul no more retire.
	This dark world against me let no more conspire.
	Only you can activate my higher intuitive perception and intelligence.
	Only you can open the gate of my extra sensory perception and intelligence.
	The magic of my heart centre let me enter and discover.
	The hidden treasures of my inner world let me discover.
	On a wild white Horse I shall ride into your wilderness! O lover of battle!
	Help me deal with the passions and idiosyncrasies of this mortal world.
	Give me the love and joy of your magical world.
	With the potions of your magical balm heal my inner self.
	Your energy flowing through nature shall heal my mortal self.
	It is your energy that permeates the entire universe.
	With your bright world let my soul converse.
	On a wild white Horse I shall ride into your wilderness! O lover of battle!
	I have consciously chosen to be receptive to your touch.
	For eternity my soul has been healed by your touch.
	Through nature silently flows your healing energy.
	Your divine touch shall provide my soul the required synergy.
	Your presence is a healing source for my soul.
	To enter the comforts of your energy field is my goal.
	On a wild white Horse I shall ride into your wilderness! O lover of battle!
	It is your divine energy that permeates the trees, birds and animals of my surroundings.
	I can experience your divine vibrations in my surroundings.
	The stoic inner silence of my soul I have heard.
	The whispers of your unknown world I have heard.
	Into the state of grace let me silently enter.
	Let the fire of your consciousness in my soul enter.
	On a wild white Horse I shall ride into your wilderness! O lover of battle!
	Reveal to me your true self.
	Let your fire of consciousness enter my inner self.
	Let me burn away all the doubts and experiences born out of time.
	Your grace is unconditional in your world sublime.
	Beyond the trains of ego let my soul evolve.
	Around your free and supreme will let my being revolve.
	On a wild white Horse I shall ride into your wilderness! O lover of battle!
	/The point between anywhere and everywhere is your divine grace.
	Your divine grace can descend on any soul at any time and any place.
	To understand the play of your divine grace is beyond mortal intellect.
	Spontaneous and uncalculated is your divine grace that I select.
	Aware of your divinity I shall rise to the occasion.
	On your arrival my whole universe shall rise to the occasion.
	On a wild white Horse I shall ride into your wilderness! O lover of battle!
	Your grace, benediction and compassion has found its way into my soul.
	Through nature’s blessings I shall reach my goal.
	Endowed with the reverberations of your cosmic vibration my soul shall prosper.
	With the awakening of my inner self my whole being shall prosper.
	It is nature that has created abundance in my life.
	It is your light that has removed all the darkness and strife.
	On a wild white Horse I shall ride into your wilderness! O lover of battle!
	Only your grace can bring my life to fruition.
	Only your abundant grace can fulfil all my soul’s ambition.
	The aromas and auras exuded by nature my soul has experienced.
	Different aspects of your vibrational energy my soul has experienced.
	The flowering beauty of your cosmic tree I have witnessed.
	The firm roots of your cosmic tree I have witnessed.
	On a wild white Horse I shall ride into your wilderness! O lover of battle!
	In the flow of the mystic rivers you have released your divine energy.
	Toe every soul you provide the cosmic energy.
	The mystic river speaks a silent language of the eons gone by.
	Each shower of the mystic rain speaks of eons gone by.
	I have seen the mystic river undulating and winding its way around the steadfast boulders.
	My whole cosmos rides on your divine shoulders.
	On a wild white Horse I shall ride into your wilderness! O lover of battle!
	To your higher experiences open up my mind.
	To your divine consciousness direct my soul that is blind.
	On physical and subtle levels purify my entire being.
	Your divine sweetness every creature has been seeing.
	The key to heaven is hidden in my heart.
	To my seeking soul only you can give the divine start.
	On a wild white Horse I shall ride into your wilderness! O lover of battle!
	From birth to birth your grace has stayed with my soul.
	The activation of your grace hidden in my being is my goal.
	All my spiritual actions shall ultimately bear their fruit.
	My deep faith in your divinity shall ultimately bear its fruit.
	Behind everything is your divine grace.
	Swiftly and harmoniously let me move into your world of grace.
	On a wild white Horse I shall ride into your wilderness! O lover of battle!
	The Key to Heaven is Hidden in My Heart! O Mother of the Intellectual Soul!
	The key to heaven is hidden in my heart! O mother of the intellectual soul!
	No soul can understand the extent of your divine grace.
	I have deep faith in the manifestation of your divine grace.
	It is your divine grace that organizes everything in my life.
	It is your divine grace that helps me to face all the darkness and strife.
	All my fear, anguish, and regret your grace shall remove.
	All my sufferings only you can remove.
	The key to heaven is hidden in my heart! O mother of the intellectual soul!
	/Sheer manifestation of your divine happiness let my life become.
	Living in tandem with your grace enlightened my soul shall become.
	Let my heart become the source of infinite happiness.
	To your bright world let me proceed with boldness.
	Show me the path that leads fastest to your divine lotus feet.
	In your bright world let my every creature meet.
	The key to heaven is hidden in my heart! O mother of the intellectual soul!
	In my deeper restful hours I have seen the vision of your divinity.
	Unending plays of light I have seen in your land of divinity.
	A surge of intoxication I have felt in your soul.
	To decipher the mystic voices and your metaphorical messages is my goal.
	With rapt attention I have heard the celestial sound.
	With overwhelming ecstasy I pursue your world that is profound.
	The key to heaven is hidden in my heart! O mother of the intellectual soul!
	Flow of immense happiness my soul has witnessed.
	My most ordinary things with beauty and abundance you have addressed.
	Restlessness of my mind let me conquer.
	The darkness of this world let me conquer.
	The master key to open up my inner knowledge you shall give.
	In the land of realized souls I shall live.
	The key to heaven is hidden in my heart! O mother of the intellectual soul!
	Take my soul down your stream of love and abundance.
	Through my being let your grace flow in abundance.
	The force of your sacred fire my soul has known.
	The healing energy of your grace my soul has known.
	Your grace has the innate power to burn all my darkness and misery.
	Your healing energy shall help me unearth my soul’s mystery.
	The key to heaven is hidden in my heart! O mother of the intellectual soul!
	Let my soul be in touch with the subtle energies that exist in nature.
	Let my soul find peace in the magical fold of nature.
	All your energies residing in my being I have unearthed.
	My deeper self I have finally unearthed.
	Only you can guide me to experience my deeper self.
	Into your magical fold take my mortal self.
	The key to heaven is hidden in my heart! O mother of the intellectual soul!
	In your waves of love and ecstasy my soul shall drown.
	With joy and sweetness my heart you will crown.
	All my answers I shall find in the depths of silence.
	All consuming passion and love I find in the depth of silence.
	The love of the mystics I have finally known.
	The constant flow of your grace in the universe I have finally known.
	The key to heaven is hidden in my heart! O mother of the intellectual soul!
	With the vastness of the universe my inner self I have connected.
	To your subtle cosmic energies my soul I have connected.
	With the higher vibrational levels of the cosmos let my soul pulsate.
	This world of darkness can no more my soul frustrate.
	In tune with your cosmic word, I have changed my soul’s vibrations.
	Delving deep into my heart you have changed my hart’s palpitations.
	The key to heaven is hidden in my heart! O mother of the intellectual soul!
	With your natural world let me not loose contact.
	With your mystic world let my soul interact.
	By the darkness let my fundamental roots not be shaken.
	To your esoteric world let my soul be taken.
	The magnetic power emanating from the earth has healed my soul.
	To spend time with nature is my goal.
	The key to heaven is hidden in my heart! O mother of the intellectual soul!
	/With an open mind and heart I shall interact with nature.
	My soul shall harmonise with the rhythms and energies of mother nature.
	With your cosmic energy let me align my mortal form.
	The rhythm of your cosmic forces shall my soul reform.
	The primal and original sacred space in nature I shall find.
	The emotional, physical and spiritual healing of my soul in nature I shall find.
	The key to heaven is hidden in my heart! O mother of the intellectual soul!
	By true godhead only nature can reveal.
	The darkness of this world my soul can no more conceal.
	Into every atomic particle you breathe life.
	Into every form you breathe life.
	The beautiful waters of the inner ocean I have learned to swim.
	In the stormy waters of this mortal world I have learned to swim.
	The key to heaven is hidden in my heart! O mother of the intellectual soul!
	Borrowed knowledge and borrowed incidents shall no more engulf my soul.
	To escape the vast fishnet of this mortal world is my goal.
	In its fine mesh the world has trapped my soul.
	Into a bottomless pit this dark world has dragged my soul.
	The sheer experience of the mystic wave I shall no more miss.
	On your golden shore I shall get the divine kiss.
	The key to heaven is hidden in my heart! O mother of the intellectual soul!
	Silent I watch the waves as it rides a high, forms, a crest and breaks with the even tide.
	Rushing to your shores of divinity in you my soul shall confide.
	Let me not waste my energies in the controversies of everyday life.
	Let me not argue on issues that bring darkness and strife.
	Give me the existence that I was born to experience.
	Give me the life that you chose for me to experience.
	The key to heaven is hidden in my heart! O mother of the intellectual soul!
	Give me the world that I can share with future generations.
	Let me make the changes right away for my future generations.
	All logic and rationally let me leave behind.
	By the darkness let my soul not be blind.
	For a while let me just listen to nature.
	Your subtle inner voice let me decipher.
	The key to heaven is hidden in my heart! O mother of the intellectual soul!
	The ultimate cosmic understanding let my soul receive.
	Let ordinary sense of mental knowledge not my soul deceive.
	As per my logic existence is not going to change.
	I can only use logic to understand true existence and interpret this change.
	As a mystic my soul has chosen to live.
	In a world of manmade logic I shall no more live.
	The key to heaven is hidden in my heart! O mother of the intellectual soul!
	With the Forces of Nature Let My Soul Communicate! O Mother of Eternal!
	With the forces of nature let my soul communicate! O mother of eternal!
	My whole world is a result of your cosmic wish and desire.
	My whole being I offer into your flaming fire.
	The dynamism of your cosmic play my soul has witnessed.
	My dark world only by your light can be addressed.
	You provide the form and structure for my life’s drama.
	Only your flaming fire can remove my soul’s trauma.
	With the forces of nature let my soul communicate! O mother of eternal!
	/Whatever you will and desire that I shall become.
	Your pure consciousness in my being I welcome.
	Within me unfold your divine spirit of transcendence.
	Let your dynamic energy eliminate all my darkness and pretence.
	You are the goddess of all creative action.
	Without your dynamic energy there can be no reaction.
	With the forces of nature let my soul communicate! O mother of eternal!
	In your benevolent nature lies all my hope and aspiration.
	Spontaneous joy shall arise within me without any premeditation.
	You are the power of eternal peace that transcends all negativity.
	Let my soul be unshakable by the evil forces and be filled with positivity.
	From you I derive all my strength and protection.
	Let my soul get rid of all its pretention.
	With the forces of nature let my soul communicate! O mother of eternal!
	Nothing at all my soul shall fear.
	The immense darkness my soul can bear.
	Let me understand all your powerful forms and energies.
	In my time and space provide all your synergies.
	Every creature shall bask in your reassuring immutable power.
	On my whole world your grace you shall shower.
	With the forces of nature let my soul communicate! O mother of eternal!
	The finer nuances and expression of your cosmic whispers my soul shall understand.
	This dark world my soul can withstand.
	At all times your cosmic voice my soul can hear.
	Your divine whisper shall be audible to my mundane ear.
	You whisper silently in every creature’s ear.
	You give strength and protection and remove every fear.
	With the forces of nature let my soul communicate! O mother of eternal!
	O mother in gentle ways you communicate to every creature.
	Allow me the time and space to understand your every divine feature.
	Your blessings you convey unexpectedly in every heart.
	In my being every chapter of divinity shall soon start.
	Your mysterious world I hunt in my deep sleep.
	The divine covenant with the heavens my soul shall keep.
	With the forces of nature let my soul communicate! O mother of eternal!
	The magic in my life shall never cease under your grace.
	The colours of every joy shall be seen on my face.
	Let every creature witness your benevolent self.
	You are the source of all power and pelf.
	The whole cosmos worships you as goddess of love.
	The glow of your supreme love and divinity shines from above.
	With the forces of nature let my soul communicate! O mother of eternal!
	Your desire is the basis of all time and division.
	Reflection of your pure being shall remove all my soul’s confusion.
	It is your divine wish and desire that finds expression in various shapes and forms.
	In me you provide the aspirations and yearnings for all the spiritual reforms.
	Deep seated is your primal energy in all creation.
	You are the primal source of every procreation.
	With the forces of nature let my soul communicate! O mother of eternal!
	In you is carried every seed of desire.
	It is your grace that fulfils every worldly desire.
	It is your core energy that resides in the deep caverns of my spiritual heat.
	In the purity of your mystic world let my soul take a part.
	Out of divine purity arises your alluring and enchanting beauty.
	Every creature has seen your glow of supreme love and divinity.
	With the forces of nature let my soul communicate! O mother of eternal!
	/To every creature you provide the desire and the primal will to exist.
	The reflection of your being no soul can resist.
	From your eternal bliss this whole creation arises.
	In your world of bliss there are no surprises.
	Back into your divine fold this whole creation shall return.
	In your flaming fire all my darkness shall burn.
	With the forces of nature let my soul communicate! O mother of eternal!
	In the very heart of the universe lies your abode.
	Your divine purity and grace in every creature shall explode.
	Between the lover and the beloved there will no more be any division.
	Subdue all my raw passions and dispel all the darkness and confusion.
	Remove all the ignorance that lies in the depths of my heart.
	In your cosmic dance let my soul take a part.
	With the forces of nature let my soul communicate! O mother of eternal!
	O mother you carry the divine will for all creation.
	You are the source of every procreation.
	The will of the supreme spirit you personify in all creation.
	It is your light that ends all manipulations.
	For all my desires you are the mistress and guide.
	The splendour of pure consciousness only you can provide.
	With the forces of nature let my soul communicate! O mother of eternal!
	Let the coarse desires no more manipulate and destroy my soul.
	Let the fire of desire no more rage beyond control.
	The ecstasy of your devotion shall destroy all my ego.
	All the ordinary seeking and wanting let my soul forego.
	To the external world let me not loose my head.
	O mother let not the darkness spread.
	With the forces of nature let my soul communicate! O mother of eternal!
	Let me enter the silent world of your celestial love.
	The splendour of your pure consciousness shall shine from the heavens above.
	The allure of your lotus eyes my soul has witnessed.
	My dark world by your light has been addressed.
	A state world of tranquillity you shall create in every soul.
	To achieve the ultimate glow of your inner beauty is my only goal.
	With the forces of nature let my soul communicate! O mother of eternal!
	The Allure of Your Lotus Eyes My Soul Has Witnessed! O Mother of the Deity!
	/The allure of your lotus eyes my soul has witnessed! O mother of the deity!
	O mother guide every soul into the throes of your spiritual trance.
	Let every soul have a taste of your cosmic romance.
	Out of my spiritual union shall be revealed my inner beauty.
	O mother help me perform my cosmic duty.
	No creature can escape your magical power.
	Every creature shall be bathed in your cosmic shower.
	The allure of your lotus eyes my soul has witnessed! O mother of the deity!
	Let me not succumb to the forces of indulgence and dissipation.
	Your grace is the foundation of all my aspiration.
	Every soul has drunk the divine sap of your cosmic tree.
	From the darkness every soul shall be free.
	No more I shall be unresponsive and insensitive to this earthly existence.
	Your primal desire shall be the source of all my experience.
	The allure of your lotus eyes my soul has witnessed! O mother of the deity!
	The very root of my mind and senses is your primal desire.
	With my higher self-let not this dark world conspire.
	The wishes of every soul only to you is known.
	With peace, joy and wisdom let me deal with your world unknown.
	The original impulse of your cosmic creativity this cosmos has witnessed.
	All my desires in their primal phase by your grace has been addressed.
	The allure of your lotus eyes my soul has witnessed! O mother of the deity!
	O mother transform all my wishes and desire.
	All my darkness I offer into your blazing fire.
	Your pure energy is the source of my every delightful experience.
	With your deeper awareness I can understand all the cosmic occurrence.
	Every creature has witnessed the universal manifestation of your benevolence.
	Every soul has been blessed with a deeper awareness.
	The allure of your lotus eyes my soul has witnessed! O mother of the deity!
	The true desires of my inner heart only you can understand.
	With the help of your light this dark world I can withstand.
	The creativity of your celestial joyousness every creature has witnessed.
	The desires of every spiritual heart by your grace has been addressed.
	O mother only you can understand the need of every human heart.
	Only you can undo all the knots of my heart.
	The allure of your lotus eyes my soul has witnessed! O mother of the deity!
	O mother help me understand the essence of all my desire.
	Let me comprehend the original delight of your cosmic desire.
	Only you can grant the deepest wishes of my soul.
	Only you can help me achieve my cosmic goal.
	Let my heart experience the essence of your overflowing universal love.
	Let all my yearnings and aspirations come from the heavens above.
	The allure of your lotus eyes my soul has witnessed! O mother of the deity!
	Help me understand the real wish behind my every desire.
	Let the darkness in my soul expire.
	Through your bliss shall be the realization of all my fulfilment.
	Your universal love shall fill my mortal firmament.
	Through a deeper quest your secret world I shall explore.
	Your world of happiness and delight I shall explore.
	The allure of your lotus eyes my soul has witnessed! O mother of the deity!
	/O mother merge all my desires into your universal heart.
	Let the darkness no more assert.
	It is your universal love that dwells in every heart.
	Let your grace open up every heart.
	Let me identify with your original source of native joy.
	Let me know the true nature of your highest bliss and joy.
	The allure of your lotus eyes my soul has witnessed! O mother of the deity!
	Devoid of outer agitation I seek from your deep satisfaction.
	Let the darkness not create any faction.
	With your joy let my mind and heart expand.
	O mother let me join your cosmic band.
	In you lies the source of the purity of my every joy.
	My whole world for you is a cosmic toy.
	The allure of your lotus eyes my soul has witnessed! O mother of the deity!
	I silently hunt for your world of boundless beatitude.
	For your infinite grace there is no substitute.
	Beyond time and space I hunt for the power of your supreme consciousness.
	My whole world shall surrender to your ultimate joyousness.
	Through the cosmic union I hunt for your purity and beauty.
	I search for the tranquil wonder of your boundless beauty.
	The allure of your lotus eyes my soul has witnessed! O mother of the deity!
	Your divine will is the source of all creation.
	Let your purity and beauty be the source of all my sensual expression.
	No more shall I be bound by worldly limitations.
	Deep satisfaction I shall find in your various manifestations.
	To your light my darkness surrenders without any agitation.
	In my heart there is suddenly a flow of your passion.
	The allure of your lotus eyes my soul has witnessed! O mother of the deity!
	Why do you draw me into your whirlwinds of illusion.
	Why do you carry me into your world of great delusion.
	O mother show me my true inner nature devoid of illusion and fantasy.
	With your divine grace let there be continuous connectivity.
	The beauty and wonder of your union the whole cosmos has seen.
	Devoid of chimera and fantasy your whole world has been.
	The allure of your lotus eyes my soul has witnessed! O mother of the deity!
	The magic of your dreams my soul has seen.
	To your world of immense power and energy my soul has been.
	Your divine grace shall herald all the cataclysmic changes.
	With the dark world there will no more be any exchanges.
	Why do you draw your veil of darkness over my true self.
	Discard this illusory world of power and pelf.
	The allure of your lotus eyes my soul has witnessed! O mother of the deity!
	On the Wings of Fiery Passion Let Me Soar Into the Wilderness of Your Cosmic World! O Protector of Passion!
	/On the wings of fiery passion let me soar into the wilderness of your cosmic world! O protector of passion!
	My soul rejoices in being cherished by the heaven and your immortal world.
	My soul is very receptive to your sacred world.
	The urge to give my soul has experienced.
	The joy of giving my soul has experienced.
	An offering to you is my ultimate gift.
	Into your poetical mystical realm my soul shall shift.
	On the wings of fiery passion let me soar into the wilderness of your cosmic world! O protector of passion!
	The pristine waters of your mystic lake my soul has drunk.
	The sensitivity of beautiful flowers in my being has sunk.
	Beyond the boundaries of the senses I have been taken.
	Every nook and corner of my heart has been shaken.
	In the shallow bowls of water I have seen the beautiful mystic roses float.
	In the aura of your divinity I have seen my whole being float.
	On the wings of fiery passion let me soar into the wilderness of your cosmic world! O protector of passion!
	Nature expresses itself through the aura of your mystic flowers.
	My inner soul shall be brought out by bathing in your mystic showers.
	Your grace defines the lineage, power, colour and aroma of my soul.
	To comprehend the pure divine beauty that exists is my goal.
	It is your divine fragrance that my soul prefers.
	It is your divine lineage that my soul prefers.
	On the wings of fiery passion let me soar into the wilderness of your cosmic world! O protector of passion!
	The pure beauty of the red hibiscus I have seen.
	The mystic beauty of the waxen white petals of the Himalayan lotus I have seen.
	The dense cluster of the purple flower heads has captivated my soul.
	To unite with you and get the gift of your grace is my goal.
	The fragrance of your mystic flowers has helped in my soul’s spiritual rejuvenation.
	The pure divine beauty of your sacred flowers has enhanced my heart’s palpitation.
	On the wings of fiery passion let me soar into the wilderness of your cosmic world! O protector of passion!
	Your grace has paved the way for the ecstasy of my soul.
	In this mortal world a sensuous and sacred niche I have carved out for my soul.
	Only you can open up the inner magic of my soul.
	Let your divine energy open, flow and swirl within my soul.
	My soul is nothing but a flower in your sacred space.
	Only you can pave the way for ecstasy and grace.
	On the wings of fiery passion let me soar into the wilderness of your cosmic world! O protector of passion!
	The sweetness of surrender by the flowers to the divine my soul has tasted.
	The deep silence expressed in the sweetness of the flowers my soul has tasted.
	Like the flowers my soul raises its fragrant prayers and aspirations towards your golden sky.
	My soul has found its expression in the sheer silence and beauty of your golden sky.
	The colour, beauty and fragrance of the mystic flowers has stimulated my soul.
	To reach the peaceful world of the heavens is my goal.
	On the wings of fiery passion let me soar into the wilderness of your cosmic world! O protector of passion!
	The strong sweet aroma of the wild roses has lifted my spirit.
	Let a divine and calm earth my soul inherit.
	The field of sweet lavender has lifted my mood.
	The sheer silence and beauty of your world I have finally understood.
	The essence of your flower of divinity shall heal my soul.
	To heal all my emotional imbalances is my goal.
	On the wings of fiery passion let me soar into the wilderness of your cosmic world! O protector of passion!
	/In a gentle manner the flowers have healed my mind and soul.
	To overcome the imbalances in my emotional and spiritual make up is my goal.
	All the disharmony in my deeper mindset only your divine essence can remove.
	The healing energy of the flowers all my soul’s darkness can remove.
	In the flowers I have seen your beautiful symbol of love.
	More revealing and expressive than words is for you the flower’s love.
	On the wings of fiery passion let me soar into the wilderness of your cosmic world! O protector of passion!
	Your sacred flowers have offered all the emotional and psychic healing for my soul.
	Only your devotion can hasten the realization of my goal.
	With your immortal power my soul continuously seeks a connection.
	To attain my highest goal with the heavens I seek a connection.
	Through faith, devotion and dedication I will reach my goal.
	Through the deep feeling of knowing and believing I will emancipate my soul.
	On the wings of fiery passion let me soar into the wilderness of your cosmic world! O protector of passion!
	To you the simplest means of reaching is love.
	Beyond penances, asceticism and painful tortures is your path of love.
	All my ego an worldly desires to you I surrender.
	All my worldly jealousies to you I surrender.
	To seek you I traverse my own particular path.
	Unique is the temperament and experience of my own path.
	On the wings of fiery passion let me soar into the wilderness of your cosmic world! O protector of passion!
	To seek divinity unique is my way.
	Ecstatic moments and chance meetings with you I have had on my way.
	Death, accidents and misfortune can no more remove me from my chosen path.
	In the effulgence of your divine grace my soul shall have its bath.
	I do not know from where you call will be heard.
	All earthly pleasures shall fade into nothingness when your voice will be heard.
	On the wings of fiery passion let me soar into the wilderness of your cosmic world! O protector of passion!
	Many are the means for the attainment of my highest goal.
	Let love and devotion be the highest aim of my soul.
	It is love that unites you and me.
	For love this universe was created for you and me.
	The very purpose of my existence is your love.
	The grind and pain of my mundane existence is softened by your love.
	On the wings of fiery passion let me soar into the wilderness of your cosmic world! O protector of passion!
	With your love and devotion I can forget everything of this cosmos.
	From my soul your path of love can remove all the dross.
	Wholly selfless is the path of love.
	The whole cosmos is rich and filled with the raptures of your devotional love.
	My deep inner senses your grace has awakened.
	My native spirit to the core has been shaken.
	On the wings of fiery passion let me soar into the wilderness of your cosmic world! O protector of passion!
	Let my thought, feeling, imagination and ardent passion be an expression of my mystic spirit.
	The state of divine drunkenness let my soul inherit.
	The essence of my soul is timeless.
	The passionate yearnings of my soul is timeless.
	Supreme and unique is the path of your love.
	A transcendental experience of your bliss shall come from the heavens above.
	On the wings of fiery passion let me soar into the wilderness of your cosmic world! O protector of passion!
	My Native Spirit to the Core Has Been Shaken By Your Grace! O Giver of Comfort!
	/My native spirit to the core has been shaken by your grace! O giver of comfort!
	Let my soul bask in the first gentle rays of the mystic sun.
	The dark night of pain I have to experience before the rise of the mystic sun.
	Your divine ecstasy I cannot experience without going through the pain of love.
	Higher levels of consciousness I cannot achieve without going through the pain of love.
	Every love brings about a certain pain.
	Without first experiencing the darkness your divine light I can never gain.
	My native spirit to the core has been shaken by your grace! O giver of comfort!
	Useless is my pilgrimage without the anguish and pain wrought by love.
	My creativity shall touch its zenith only in the agony and ecstasy of your love.
	There is immense possibility of intense love arising out of pain and darkness.
	Your love shall work as a leader for me to climb into your world of brightness.
	To attain higher levels of compassion you will guide me.
	A world free from despair you will provide me.
	My native spirit to the core has been shaken by your grace! O giver of comfort!
	My selfish attitude is the root of all my attachments.
	The desire to control is the root cause of all pain and attachments.
	Through the experience of love let me have a deeper understanding.
	In the play of the universe let me have a deeper trust and understanding.
	The heavens have invited me for a rendezvous at your far off mystic island.
	Finally my soul shall settle in your mystic island.
	My native spirit to the core has been shaken by your grace! O giver of comfort!
	Give me the purity of heart to trust you in every way.
	Help me deal with my anguish and deep bruises all the way.
	Let my being melt into your divine embrace.
	The darkness enveloping my being only you can erase.
	For everything to work out well to you I pray.
	Let my nerves be calmed by your beautiful day.
	My native spirit to the core has been shaken by your grace! O giver of comfort!
	Before the eternal beauty of nature I surrender to your love.
	Waking up to a beautiful morning I surrender to the heavens above.
	It is your grace that makes my world go round.
	My inner ears have heard your primal sound.
	Your mystic sun plays hide and seek with my soul.
	To surrender to your love is my ultimate goal.
	My native spirit to the core has been shaken by your grace! O giver of comfort!
	My soul is wet with the drizzle from your mystic clouds above.
	The deep resentment inside me has given way to your love.
	Somewhere inside me you have pressed the button of love.
	In your magnetic presence I will be taken to your kingdom above.
	Take the rose that I offer with my trembling hands.
	Let my soul sleep on your beach with golden sands.
	My native spirit to the core has been shaken by your grace! O giver of comfort!
	The angry hurtful words of the mortals can no more hurt me.
	Ultimately my calm nature shall rescue me.
	In nature’s embrace let me finally take refuge.
	Nature’s soothing balm let me no more refuge.
	Only before you I can reveal my inner pain.
	Your world of light let my soul gain.
	My native spirit to the core has been shaken by your grace! O giver of comfort!
	/A deep trust I have in your universe.
	With your mystic winds let my soul converse.
	Nature’s deep embrace shall heal my heart.
	Darkness on my soul can no more assert.
	To your understanding glances and warm embraces my soul I surrender.
	To your tender moments my heart I surrender.
	My native spirit to the core has been shaken by your grace! O giver of comfort!
	Your divine calm demeanour has sent ripples into my mortal universe.
	With your silent world let my soul converse.
	Your true strains of love let my soul realize.
	The depth of my soul let me analyze.
	No more let my life be a battlefield of power, money, ego and control.
	Let your warm embraces my soul control.
	My native spirit to the core has been shaken by your grace! O giver of comfort!
	Give me the wisdom of moving on and letting go.
	This world of darkness let me forego.
	On another’s pain let me not build my happiness.
	Let another’s ego not be a source of my sadness.
	To experience the reality of truth let me listen to your subtlest vibrations.
	Only you can finely tune my sensitive heart’s vibrations.
	My native spirit to the core has been shaken by your grace! O giver of comfort!
	The purity and sanctity of your love let my soul honour.
	Your purest divine love let me not dishonour.
	Mortal pain is a sweet reminder of your heavenly abode.
	Let your purest love in my soul explode.
	Ultimate beauty is nothing but your divine truth.
	The highest form of beauty resides in your divine truth.
	My native spirit to the core has been shaken by your grace! O giver of comfort!
	The greater internal beauty of my soul let me realize.
	The bright world inside me let me analyze.
	It is your beauty that transcends all forms.
	In this dark world it is your light that shall carry out all the reforms.
	The beginning and end of love only to you is known.
	Help me step into your world unknown.
	My native spirit to the core has been shaken by your grace! O giver of comfort!
	The higher consciousness of your pure love let me experience.
	Your divine sensitivity and care let me experience.
	With you let me have the right physical chemistry.
	Only you know my soul’s true history.
	Let me not loose out on the beautiful experience of your grace.
	My pent up frustrations only you can erase.
	My native spirit to the core has been shaken by your grace! O giver of comfort!
	Mortal attraction is not the beginning and the end of love.
	The highest form of beauty I have seen in your kingdom above.
	Let me not miss out the opportunity to evolve.
	Around your bright mystic sun let my heart revolve.
	Your beautiful song my ears have finally heard.
	The call of your purest love my soul has finally heard.
	My native spirit to the core has been shaken by your grace! O giver of comfort!
	Let Me Bathe In Your Golden Sea! O Protector of the Seas!
	/Let me bathe in your golden sea! O protector of the seas!
	O mother assure me of your gentle presence.
	Let me have a taste of your divine essence.
	You are the giver and bestower of every blessing.
	The darkness of this whole cosmos you will be addressing.
	From you reverberates the primordial cosmic sound.
	The brightness of your world is profound.
	Let me bathe in your golden sea! O protector of the seas!
	You are the origin of all life and movement.
	You are the creator of the divine firmament.
	You are the cosmic sound that pervades the entire universe.
	The darkness of this night will soon reverse.
	Let your grace permeate my every thought.
	Before me the heavenly world you have brought.
	Let me bathe in your golden sea! O protector of the seas!
	You are the origin of all beauteous forms.
	In this world of darkness your light will carry out all the reforms.
	For me your every glimpse is auspicious.
	Of this dark world let me no more be suspicious.
	O mother rest in the cavern of my heart.
	Let not the darkness assert.
	Let me bathe in your golden sea! O protector of the seas!
	You are the source of all my abundance.
	Only you can give me the divine assurance.
	For eternity you have given me maternal tenderness and protection.
	From the cavern of darkness you have provided my resurrection.
	Relieve me from the fear of terror and destruction.
	From my heart remove all the obstruction.
	Let me bathe in your golden sea! O protector of the seas!
	Your mysticism cannot be described by my expression.
	My heart is a symbol of your passionate manifestation.
	Let all differentiation between you and me vanish.
	This indistinguishable state let me relish.
	Let me merge into your being.
	Pureness of your presence for eternity I have been seeing.
	Let me bathe in your golden sea! O protector of the seas!
	Let no thought or action distract our union.
	In you I have seen the union of attraction and repulsion.
	In you unites life and death.
	You are the spruce of my every breath.
	Pleasure and grief in you unite.
	Beauty and dread in you unite.
	Let me bathe in your golden sea! O protector of the seas!
	/O mother you are the source of boundless delight.
	Your supreme beauty is in my sight.
	Let me deeply feel through the fullness of my heart.
	Let the darkness no more assert.
	You are the inner thread of my life.
	With your light remove all my strife.
	Let me bathe in your golden sea! O protector of the seas!
	O mother purify my ego and transform my mind.
	To my soul O mother be kind.
	Let all my limitations break down.
	Let my free soul wear your crown.
	Let me fly attraction to my highest self.
	Destroy my attraction to power and pelf.
	Let me bathe in your golden sea! O protector of the seas!
	O mother electrify all aspects of my existence.
	Towards the darkness let me develop resistance.
	Let your gentleness deepen my heart.
	In this dark world let me assert.
	Let me enter into your esoteric world.
	In the darkness let my soul not be hurled.
	Let me bathe in your golden sea! O protector of the seas!
	Let no dark thought intrude my inner and outer space.
	Usher in the divine transformation with your grace.
	You are the spiritual reality representing all causative powers.
	Let my soul bathe in your cosmic showers.
	With your cosmic energy my soul is in harmony.
	You are the source of all my power, wealth and prosperity.
	Let me bathe in your golden sea! O protector of the seas!
	Without you I am incapable of even stirring.
	This dark world has never been sparing.
	I have witnessed your peaceful and calming nature.
	Your grace is the foundation of my stature.
	You are the pure light reflecting all forces of being.
	Your pure transparent light for eternity I have been seeing.
	Let me bathe in your golden sea! O protector of the seas!
	To me you pour forth all the wealth in abundance.
	To the entire universe you provide sustenance.
	You are the underlying light behind every form.
	With your light the whole universe shall transform.
	I have always felt your powerful vibrations.
	With you deep has been my cosmic relations.
	Let me bathe in your golden sea! O protector of the seas!
	You are the powerplay between spirit and matter.
	In the darkness let my flesh and spirit not falter.
	O mother provide momentum to my charming wheel of life.
	From me remove all the darkness and strife.
	Let me drink the divine sap of adoration and worship.
	Between you and me let there be a silent courtship.
	Let me bathe in your golden sea! O protector of the seas!
	I have seen your celestial play unfold in heavenly transcendence.
	Let the darkness not usher in the decadence.
	In the whole cosmos you are expression of creation and destruction.
	Help me transcend all worldly obstruction.
	Teach me O mother detachment and objectivity.
	You personify all wisdom and intellectual reality.
	Let me bathe in your golden sea! O protector of the seas!
	/Expand the horizon of my knowledge and experience.
	Let my strength and potency show resilience.
	Your grace resides deep within my being.
	Your world of brightness for eternity I have been seeing.
	Let all my senses merge into your breath.
	Relieve my soul from darkness and death.
	Let me bathe in your golden sea! O protector of the seas!
	O mother help me explore and unfold my cosmic energy.
	Let the heavens provide the synergy.
	Help me in my deeper introspection.
	To navigate the darkness give me all the suggestions.
	Let the heavens unleash my power within.
	Let me escape the world of darkness and sin.
	Let me bathe in your golden sea! O protector of the seas!
	Witness all your energies merge into my cosmic wind.
	Penetrate my sight, hearing and mind.
	Let my fire of passion be extinguished and satiated.
	In my whole cosmos your grace has permeated.
	Let me absorb the energies of the sun and the moon.
	This world of darkness I will overcome soon.
	Let me bathe in your golden sea! O protector of the seas!
	O mother help me explore the sacred space in the starry heavens.
	Help me explore your mystic presence.
	You preside over the life force of my individual existence.
	The reality of your supreme consciousness let me experience.
	Everything in the cosmos remains within your influence and power.
	Help me explore the splendours of your cosmic shower.
	Let me bathe in your golden sea! O protector of the seas!
	Let My Flesh and Spirit Not Falter! O Mother of the Moksha!
	Let my flesh and spirit not falter! O mother of the moksha!
	All that exists in the three heavens is within your absolute control.
	O mother help me play my cosmic role.
	Grant me your wisdom, insight and higher perception.
	The angels in the heavens are waiting to give me a grand reception.
	Bless my soul with the flow of your divine energy.
	Let your rejuvenating power provide me synergy.
	Let my flesh and spirit not falter! O mother of the moksha!
	/O mother open up the inner channels of my being.
	Help my soul in its cleansing and clearing.
	Let your energy flush out my impurities.
	Your sweet nectar will provide to me all the sureties.
	Let me drink the divine sap of your sacred affection.
	Let me feel your deep attraction.
	Let my flesh and spirit not falter! O mother of the moksha!
	Let me delve into the deep caverns of the unknown world.
	Let me enter into your cosmic world.
	Let me be one with all I perceive.
	Let the darkness not deceive.
	Within me I feel your cosmic energy.
	The heavens have provided the deep synergy.
	Let my flesh and spirit not falter! O mother of the moksha!
	You are the sacred water that fills all my cosmic space.
	You are the source of my eternal grace.
	You carry the vibrations of all the universal energies.
	You provide the continuity of life and all its synergies.
	Let me drink the sap of your inherit grace.
	Let me get a glimpse of your cosmic face.
	Let my flesh and spirit not falter! O mother of the moksha!
	I have comprehended the deeper poetic and spiritual reality.
	You can dispossess the darkness of all its fatality.
	You are the fluid that rushes through the soul of the cosmos.
	From my heart your light will remove all the dross.
	Let me bask in your ancient sun with its golden honey like rays.
	Let the bright moon shine on all my ways.
	Let my flesh and spirit not falter! O mother of the moksha!
	I have watched the mystical movements of your sea.
	The heavens shall finally hear my plea.
	I have bathed in your sacred waterfalls and mystic rivers.
	To the heavens arise all my vapours.
	Your mystic grace rains down in abundance.
	Your light provides my soul’s sustenance.
	Let my flesh and spirit not falter! O mother of the moksha!
	Why do you hide amongst the dark atmospheric clouds.
	It is your mystery that my whole cosmos shrouds.
	Let me discover the energies in the stillness of your mystic lakes.
	With your powerful vibrations the whole cosmos shakes.
	Let my soul draw the powerful energies of the deep mystic sea.
	Let the heavens hear my plea.
	Let my flesh and spirit not falter! O mother of the moksha!
	/My whole world you can draw into the vortex of your deep sea.
	Let me dive into the stillness of your mystic sea.
	My whole world has witnessed the power of your lightening.
	I can watch the electric currents of your rushing streams arising.
	You can take care of all the impressions, requests and promises of my soul.
	Only you can fulfil my goal.
	Let my flesh and spirit not falter! O mother of the moksha!
	In you hide all the cosmic forces of purity and piety.
	I have drunk from the sacred stream that arises from the mighty.
	Let me wash away all my delusion and illusion in the gentle flow of your mystic streams.
	You are the celestial mother that fulfils all my mystic dreams.
	I have surrendered to the embrace of your loving grace.
	Let your emerald waters fill my sacred space.
	Let my flesh and spirit not falter! O mother of the moksha!
	Let me bathe in your ocean of divine bliss and beatitude.
	For your grace there is no substitute.
	For eternity I have witnessed your cosmic play.
	Let the surging waters from your being submerge my way.
	Let me understand the ultimate reality of my earthly existence.
	From the evil darkness help me to develop deep resistance.
	Let my flesh and spirit not falter! O mother of the moksha!
	Let my energy flow back to its source.
	Let me exploit your hidden resource.
	Give me the most serene experience of your heavenly grace.
	Give me a glimpse of your sacred face.
	Let my heart be a play of your magical energies.
	Let my soul be the centre of all the cosmic synergies.
	Let my flesh and spirit not falter! O mother of the moksha!
	/Let me energise my world through my prayer.
	With your bright world nothing can compare.
	Your mystic waters flow into the womb of infinity.
	Your river’s mystical stream provides my soul a certainty.
	Let my soul catch the resonance of your sacred water.
	Make sure that my soul does not falter.
	Let my flesh and spirit not falter! O mother of the moksha!
	Let me take sacred sojourns to your mystic region.
	In your sacred alter fire burn all my treason.
	My soul has absorbed the magical energies of your cosmic waters.
	My soul has tasted the celestial harmony of your sacred waters.
	I feel the vibrations of your cosmic currents seep into my being.
	Your rapidly flowing river of grace for eternity I have been seeing.
	Let my flesh and spirit not falter! O mother of the moksha!
	Let me bathe in the pristine waters of your grace.
	Let me relish the sensuousness of your face.
	O mother give me a touch of your ethereal delight.
	Bathe my aura with heavenly light.
	Let the fire and water of cosmic realities meet.
	In the waters of your sacred river let me wash my feet.
	Let my flesh and spirit not falter! O mother of the moksha!
	O mother douse the fire of my body, mind and soul.
	Let the rushing currents of your mystic river take me to your goal.
	I pour all my happiness, pain and anguish into the currents of your being.
	The ethereal delight for your grace for eternity I have been seeing.
	O mother accept the offerings of my sacred lamps and flowers.
	Let me bathe in the heavenly showers.
	Let my flesh and spirit not falter! O mother of the moksha!
	Bathe My Aura With Your Heavenly Light! O Excellent of Excellence!
	/Bathe my aura with your heavenly light! O excellent of excellence!
	O mother douse my inner fire.
	Light up the currents of my mystic desire.
	Let my feet honour the sands of the mystic earth.
	From my being all the darkness unearth.
	Let my body touch the effervescence of your surging wave of grace.
	Let your bright moonlight shine on your face.
	Bathe my aura with your heavenly light! O excellent of excellence!
	In the mystic winds let my wild hair sway.
	Bathe my aura in the bright moonlight ray.
	In you I have seen the flow of all existence.
	From my soul only you can remove all the resistance.
	The whole cosmos is sustained by your nurturing power.
	O mother let me bathe in your mystic shower.
	Bathe my aura with your heavenly light! O excellent of excellence!
	In you I find all receptivity, creativity and sublime grace.
	Only you can my darkness erase.
	Let me bathe in the waters of your sacred womb.
	With your grace O mother energize my tomb.
	With your breath of life energize my soul.
	O mother let me reach my cosmic goal.
	Bathe my aura with your heavenly light! O excellent of excellence!
	Let me carry your deeper essence, flows and sensitivities.
	O mother silently nurture all my activities.
	Enhance my beauty and bliss through the free flow of your grace.
	Let your bright lightening show on my face.
	Let my ego not break the continuity of my existence.
	O mother break up all my resistance.
	Bathe my aura with your heavenly light! O excellent of excellence!
	Let me accept the free flow of your magnetic currents of grace.
	Let your dance of lightening brighten my face.
	There is no disharmony in your feminine nurturing self.
	Let me discard all aggression and assertion of my mortal self.
	Remove the restlessness deep within my psyche.
	O mother with your lightning my soul strike.
	Bathe my aura with your heavenly light! O excellent of excellence!
	I have left my mind and heart completely free.
	A peaceful existence in the cosmos let me see.
	Let me taste the joyousness of your divine flow of grace.
	Let your mystery weave an aura of curiosity on my face.
	I have moved beyond the conventional state of my mind.
	To my world o mother be kind.
	Bathe my aura with your heavenly light! O excellent of excellence!
	Let me move beyond my assertions and limitations.
	Let me work out my deeper impressions.
	Let me not hunt for virtues born out of conformity.
	Let your grace enhance my soul’s property.
	Help me hold the centre of energy within myself.
	Let your presence be focused within myself.
	Bathe my aura with your heavenly light! O excellent of excellence!
	/Let there be a confluence of your subtle flow and my point of stillness.
	O mother unfold your celestial play with boldness.
	I have seen your image that is pure and saintly.
	The glimpse of your bright world I have seen faintly.
	With the darkness of this world I shall never compromise.
	Let my soul claim the heavenly prize.
	Bathe my aura with your heavenly light! O excellent of excellence!
	O mother help me work through my inner heart.
	Let not my darkness assert.
	Help me work out my deeper turbulent energies.
	O mother provide me all the synergies.
	Let me realize my being that is universal and untamed.
	Of my darkness let me not be ashamed.
	Bathe my aura with your heavenly light! O excellent of excellence!
	Let my search of perfection not drive me into snares of vanity.
	Let me not possess an artificial illusion of reality.
	Let me not endlessly peruse my mind’s vain quest for order.
	You can make a perfect picture of my life’s disorder.
	O mother balance all sides of my life.
	Let your play of adventure and forces of nature remove all my strife.
	Bathe my aura with your heavenly light! O excellent of excellence!
	Let my soul open up to your sacred powers.
	I have bathed for eternity in your sacred showers.
	Let me face boldly your sacred river’s swirling currents.
	Let me not be carried away by life’s wild torrents.
	O mother provide the healing powers of your enchanted universal forces.
	Open my heart to the other worldly forces.
	Bathe my aura with your heavenly light! O excellent of excellence!
	Within you I have felt the ethereal joy of my being.
	Your psychic and healing powers for eternity I have been seeing.
	The thread of my soul extends beyond the human realm.
	Let your grace my soul overwhelm.
	O mother you touch the heart of all creation.
	You are the root source of all procreation.
	Bathe my aura with your heavenly light! O excellent of excellence!
	/O mother within me ignite your sacred fire.
	Let your lightening flash from the heavens satisfy all my desire.
	Let me drink your sweet nectar of immortality.
	Let your pure essence be the foundation of my personality.
	Let my boat row to the higher waters of divinity.
	I have been intoxicated by the spirit of your ecstasy.
	Bathe my aura with your heavenly light! O excellent of excellence!
	Let the realities of life not ground my soul.
	Take me to the exalted state and make me whole.
	Let me be in synch with the energies of the earth.
	From my being all the darkness unearth.
	Let me bathe in your life carrying streams.
	Let me not pursue the darkness to its extremes.
	Bathe my aura with your heavenly light! O excellent of excellence!
	O mother accept the fire of my ritual offering.
	For endlessly in this dark world I have been suffering.
	Let my boat row in the inner waters of your cosmic heart.
	In my world let not the darkness assert.
	Let the flames of my soul embrace your enigmatic play.
	In your enchanted world let me have a say.
	Bathe my aura with your heavenly light! O excellent of excellence!
	I have witnessed the flow of your grace that is white and pure.
	The sweet nectar from the heavens I have drunk for sure.
	Let all my thought be dissolved in your pure awareness.
	For my spiritual heart I need your preparedness.
	My spiritual heart shall aid me in the quest for the divine.
	In your being let my heart shine.
	Bathe my aura with your heavenly light! O excellent of excellence!
	O mother you are the dweller in every heart.
	Let your grace ignite my spiritual heart.
	I have witnessed your blue flame that dwells in my soul.
	You are the reigning queen of the inner sanctuary which is my goal.
	Let me enter into the secret dwelling of self-realization.
	You hold the key to all my discrimination.
	Bathe my aura with your heavenly light! O excellent of excellence!
	My Soul Shall Cross the Sapphire Blue Crystal Waters of the Mystic Sea! O Mother of Hope!
	/My soul shall cross the sapphire blue crystal waters of the mystic sea! O mother of hope!
	Your true cosmic reality behind all appearances I have seen.
	To your mystic world my soul has been.
	Give me the ability to be truly objective.
	Let me rise above all that is subjective.
	Let both my physical and mental being merge into your cosmic soul.
	Only your grace can enlighten my goal.
	My soul shall cross the sapphire blue crystal waters of the mystic sea! O mother of hope!
	Beyond all limitations let me take my awareness.
	In me your grace shall bring inner transformation and preparedness.
	With your divine power and passion my soul shall rise.
	To live the most complete and compassionate life I am ready to pay the price.
	Let me vibrate in tandem with the gentle throb of your cosmic energy.
	Let my soul be in touch with the very pulse of your universal energy.
	My soul shall cross the sapphire blue crystal waters of the mystic sea! O mother of hope!
	In harmony and union let my spiritual self unfold.
	Your higher goal let my soul behold.
	It is my breath that links my body and mind.
	It is my breath awareness that shall save my soul that is blind.
	Out of the five elements is made my entire world.
	It is your cosmic intelligence that changes the dynamics of my world.
	My soul shall cross the sapphire blue crystal waters of the mystic sea! O mother of hope!
	It is your cosmic intelligence that can heal me to the inner core.
	In very element of earth, water fire, air and ether it is you that I explore.
	Through your love I shall get the freedom to go far beyond the shackles of selfish desire.
	The origin and end of all phenomena is your cosmic fire.
	Let the inner fire consume the impurities of my body and mind.
	With your sacred fire I shall get clarity and sharpness of perception of every kind.
	My soul shall cross the sapphire blue crystal waters of the mystic sea! O mother of hope!
	Through the rays of the early morning sun the fire elements of the body I shall advance.
	With your transcendental cosmic fire my soul shall carry out its romance.
	To the supreme space of pure consciousness let my soul move.
	Beyond every relative manifestation let my soul move.
	I have seen the one who rides the clouds and is gentle and divinity grateful.
	I have seen the one who is wild and forceful.
	My soul shall cross the sapphire blue crystal waters of the mystic sea! O mother of hope!
	It is your grace that can create the perfect harmony.
	Between the five elements only you can create a perfect harmony.
	For the good of the cosmos you have shared your wisdom.
	Your sacred conversations have revealed the deep mysteries of your fiefdom.
	In your transcendence lies the supreme goal of evolution.
	From you arises all the forces of presentation.
	My soul shall cross the sapphire blue crystal waters of the mystic sea! O mother of hope!
	Let my life be full of zeal, ardour and passion.
	For my deep urges you are the only means of communication.
	With your awesome power of initiation my soul has come to term.
	With the forces of creativity, transcendence and preservation my soul has come to term.
	You are the pure abandonment of preservation, transcendence and beauty.
	To unite with your divine source through love is my soul’s duty.
	My soul shall cross the sapphire blue crystal waters of the mystic sea! O mother of hope!
	You are the ultimate destiny of my creaturely existence.
	Your creative force brings all beings into existence.
	From the mundane to the metaphysical with your grace I shall move.
	To the reality beyond worldliness and death I shall move.
	Through endless meditation my soul has acquired your wisdom.
	Through the cosmic union I have acquired the secrets of your fiefdom.
	My soul shall cross the sapphire blue crystal waters of the mystic sea! O mother of hope!
	/I am the perfect student and you are my perfect teacher.
	The splendours and secrets of your deep mysteries shall enhance my soul’s stature.
	You and me complement each other perfectly.
	My cosmic union with you has captivated the vibrations of the universe perfectly.
	To your soft sweet words of love my soul yielded.
	To your bright shining world my whole being has yielded.
	My soul shall cross the sapphire blue crystal waters of the mystic sea! O mother of hope!
	Take me on the path of love, passion and ecstasy.
	Through healing, peace and calm I shall reach your world of fantasy.
	It is your deepest love that I truly search for.
	One day you shall give me what my heart is really searching for.
	Through my fervent prayers it is you that I seek.
	Every soul shall wake up in ecstasy if it is meek.
	My soul shall cross the sapphire blue crystal waters of the mystic sea! O mother of hope!
	You have always given a feeling that I am cherished by the universe.
	In silent ecstasy with you my soul shall converse.
	Deep within me has arisen your divine energy.
	With your cosmic consciousness let there be a divine synergy.
	In you I can see the manifestation of the highest beauty of perception.
	The whole cosmos is waiting to give me a divine reception.
	My soul shall cross the sapphire blue crystal waters of the mystic sea! O mother of hope!
	You have made me cut off my head and dissolve my mind.
	You have showed me the consciousness beyond the mind.
	By your divine consent my soul shall be guided.
	With use bright light my soul shall be guided.
	Into your pure awareness dissolve my mind.
	Free me from all the limitations of the mind.
	My soul shall cross the sapphire blue crystal waters of the mystic sea! O mother of hope!
	At a mystic level let me cut off my head.
	It will not be my blood but your grace that shall spread.
	In the deep woods I can walk without fear.
	To hold my hand you are always near.
	In your mystic universe I have fully put my trust.
	Every journey that I have ventured is filled with trust.
	My soul shall cross the sapphire blue crystal waters of the mystic sea! O mother of hope!
	There is a reason for every pain that comes my way.
	It is your grace that shall lead me on the way.
	I have learned to deal with every pain and move on.
	On my sensitive and compassionate soul the darkness can no more frown.
	By listening to my heart I have easily accepted my life.
	All your mystic experiences have unfolded in my life.
	My soul shall cross the sapphire blue crystal waters of the mystic sea! O mother of hope!
	Your White Light Shall Sap Away All My Soul's Resistance! O Mother of Immense Strength!
	/Your white light shall sap away all my soul’s resistance! O mother of immense strength!
	Your grace has seduced my mind and tamed my senses.
	You have unveiled the deep secrets hidden within my senses.
	Your mystic world has drawn closer to my heart.
	Hidden anguish and pain in my soul can no more assert.
	Your truth, beauty sensuality and joy my soul has seen.
	In love affair with the whole cosmos my soul has been.
	Your white light shall sap away all my soul’s resistance! O mother of immense strength!
	To the higher powers of the universe I offer myself in total surrender.
	My soul has been struck with the divine thunder.
	Your grace has always been the essence of my existence.
	On the path of enlightenment I shall face no more any resistance.
	The erotic and sacred dimension of my life I have embraced and limited.
	To your spiritual throne my soul has been tied.
	Your white light shall sap away all my soul’s resistance! O mother of immense strength!
	In your divine spirit my soul is rooted.
	In your most beautiful, colourful and sacred world my soul is rooted.
	Beauty of the five senses I have learned to enjoy.
	All the sacred dimensions of life I have learned to enjoy.
	Beyond every fear let my soul move.
	Opening of my heart the heavens shall approve.
	Your white light shall sap away all my soul’s resistance! O mother of immense strength!
	Visualizing and focusing on your grace I shall let go of the mind.
	Finally I have reached the spiritual turning point.
	You have changed the way in which I have perceived and experienced the world.
	No more I can go to my earlier mortal world.
	Myself and the whole world I have learned to love.
	Moving beyond every fear I have learned to love.
	Your white light shall sap away all my soul’s resistance! O mother of immense strength!
	With passion, intensity and fire my soul shall mediate.
	In the darkness I will no more hesitate.
	No more I believe in denial and resistance.
	Life is everything about divine acceptance.
	In a subtle form all that we resist always persists.
	Your light in subtle form in every soul exists.
	Your white light shall sap away all my soul’s resistance! O mother of immense strength!
	Full of passion let my life be.
	Full of pure energy let my passion be.
	Deeper unfolding of my soul will soon happen.
	Connection between me and greater existence will soon happen.
	Let my whole being be consumed by the fire of passion.
	Let my soul thirst and hunger for passion.
	Your white light shall sap away all my soul’s resistance! O mother of immense strength!
	A life of intensity, fervour and ardour let me live.
	In sheer passion of inner flame let me live.
	My passionate sojourn has begun with your grace.
	Blessings of your cosmic fire I can see on my face.
	Nothing exists that is not your world.
	There is nothing apart from your world.
	Your white light shall sap away all my soul’s resistance! O mother of immense strength!
	/Your vital force nourishes my mind and soul.
	The strong essence of your being revitalizes my soul.
	The bright shades of pink apple blossoms I have witnessed.
	The wonderland of your mystical thoughts my soul has witnessed.
	The secret of the bees my soul has learnt.
	In your bright light all my darkness I have burnt.
	Your white light shall sap away all my soul’s resistance! O mother of immense strength!
	There is nothing other than your world.
	Fearless and free only you are in this world.
	With the most beautiful experiences you have blessed my soul.
	Spending most of my time in contemplation and meditation is my goal.
	Through the haze of the misty clouds I can see your smiling face.
	I have watched the magnificent towering deodar trees sway with grace.
	Your white light shall sap away all my soul’s resistance! O mother of immense strength!
	On the grass spotted with wild rises silently I lay down.
	Under the haze of the palest shades of pink apple blossoms silently I lay down.
	The air is diffused with the sweetness of your aroma and grace.
	Into the wonderland of your mystical thoughts let my soul find the place.
	At your lotus feet I place my heart for healing.
	Before you I surrender all my feeling.
	Your white light shall sap away all my soul’s resistance! O mother of immense strength!
	Nature shall gently heal and confront my soul.
	To surrender before nature is my soul’s goal.
	The magic of the red sun over the ocean every creature has witnessed.
	The depth of the colour of the red roses my soul has witnessed.
	The colour of my passion play finds its expression in red.
	The purity of the sacred flame finds its expression in red.
	Your white light shall sap away all my soul’s resistance! O mother of immense strength!
	Your divine hues of love and passion I have witnessed.
	The rhododendron tree decorated with flowers of hues of deep red against the mountain skyline I have witnessed.
	Highest form of consciousness I have found in the trees.
	Both cosmic masculine and feminine powers are reflected in the energy of the trees.
	To the innate sensitivity of my heart let me relate.
	To your powerful active force of your sacred vibrating energy let me relate.
	Your white light shall sap away all my soul’s resistance! O mother of immense strength!
	The blood red hue and texture of the rose flower has penetrated into my soul.
	To taste the soft silken sensuality of your cosmic moments is my goal.
	Let me harness the energy released through prayers and mediation.
	Let me acknowledge your powerful spiritual presence without hesitation.
	Let me connect your divine consciousness with my own deep inner reality.
	Let me absorb the consciousness of your divine personality.
	Your white light shall sap away all my soul’s resistance! O mother of immense strength!
	Your light at my heart centre will energize my being.
	Your divine consciousness shall breathe life into my being.
	I invoke your blessings and fill my heart with your energy.
	My chanting and reciting of the hymns has brought in the divine synergy.
	In a flower bedecked palanquin carry my soul into your world.
	The heavens are waiting to give me a warm welcome into your world.
	Your white light shall sap away all my soul’s resistance! O mother of immense strength!
	Our Life Gravitates Towards Joy Because of Light! O Jewel of All Thought!
	Our life gravitates towards joy because of light! O jewel of all thought!
	Pessimism and gloom are against our nature because of light.
	A spontaneous form of freedom is the joy of light.
	Freedom is the most important attribute of the joy of light.
	We are blessed with reverential, delightful and ecstatic foresight because of light.
	Our biological and spiritual life is redeemed because of light.
	The consciousness of every being comes to life because of light.
	Our life gravitates towards joy because of light! O jewel of all thought!
	/We can empathise with the joy of all creation because of light.
	We can recall the joy in our own life because of light.
	We grow in our capacities and sensitivities because of light.
	The entire evolution is impregnated with the joy of light.
	The birds ceaselessly dance in the air to celebrate light.
	Our joy of existence is a celebration of light.
	Our life gravitates towards joy because of light! O jewel of all thought!
	Celebration of our freedom of life is the celebration of light.
	We indulge in games with the spirit of harmony, cooperation and participation to celebrate light.
	The dogs run happily all over and the tiger cubs play with joy to celebrate light.
	Without a reason we celebrate light.
	We constantly play to celebrate the joy of light.
	Our sense of freedom is expressed through the joy of light.
	Our life gravitates towards joy because of light! O jewel of all thought!
	Being alive and being in a state of joy is the result of celebrate of light.
	Among the animals and humans it is natural and normal to celebrate light.
	Joy of one’s own nature is expressed through the celebration of light.
	The joy of our existence is expressed through the celebration of light.
	There is an inherent tendency of the cosmos to celebrate light.
	Our most sublime, creative and inspiring personality is scripted by the joy of light.
	Our life gravitates towards joy because of light! O jewel of all thought!
	Our horizons and aspirations are lifted to the highest level by the cosmic light.
	A discourse on joy is a discourse on the cosmic light.
	A hymn of joy is a hymn to celebrate the cosmic light.
	All pervading and astonishing is the joy of light.
	God is a manifestation of the joy of light.
	In uplifting our soul immensely creative is the joy of light.
	Our life gravitates towards joy because of light! O jewel of all thought!
	An astonishing vision of joy is the cosmic light.
	Mystery of the cosmic joy can only be explained by the cosmic light.
	From the earth all beings have come and are composed and formed of the cosmic light.
	By the food of earth all beings live and consume the cosmic light.
	Unto earth all beings will return and merge into the cosmic light.
	All beings have come from the mind which was conceived by the cosmic light.
	Our life gravitates towards joy because of light! O jewel of all thought!
	/Unto joy all beings shall return and merge in the cosmic light.
	The food of the earth is composed of cosmic light.
	The breath of life is composed of the cosmic light.
	The only one who sees in the whole cosmos is composed of the cosmic light.
	The only who hears amongst all beings is composed of the cosmic light.
	The mind that knows all beings is composed of the cosmic light.
	Our life gravitates towards joy because of light! O jewel of all thought!
	By mind all beings live and consume the cosmic light.
	Unto mind all beings shall return and merge is the cosmic light.
	From reason all beings shall return and merge in the cosmic light.
	By reason all beings live and consume the cosmic light.
	Unto reason all beings return and merge into the cosmic light.
	From joy all beings have come and are composed of the cosmic light.
	By joy all beings live and consume the cosmic light.
	Our life gravitates towards joy because of light! O jewel of all thought!
	The food of life is the joy of light.
	The food of life is eaten by the joy of light.
	The first born of the world of truth is the joy of light.
	Born before the gods was the joy of light.
	Born in the centre of immortality is the joy of light.
	Both food and the eater of food is the joy of light.
	Our life gravitates towards joy because of light! O jewel of all thought!
	The light of the sun is the joy of light.
	Beyond the universe pervades the joy of light.
	Subtle and profound is the meaning of joy of light.
	An exceptional human experience is the joy of light.
	There is an element of the ineffable in the joy of light.
	Saturated with mystical qualities is the joy of light.
	Our life gravitates towards joy because of light! O jewel of all thought!
	Between the mystical and the ordinary lies the bridge of the joy of light.
	Mystical is the experience of the joy of light.
	Divinely sublime is the joy of light.
	To be the joy is to be the light.
	To emanate the joy is to emanate the light.
	To contain the joy is to contain the light.
	Our life gravitates towards joy because of light! O jewel of all thought!
	The source of ceaseless energy just like the sun is the joy of light.
	A state of continuous inner glow for every soul is the joy of light.
	In the sphere of the sacred every soul merges with the joy of light.
	Ecstasy of every soul is mother manifestation of the joy of light.
	The meaning of joy we can understand when we understand the joy of light.
	First amongst the gods is the joy of light.
	Our life gravitates towards joy because of light! O jewel of all thought!
	Integrally incorporated into our life is the joy of light.
	First divine attribute was manifested through the joy of light.
	Interdependent is freedom without the joy of light.
	There can be no freedom without the joy of light.
	There can be no true freedom without tasting the joy of light.
	There can be no true freedom without being delighted by the joy of light.
	Our life gravitates towards joy because of light! O jewel of all thought!
	A song of immense joy is the joy of light.
	In a spontaneous way we can taste freedom by tasting the joy of light.
	For a conscious and aware life necessary is the joy of light.
	A necessary condition of life is the joy of light.
	The value and significance of freedom we can understand through the joy of light.
	The variety of manifestations in our life we can access through the joy of light.
	Our life gravitates towards joy because of light! O jewel of all thought!
	A Song of Immense Joy is the Joy of Light! O Mother of the Poetry!
	A song of immense joy is the joy of light! O mother of the poetry!
	Deeper and more versatile form of life is possible because of the joy of light.
	All the constrains on the natural impulse of life is removed by the joy of light.
	All the limitations and coercion on the natural impulse of life is removed by the joy of light.
	Myriad outlets for expression of our life is provided by the joy of light.
	Possibilities of curtailment of our freedom is removed by the joy of light.
	Every form of prison and denial of freedom is destroyed by the joy of light.
	A song of immense joy is the joy of light! O mother of the poetry!
	/All that our soul treasures is never denied by the joy of light.
	The essential joy of our existence is provided by the joy of light.
	Freedom in all its form is provided by the joy of light.
	Religious freedom, political freedom and freedom of expression is another manifestation of the joy of light.
	Freedom of flying for the birds is a manifestation of the joy of light.
	Subtly and necessarily connected is our freedom of light.
	A song of immense joy is the joy of light! O mother of the poetry!
	The summary and expression of all our freedom is the joy of light.
	The enormous mirror in which our life’s freedom is beautifully reflected is the joy of light.
	Indispensable companions are freedom and joy of light.
	Fighting for freedom is fighting for the joy of light.
	There is no freedom of life without the joy of light.
	Necessary and not luxurious and extra is joy of light.
	A song of immense joy is the joy of light! O mother of the poetry!
	We feel free in the joy of light.
	Our cosmos is a continuous dance of the joy of light.
	In various forms of freedom we can dance because of the joy of light.
	We can arise and walk on the right path because of the joy of light.
	Beyond the mortal world happiness is provided by the joy of light.
	Freedom was born out of the joy of light.
	A song of immense joy is the joy of light! O mother of the poetry!
	Freedom receives its strength from the joy of light.
	Cosmic blush of life is the joy of light.
	Full radiance of life is the bliss born out of the joy of light.
	The bliss of our life is the radiance of the joy of light.
	The affirmation and expression of our life is the sanctify provided by the joy of light.
	Joyous, radiant and blissful is the joy of light.
	A song of immense joy is the joy of light! O mother of the poetry!
	Our bliss is the result of the joy of light.
	With joy our life is filled because of the joy of light.
	The way of human life is the way of joy of light.
	An amazingly curious phenomenon is the joy of light.
	We can understand the meaning of life by understanding the meaning of the joy of light.
	The sense of unfolding of our soul is provided by the joy of light.
	A song of immense joy is the joy of light! O mother of the poetry!
	/Our soul is deprived of spiritually because of lack of joy of light.
	The sickness of our soul is because of the lack of joy of light.
	The juice of our higher state of being is provided by the joy of light.
	The most vital force of life is the joy of light.
	The higher reaches of development we can reach because of the joy of light.
	The force and energy of spiritually is provided by the joy of light.
	A song of immense joy is the joy of light! O mother of the poetry!
	The full content and meaning of life can only be expressed through the joy of light.
	The essence of spirituality in us is provided by the joy of light.
	The atrophy of our spiritual life is a result of the lack of joy of light.
	An indispensable part of our existence is the joy of light.
	Our purposeless meandering, confusion, anaemia and lack of strength and vision is due to lack of joy of light.
	Our sliding into oblivion is due to lack of joy of light.
	A song of immense joy is the joy of light! O mother of the poetry!
	Vitality, strength and energy to us is given by the joy of light.
	A healthy, subtle, balanced and resilient life to us is provided by the joy of light.
	The most important feather in our lap is the joy of light.
	Our transition from joy to grace to bliss to divinity is provided by the joy of light.
	Inside our soul intensely shines the joy of light.
	Our spiritually is more fin tuned and refined by the joy of light.
	A song of immense joy is the joy of light! O mother of the poetry!
	A sacred passage to the heavens is provided by the joy of light.
	In all our spiritual forms we blossom because of the joy of light.
	Our souls are finely tuned to blossom by the joy of light.
	An act of higher destiny is to embrace the joy of light.
	An act of great human foresight is to perceive the joy of light.
	The beginning of our spiritual road is the joy of light.
	A song of immense joy is the joy of light! O mother of the poetry!
	Not supplementary but essential to nature of life is the joy of light.
	Free from drudgery and grim struggle for survival is the joy of light.
	No t just purely a biological phenomenon is the joy of light.
	Our life can continuously deepen with the help of joy of light.
	Our life can enlarge itself further and further with the help of joy of light.
	Our first step to divinity is provided by the joy of light.
	A song of immense joy is the joy of light! O mother of the poetry!
	We stray from the path of our true destiny when we discard the joy of light.
	Our life becomes morbid if we forsake the joy of light.
	We start descending into darkness instead of ascending if we neglect the joy of light.
	Thinking and creativity in our life is because of the joy of light.
	The story of the journey of our soul’s unfolding is the story of the joy of light.
	In a divine state of existence we reach because of the joy of light.
	A song of immense joy is the joy of light! O mother of the poetry!
	We Should Resist the Inertia to Return to the Dark World! O Reducer of the Demons!
	/We should resist the inertia to return to the dark world! O reducer of the demons!
	Power of fire we should not use to dominate this world.
	The sacred fire we should use to purify this world.
	A new realm of light we should build on this earth.
	Our greed should not turn into smouldering realm of darkness this earth.
	In confidence our ancestors have bequeathed the sacred fire to us.
	We should learn to cultivate the sacred fire bequeathed to us.
	We should resist the inertia to return to the dark world! O reducer of the demons!
	Through the light of truth we should control the fire in our soul.
	We should not be destroyed by the fire in our soul.
	As a human soul we are yet to manifest our real potential.
	We are yet to develop our higher aspects of intelligence and potential.
	In harmony with nature we should deep the animal fire burning in us.
	Strong is the animal fire that burns in us.
	We should resist the inertia to return to the dark world! O reducer of the demons!
	The fire of our consumerist life style shall burn our being.
	Only the grace of nature can save our being.
	We un necessity kill and slaughter animals for food.
	Under cruel and inhuman methods we raise animals for food.
	We should allow the animals to have a life in the sun before being used as food.
	We should raise with care and discretion animals which we use as food.
	We should resist the inertia to return to the dark world! O reducer of the demons!
	Instead of treating as commodities we should treat the animals as living beings.
	We should not leave a legacy of hurt and betrayal by slaying the animal beings.
	We should not ingest the negative emotion of fear and anger by eating the un-sacred meal of the animal beings.
	We should be the guardians and protectors of the animal beings.
	Our entire natural environment we can protect by protecting the animal beings.
	The fruit of the entire ecosystem are the animal beings.
	We should resist the inertia to return to the dark world! O reducer of the demons!
	In a world of artificial intelligence our souls are trapped.
	In a world of contrived cravings which we do not understand our souls are trapped.
	As a species we seem to be against both nature and spirit.
	We are beings defined neither by nature nor by spirit.
	Caught in the pursuit of material spirit we have no time for ourselves.
	We do not have adequate time to take care of ourselves.
	We should resist the inertia to return to the dark world! O reducer of the demons!
	We should be the crowning glory of nature.
	We should be the protector of earth and nature.
	We should not trample upon the very animals, plants and rocks that have nurtured our soul.
	We should not loose touch with our heart, origin and goal.
	The fire of ego like a plague we have unleashed upon the world.
	Visionary flame of a new creation let us release upon this world.
	We should resist the inertia to return to the dark world! O reducer of the demons!
	We have devastated the beautiful planet that gave us birth.
	To the dark fires of destruction we have given birth.
	In the world of nature we should return to our origins.
	We should honour our ancient spiritual heritage and divine origin.
	A new evolutionary fire of consciousness will take us forward.
	From the growing world crisis we will march forward.
	We should resist the inertia to return to the dark world! O reducer of the demons!
	/
	Our spirituality should start with the earth.
	We are the carriers of the sacred fire of consciousness of this earth.
	We should reclaim our true evolutionary heritage.
	We should see the oneness of all heritage.
	Our inner eyes we need to open.
	A new spiritual world we need to open.
	We should resist the inertia to return to the dark world! O reducer of the demons!
	With the voice of the earth we should learn to speak.
	With the sacred fire within earth we should learn to speak.
	Our true salvation we need to discover.
	The world beyond human creeds, ideologies and utopias we need to discover.
	The brave new world we need to discover.
	Our true evolutionary heritage we need to discover.
	We should resist the inertia to return to the dark world! O reducer of the demons!
	Our spiritual fires let us increase.
	From the darkness our minds and hearts let us release.
	Our actions can counter manifold darkness.
	A single flame of our soul can counter manifold darkness.
	Our being let us offer into the sacred fire.
	Our souls are the carriers of the sacred fire.
	We should resist the inertia to return to the dark world! O reducer of the demons!
	The fire in our souls the heavens have ignited.
	Fire in the earth our souls have ignited.
	In us the fire of planetary consciousness has been enkindled.
	In us the sacred flame has been enkindled.
	Out of the depth of the earth let us dig out the divine light.
	Out of the depths of our hearts let us bring out the new light.
	We should resist the inertia to return to the dark world! O reducer of the demons!
	The journey of our soul let us retrace.
	The kingdoms of nature let our soul trace.
	Our connection with the earth as a whole let us restore.
	The world of light let us explore.
	To the mineral fire our souls should return.
	To the rocks, stones and mountains our souls should return.
	We should resist the inertia to return to the dark world! O reducer of the demons!
	To the plant fire our souls should return.
	To our greater home of trees, herbs and grasses we should return.
	The trees, herbs and grasses should be our new place of dwelling.
	The rocks, stones and the mountains should be our new place of dwelling.
	The animal fire burning in us we should honour.
	Our sacred communication with the wild creatures we should honour.
	We should resist the inertia to return to the dark world! O reducer of the demons!
	With our fellow creatures we should learn to communicate.
	With our true culture we should learn to communicate.
	Our sacred fires as a species we should learn to reclaim.
	Our spiritual heritage we should learn to reclaim.
	Our native traditions and philosophy we need to reclaim.
	Our spiritual and poetic heritage we need to reclaim.
	We should resist the inertia to return to the dark world! O reducer of the demons!
	In every hill and valley our spirits we should see.
	In the world of nature our spirits we should see.
	We are the keepers of the divine flame.
	Our pagan ancestors were the keepers of the divine flame.
	To the messages of indigenous and native traditions we should listen.
	To the messages transmitted by the heavens we should listen.
	We should resist the inertia to return to the dark world! O reducer of the demons!
	In Every Hill and Valley our Spirits We Should See! O Mother of the Sanguine!
	/In every hill and valley our spirits we should see! O mother of the sanguine!
	We should maintain the continuity of our inner flame.
	The true representation of self and being is our inner flame.
	We should re-establish the worship of the sacred fire.
	We should honour all the ancient traditions of the sacred fire.
	Our soul is the real sacred heart of all.
	We should experience the flaming presence that transcends all.
	In every hill and valley our spirits we should see! O mother of the sanguine!
	The embers of our sacred flame have fallen and cooled off over time.
	We need to embrace the world sublime.
	We can reclaim the earth by reclaiming our sacred traditions of fire.
	The earth is an evolutionary manifestation of our sacred spirit and fire.
	All divisions of creed, culture and dogma we should transcend.
	This world of darkness we should transcend.
	In every hill and valley our spirits we should see! O mother of the sanguine!
	The legacy of our great civilizations and traditions of sacred fire we should restore.
	Our great spiritual humanity we should restore.
	A new sacred fire we should create.
	New knowledge and creativity we should create.
	A new planetary light we should seek.
	In every hill and valley our spirits we should see! O mother of the sanguine!
	A new down within us we should seek.
	A new age of consciousness we should seek.
	A new renaissance of our heart we should seek.
	A new vision for our souls we should seek.
	A field of experience for our soul we should seek.
	In the earth our greater body we should seek.
	In every hill and valley our spirits we should see! O mother of the sanguine!
	Our greater body is mother earth.
	Our soul is the indwelling planetary intelligence of mother earth.
	Stretching beyond the physical and mental boundaries of time and space is our soul.
	Within our body is not the focus of our soul.
	Our entire environment is pervaded by our soul.
	The inner being of earth is our soul.
	In every hill and valley our spirits we should see! O mother of the sanguine!
	The self creating awareness of earth is our soul.
	All true great healing powers lies within our soul.
	The very spirit of life is our soul.
	The forces of immortal life have an inner connection with our soul.
	The waters of eternity fill our soul.
	Wilderness to all things are brought by our soul.
	In every hill and valley our spirits we should see! O mother of the sanguine!
	The earth can be healed with the power of our soul.
	We should awaken at the level of our soul.
	A wounded planet has been inherited by our soul.
	This wounded planet is out of harmony with our soul.
	Without spiritual awakening we cannot save our soul.
	Without depth and determination we cannot achieve our spiritual goal.
	In every hill and valley our spirits we should see! O mother of the sanguine!
	Subverted by vested interest is mother earth.
	Only with full depth and determination we can save mother earth.
	Our soul and nature mirror one another.
	Our soul and the whole world can heal each other.
	Our own soul we must heal.
	Through our own blood our unfruitful land we can heal.
	In every hill and valley our spirits we should see! O mother of the sanguine!
	/Our wounded soul can cause our land to wither away and decay.
	Offering of our own soul will prevent the world from decay.
	Our individual soul we should merge into the cosmic fire.
	Offering of our own soul we should merge into the cosmic fire.
	To the heavens we should offer the blood of our soul.
	Full of light is the blood of our soul.
	In every hill and valley our spirits we should see! O mother of the sanguine!
	For the future generations let us create a better world.
	Only when we understand earth we can create a better world.
	To reach the sky we first need to be firmly rooted to the ground.
	To reach the summit we first need to dig into the ground.
	In a human manner we should use the forces of nature.
	Offering our blood we should nurture nature.
	In every hill and valley our spirits we should see! O mother of the sanguine!
	We should learn to harness our spiritual fire.
	Within our own hearts we should nurture our spiritual fire.
	With mother earth we have forgotten to communicate.
	With the creatures of this universe we have forgotten to communicate.
	We have forgotten to listen to the flowering water.
	The names of planets and rocks around us no more matter.
	In every hill and valley our spirits we should see! O mother of the sanguine!
	Our spirits have forgotten to soar in the wind.
	Our souls have forgotten to flow in the wind.
	The beauty and magic of the sacred universe we have missed.
	The magic in our bones and blood we have missed.
	From our own mother earth we have been alienated.
	From our own sacred universe we have been alienated.
	In every hill and valley our spirits we should see! O mother of the sanguine!
	By returning to nature we should reward our soul.
	With longer returns to nature we should reward our soul.
	By connecting with beauty of nature we should reward our soul.
	By returning to our home in nature we should reward our soul.
	By being just in the wild we should reward our soul.
	By discarding all our social baggage and demands we should reward our soul.
	In every hill and valley our spirits we should see! O mother of the sanguine!
	In our ordinary life we should integrate a natural living.
	Wholeness we should restore to our ordinary living.
	The healing powers of the rocks, waters and plants we should not forget.
	The healing wisdom of the animals we should not forget.
	The healing power carried by the wind we should not forget.
	Our soul’s evolutionary journey through all the kingdoms of nature we should not forget.
	In every hill and valley our spirits we should see! O mother of the sanguine!
	Every part past of nature carries its own medicine and cure.
	Our whole being nature can heal and cure.
	The very power of existence can cure our soul.
	Let us first live the life of our soul.
	The whole organism of mother earth is disrupted.
	The whole earth has been diseased and disrupted.
	In every hill and valley our spirits we should see! O mother of the sanguine!
	Mother earth is down with a great disease of environmental degradation.
	Mother earth suffers from the disease of soil, water and air degradation.
	Contaminated and compromised is mother earth.
	A disrupted organism is mother earth.
	Sign of toxicity and energy imbalance can be seen in mother earth.
	Full blown symptoms of disorder we can see on mother earth.
	In every hill and valley our spirits we should see! O mother of the sanguine!
	Into piles of barren rubble or toxic waste chumps we have converted our beautiful landscapes.
	We continue to dig recklessly our beautiful landscapes.
	Our fertile valleys and high mountains we have continued to exploit.
	Mineral and energy resources of mother earth we have continued to over exploit.
	We have made our soil into an un-sacred ground.
	Fire of life cannot be sustained in our un-sacred ground.
	In every hill and valley our spirits we should see! O mother of the sanguine!
	With Nature We Have Forgotten to Communicate! O Mother Earth!
	With nature we have forgotten to communicate! O mother earth!
	Main nutrients of our soil have been damaged and washed away.
	With every type of chemical fertilizers and pesticides we have polluted our way.
	In such un-sacred ground no healthy seeds can grow.
	In such un-sacred ground fire of life cannot grow.
	We have created our man made un-sacred seeds.
	We more the earth can grow unhealthy seeds.
	With nature we have forgotten to communicate! O mother earth!
	/Pollution is the new lord of our soil and earth.
	Polluting chemicals are the new god of earth.
	We have dammed and obstructed the flow of our mystic rivers.
	We have damaged the waters of our sacred rivers.
	Blockage of the river channels is a hard reality.
	The stoppage of the water flow of our sacred rivers is a hard reality.
	With nature we have forgotten to communicate! O mother earth!
	The very movement of life we have resisted.
	In damaging the rivers that are the very life blood of the earth we have persisted.
	For discharging our urban and industrial wastes we have changed our sacred rivers into sewers.
	Toxic waste flowing into the sea has changed it into a sewer.
	The sacred waters of the sea in which our life originated we have forgotten.
	Our sacred heritage of the oceans and the seas we have forgotten.
	With nature we have forgotten to communicate! O mother earth!
	A diminishing resource has become the abundant waters of our world.
	We seek to control our sacred waters as a commodity of this world.
	By the government our sacred water is owned and taxed.
	All the water on the planet will soon be owned and taxed.
	The polluted air is weak to hold our life fire.
	Our polluted breath cannot hold our spirit fire.
	With nature we have forgotten to communicate! O mother earth!
	The air heavy with hidden toxins we are forced to breathe.
	Industrial smoke and emissions we are forced to breathe.
	Saturated with violence and sensation is the air that we breathe.
	In the sacred space of silence of the air we can no more breathe.
	Residues of poisons and heavy metals in our land, water and air we can find.
	Interference in the genetic code of creatures by the pollution we can find.
	With nature we have forgotten to communicate! O mother earth!
	The bitter legacy of our polluted civilization will be carried by mother earth.
	The poisonous chemicals which we have given as a gift will remain embedded in mother earth.
	Under siege is our plant and animal soul.
	Under siege is our sacred mineral soul.
	We have failed to honour the sacred ground from which we have risen.
	We have failed to honour the sacred world form which we have risen.
	With nature we have forgotten to communicate! O mother earth!
	Our careless civilization has battered mother earth.
	Our deviant culture has defiled the sacred ground of mother earth.
	Genocide of trees removes the botanical support for our soul.
	The destruction of the great rainforests removes the lungs of our soul.
	The soul of our planet is suffering in many visible ways.
	Destruction of mother earth can be seen in many visible ways.
	With nature we have forgotten to communicate! O mother earth!
	The pines and the maples have stopped communicating with us.
	There is unprecedented destruction of trees that is mocking us.
	This environmental disaster is not distant but in our own backyard.
	The wood and mineral resources of the forests are being exploited in our own backyard.
	In this growing environmental catastrophe we are the main culprit.
	In turning many landscapes of beauty into desolation we are the main culprit.
	With nature we have forgotten to communicate! O mother earth!
	The sprawling deserts our greed has not spared.
	With our sprawling urban development our deserts we have not spared.
	The deserts we have scarred with our greed.
	The deserts that are great domains of light we have trampled with our greed.
	The tropical and the arctic forests we have destroyed.
	Our marginalized ecosystem we have destroyed.
	With nature we have forgotten to communicate! O mother earth!
	The threshold of the demise of many creatures we have crossed.
	The threshold of environmental catastrophe we have crossed.
	We have struck at the very root of the plant soul.
	We have lost individual connection with the animal soul.
	The organic basis of our agriculture is disappearing.
	Our human touch in agriculture is disappearing.
	With nature we have forgotten to communicate! O mother earth!
	/Forest fires caused by us have denuded all the vegetation of the hillside.
	We find many dead trees scattered on the hillside.
	The threshold for destruction of nature we have crossed.
	The threshold for destruction of many ecosystems we have crossed.
	The great grasslands of the world we have destroyed.
	With agriculture devoid of human touch our farming world we have destroyed.
	With nature we have forgotten to communicate! O mother earth!
	All our majestic grasslands have been replaced with farmlands.
	We have lost the human touch with our farmlands.
	Unprecedented dying of the animal spaces this world has witnessed.
	Unprecedented dying of insects and birds this world has witnessed.
	In the wilderness areas unprecedented interference and depredation this world has witnessed.
	Unprecedented human interference every remote jungle, mountain and desert this world has witnessed.
	With nature we have forgotten to communicate! O mother earth!
	With rapid pace many animal species have lost their habitat.
	The spirit of the wild has lost its habitat.
	The great vital energy reserve of mother earth is disappearing.
	Sterile and artificial urban deserts on our horizon are appearing.
	The animal soul of mother earth has been sacrificed.
	To human greed and carelessness the animal and plant soul has been sacrificed.
	With nature we have forgotten to communicate! O mother earth!
	The great continent of life we cannot break into pieces.
	The natural forests and the wilderness areas cannot be isolated into pieces.
	The animal soul can no more claim mother earth as its home.
	The spirit of the wild can no more claim mother earth as its home.
	We cannot separate the animal soul from its native land.
	The animal soul cannot flourish without its native land.
	With nature we have forgotten to communicate! O mother earth!
	Without our animal companions our soul cannot live.
	Both the domestic and the wild animals give us a reason to live.
	In this destructive civilization our soul is the foremost casualty.
	In our character, wisdom, creativity and spirituality there is a greater casualty.
	There is little of lasting value in whatever we produce today.
	All our personal and social problems mirror our long relationship with nature today.
	With nature we have forgotten to communicate! O mother earth!
	A New Dawn Within Us We Should Seek! O Granter of Refuge!
	/A new dawn within us we should seek! O granter of refuge!
	Our relationship with nature is defiled.
	Healing power of our medical system is defiled.
	Medicines have failed to heal us.
	Destruction of our biosphere has finished the power to heal us.
	The immune system of mother earth we have destroyed.
	Our own energy sphere and immune system we have destroyed.
	A new dawn within us we should seek! O granter of refuge!
	If life around us does not flourish we cannot flourish.
	Drugs and genetic alterations cannot help us flourish.
	A strong life force on mother earth can only save us.
	A strong healing force on mother earth can only save us.
	Great suffering we hide in our heart.
	Great psychological pain we hide in our heart.
	A new dawn within us we should seek! O granter of refuge!
	There is endemic depression and real peace of mind.
	We are out of harmony with life and out of our mind.
	We have lost our balance with nature and our deeper self.
	Great sufferings we hide within our self.
	Our religions have failed to awaken the soul within us.
	Our religions have failed to herald personal and social integration within us.
	A new dawn within us we should seek! O granter of refuge!
	Our religions have failed to counter the increasing materialism with increased spiritualism.
	Our religions have encouraged regressive fundamentalism.
	A fire of intolerance our religions have created.
	More conflict and violence our religions have created.
	The touch of nature our religions have lost.
	Higher consciousness our religions have lost.
	A new dawn within us we should seek! O granter of refuge!
	The state of our soul is a reflection of our state of nature.
	Our natural being is a sum total of nature.
	To raise our souls we need to restore nature.
	To heal our soul we need to reclaim nature.
	Their own souls our religions have lost.
	Their own spirituality our religions have lost.
	A new dawn within us we should seek! O granter of refuge!
	The skin of mother earth is the soil which we have damaged.
	The bones of mother earth are the rocks and mountains which we have damaged.
	The blood and vital fluids of mother earth are the rivers and oceans which we have damaged.
	The lungs of mother earth are the plants which we have damaged.
	The heart of mother earth are the animals whom we have damaged.
	Each organ of mother earth we have damaged.
	A new dawn within us we should seek! O granter of refuge!
	We are the nerve tissue and brain of mother earth.
	The excesses of our civilization has damaged on all fronts mother earth.
	We cannot survive if we dismember and damage mother earth.
	There is an organic connection between us and mother earth.
	The ancients have always worshipped mother earth.
	Bounty to all creatures is dispensed by mother earth.
	A new dawn within us we should seek! O granter of refuge!
	We are like calves of mother earth.
	An integrated organism is mother earth.
	Our divine cow that dispenses bounty to all is mother earth.
	Like a cow we should milk nature and another earth.
	With love and respect we should cultivate and protect mother earth.
	We should only skin off the abundance of mother earth.
	A new dawn within us we should seek! O granter of refuge!
	We should stop trying to slaughter mother earth.
	Our over consumption has diminished the natural resource of mother earth.
	A divine part of nature is our ecosystem.
	Its own soul and spirit has the ecosystem.
	Its own gods and goddesses has the ecosystem.
	Divine forces are carried and sustained by the ecosystem.
	A new dawn within us we should seek! O granter of refuge!
	/If we destroy plants, animals and our ecosystem we destroy our soul.
	If we are destroying our ecosystem we are casting out the gods from our soul.
	By destroying plants and animals we are creating space for evil forces in our soul.
	By destroying our habitat we are allowing the dark forces to take root in our soul.
	Lack of unity with our habitat has destroyed our soul.
	Our diseased civilization has battered our soul.
	A new dawn within us we should seek! O granter of refuge!
	We are unaware of the unity of life.
	We promote our own special interests in life.
	We have ceased to work for the greater good of all.
	Our unity with the greater universe we should recall.
	Of the whole conscious universe we are the citizens.
	Of the new planetary civilization we are the citizens.
	A new dawn within us we should seek! O granter of refuge!
	On wrong values and practices are founded our diseased civilization.
	Our current global crisis is due to our diseased civilization.
	With our greater universe we lack unity.
	With other human beings we lack unity.
	We should break the barriers that separate us from cosmic intelligence.
	We should recognize the universal power of consciousness and intelligence.
	A new dawn within us we should seek! O granter of refuge!
	The power behind all evolution is our cosmic consciousness.
	The power behind the whole planet is our consciousness.
	Of the entire conscious universe we are the citizens.
	Of a new planetary civilization we are the citizens.
	Our consciousness should redefine mother earth.
	We are the very being of mother earth.
	A new dawn within us we should seek! O granter of refuge!
	The elements of mother earth compose our being.
	The full development of elements of mother earth is our being.
	We are a product of the planetary intelligence.
	Our field of being is maintained by the planetary intelligence.
	Our consciousness is preserved by the planetary intelligence.
	To protect our world we have been given the planetary intelligence.
	A new dawn within us we should seek! O granter of refuge!
	Mother earth is our greater body and soul.
	All the species of mother earth are our greater society and soul.
	The laws of the universe we should embrace.
	The planetary ethics we should embrace.
	The rights of all species we should recognize.
	The rights of the animals and plants we should recognize.
	A new dawn within us we should seek! O granter of refuge!
	What we do to other creatures define our soul.
	What we do to our world defines our soul.
	Our actions on other creatures defines our own future.
	Reactions of our world defines our own future.
	The rights of mother earth we should recognize.
	The rights of the animals and plants we should recognize.
	A new dawn within us we should seek! O granter of refuge!
	The rights of our different ecosystems we should recognize.
	The rights of nature to exist without our interference we should recognize.
	Like the organic structure of our human body should be our social order.
	A single consciousness with many different organs and systems should be our social order.
	For the good of the whole planet we should work together.
	With all the communities of nature we should work together.
	A new dawn within us we should seek! O granter of refuge!
	The support of the cosmos we should seek as our ultimate support.
	From our universal consciousness we should seek our ultimate support.
	In the unity of all beings is the unity of our being.
	We should prevent the fragmentation of our being.
	From the rest of the world we should not be divided.
	From the rest of the world we should not be fragmented and separated.
	A new dawn within us we should seek! O granter of refuge!
	Your Innermost Beauty Let Me Inherit! O Enhancer of Beauty and Love!
	/Your innermost beauty let me inherit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	Let your divine power in me be awakened.
	By the darkness let my soul not be shakened.
	O mother you are blissful and compassionate.
	Let the darkness not my soul violate.
	You are the source of all the infinite space and eternal time.
	Let your mystic songs in my heart rhyme.
	Your innermost beauty let me inherit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	In you are encompassed all the subtle tones of divinity.
	You write the script of the world of trinity.
	You have written the script of my very own existence.
	O mother remove all my soul’s resistance.
	O mother unleash your magical electrical force.
	Energize my every mortal resource.
	Your innermost beauty let me inherit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	O mother paint with grace my life’s canvas.
	My soul let your consciousness encompass.
	With your brush O mother paint my soul.
	Let my soul flourish and reach its goal.
	Let me see the expression of your sheer beauty.
	Let my soul do its immortal duty.
	Your innermost beauty let me inherit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	Let me not be motivated by the negative forms.
	In my heart let your grace carry out all the reforms.
	With your grace impregnate my deep thoughts and feelings.
	Let your mercy bless all my dealings.
	O mother you are an extension of my soul.
	Let me silently reach my goal.
	Your innermost beauty let me inherit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	Give your vast canvas for my soul to play.
	Let the ancient sun brighten my day.
	O mother watch my every brushstroke.
	Let not the darkness my heart provoke.
	With grace impregnate my soul’s expression.
	Let your light remove all my depression.
	Your innermost beauty let me inherit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	O mother keep a watch on my soul’s fall and rise.
	Let my darkness to its size.
	O mother you are the beautiful consciousness of my mind.
	Your whole world to me has been kind.
	You are the observer behind my eye.
	You are the brightness of the golden sky.
	Your innermost beauty let me inherit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	My whole world needs your cosmic help.
	Step into my life’s canvas yourself.
	O mother secretly guide my innate forces.
	Enhance my immortal resources.
	Deepen my sacred feelings and thoughts.
	I applaud the freedom of existence you have brought.
	Your innermost beauty let me inherit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	/O mother brighten my dark painting of existence.
	From me remove the deep anguish and resistance.
	Let me not be tortured by the anguish of my own soul.
	Let the darkness no more be my goal.
	Let me seek your high wisdom and cosmic energy.
	Create in me the most beautiful synergy.
	Your innermost beauty let me inherit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	Let me witness your surrealistic form of magic.
	The dark world to me will no more be tragic.
	Guide me to your beautiful world.
	Let your flag of divinity be unfurled.
	O mother display the intricacies of your mystic world.
	Allow me a glimpse into your esoteric world.
	Your innermost beauty let me inherit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	Let me rest at your gracious lotus feet.
	My story of darkness will no more repeat.
	Let me have a glimpse of your magical world.
	Draw me into the vortex of your creative world.
	O mother give me a glimpse of your awesome powers.
	Let my soul bathe in your divine showers.
	Your innermost beauty let me inherit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	Show your divine reflection in my ordinary mind.
	Let my ego not make me blind.
	Help me pass through the doorways of negation.
	Help me overcome all the denial and repudiation.
	Let me understand my higher nature.
	Let me absorb your divine feature.
	Your innermost beauty let me inherit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	I have witnessed all the supreme aspects of your beauty.
	To harvest the abundance of the cosmos is my duty.
	Let me taste the universal abundance.
	Let me leave the world of repentance.
	Let my soul understand your divine connotations.
	Let me comprehend your mystic indications.
	Your innermost beauty let me inherit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	You set and hold in motion all the universal harmony.
	Beautiful and graceful is your victory.
	You have accompanied my soul through the counts of time.
	I have understood the cosmic rhyme.
	Every development of my being O mother put into rhythm.
	Save my soul from all the extremism.
	Your innermost beauty let me inherit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	Let me see your physical and celestial manifestations.
	From my soul remove all its frustrations.
	I have seen the harmonious amalgamation of your all forms of beauty.
	Let my soul do its sacred duty.
	You are the embodiment of all the arts.
	From you every way to divinity starts.
	Your innermost beauty let me inherit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	O mother bring balance and harmony in my life.
	Remove all the darkness and strife.
	Serve me your grace in right proportions.
	Transform with your magic all my emotions.
	I have seen your art of celestial love and music.
	Dance and poetry to my soul is basic.
	Your innermost beauty let me inherit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	/
	You are the only one who is self-determined.
	By your light my soul be examined.
	O mother transform my every phenomena.
	O mother usher in the divine era.
	You manifest all things beautiful and auspicious.
	Let the darkness not make me suspicious.
	Your innermost beauty let me inherit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	In the whole cosmos you are the beautiful one.
	With your grace shines the ancient sun.
	You have created all that is benevolent.
	From me remove the darkness that is violent.
	You are the supporter and benefactor of this whole cosmos.
	O mother from my heart remove all the dross.
	Your innermost beauty let me inherit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	You are the source of all my artistry and imagination.
	You are the reason of my heart’s palpitation.
	From you arises all my originality.
	Your grace is the foundation of my personality.
	For eternity for me you have been auspicious.
	Let this dark world not make me suspicious.
	Your innermost beauty let me inherit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	Extricate my soul from its outer desires.
	By your light all the darkness expires.
	Let my inner being be beautiful and auspicious.
	Let the dark forces not make me suspicious.
	For eternity you have been my supporter and benefactor.
	You have read my soul’s every chapter.
	Your innermost beauty let me inherit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	My Inner Eyes Have Seen Your Magical Lotus Flower! O Mother of Silence!
	/My inner eyes have seen your magical lotus flower! O mother of silence!
	I can witness the bright glint that emanates from your turquoise stone.
	O mother in the darkness leave me not alone.
	Let me emerge out of your cosmic womb.
	Let your life’s sustaining energy surround my tomb.
	Let me feed from your pot of bounty.
	You have left for me a world of plenty.
	My inner eyes have seen your magical lotus flower! O mother of silence!
	With your grace invigorate my soul.
	To reach your cosmic waters is my goal.
	Finally my ears have heard your cosmic sound.
	Finally I have confronted the darkness that is profound.
	Your vision has filled my soul with beatitude.
	My darkness with your light you can substitute.
	My inner eyes have seen your magical lotus flower! O mother of silence!
	O mother release all the knots of my mortal heart.
	Let the sacred dawn immediately start.
	Quickly transform my inner darkness.
	Let your rays of celestial light bring in the brightness.
	It is you that embraces my origin and end.
	To you all my messages I have send.
	My inner eyes have seen your magical lotus flower! O mother of silence!
	Integrate my whole world into the supreme power of your being.
	Unlimited contentment my soul has been seeing.
	To you I have made my sacred offering.
	Transient is all my darkness and suffering.
	Absorb my soul in the throes of your deep elation.
	O mother help in my soul’s preparation.
	My inner eyes have seen your magical lotus flower! O mother of silence!
	Let your eternal presence be mirrored in my transient existence.
	To the darkness let me develop resistance.
	Let each experience enrich my soul.
	Let your charisma brighten my goal.
	In you my thoughts and emotions shall find its expression.
	Finally I will witness the divine transformation.
	My inner eyes have seen your magical lotus flower! O mother of silence!
	I am ready to take part in your divine drama.
	I am ready to dive into your sacred persona.
	In my being silently unfolds your sacred evolution.
	My soul is ready for the divine revolution.
	All my life’s experiences by your grace has been transformed.
	My dark soul has finally been reformed.
	My inner eyes have seen your magical lotus flower! O mother of silence!
	You have spontaneously flowered in my soul.
	Your sacred light has impregnated my goal.
	You are the deity of night and death.
	You are the origin of all my breath.
	I have witnessed the mystique of your sacred night.
	I have witnessed the dissolution of the cosmic night.
	My inner eyes have seen your magical lotus flower! O mother of silence!
	/You are in the heart of every poet and lover.
	You are in the soul of every mystic and seer.
	Your deep magic I have witnessed in every shadow.
	The way I tread is no more narrow.
	In you lies impregnated all the hues of darkness.
	Unfold O mother before me the world of brightness.
	My inner eyes have seen your magical lotus flower! O mother of silence!
	Let me taste your higher and richer darkness.
	For me you have made a world of brightness.
	Let every creature sleep in your bosom.
	Let me see your world that is awesome.
	Finally you will make me see the end of time.
	Finally I will understand the cosmic rhyme.
	My inner eyes have seen your magical lotus flower! O mother of silence!
	Only your rich darkness can transcend the superficial light of my life.
	Only your mercy can end all my strife.
	Soon I will witness the cosmic night of dissolution.
	To my soul your light will provide the fortification.
	Witness the deep mystery that weaves through life and death.
	O mother let me embrace your life in my breath.
	My inner eyes have seen your magical lotus flower! O mother of silence!
	Let me embrace the eternal and the infinite.
	From the darkness I will not get any respite.
	Instill in me the awareness of death.
	Let me feel my every breath.
	Give meaning to my each moment.
	Let me thrive in your divine firmament.
	My inner eyes have seen your magical lotus flower! O mother of silence!
	Let me keep into my destined bodily existence.
	To the darkness let my soul be resistant.
	I have seen the luminous flashes of your brilliance and light.
	Your lightening dance illumines my sight.
	From your dark being thunder and lightning arise.
	The dark clouds my soul shall no more surprise.
	My inner eyes have seen your magical lotus flower! O mother of silence!
	My soul has seen your lightening power.
	I have silently bathed in the cosmic shower.
	Soon I will unravel your sacred signals and listen to your calls.
	I will leave before the darkness falls.
	I have understood your sacred indications.
	Unpredictable and uncertain has been your manifestations.
	My inner eyes have seen your magical lotus flower! O mother of silence!
	O dark spirited mother to you I call.
	Take me to your fold before the darkness can fall.
	Your passion for divinity remains unexcelled.
	Let the darkness from my being be expelled.
	Let me embrace you day and night.
	Let me remember you in dawn and the twilight.
	My inner eyes have seen your magical lotus flower! O mother of silence!
	Let me embrace the darkness of the earth.
	O mother let me witness my birth.
	Let me see the heavens light.
	Let your grace restore my sight.
	Your light shall give me illumination and knowledge.
	Your ancient world my soul will acknowledge.
	My inner eyes have seen your magical lotus flower! O mother of silence!
	/I have heard the hymns of the night.
	Your ancient ray has restored my sight.
	You permeate the realms that are high and low.
	Let me watch your eternal show.
	By your light I can ward away the darkness.
	Silently I can enter into the world of brightness.
	My inner eyes have seen your magical lotus flower! O mother of silence!
	Let me merge into the vastness of the cosmos.
	To me darkness will not be a loss.
	Let me witness the power of your dissolution.
	Let me witness the silent revolution.
	Disband O mother all my delusion.
	Terminate O mother all my illusion.
	My inner eyes have seen your magical lotus flower! O mother of silence!
	To me restore your spiritual and occult wisdom.
	Give to me the divine freedom.
	Let me see beyond the range of my mind and sense.
	Let me discard all my pretence.
	Let me comprehend the inner mysteries behind your visible world.
	Let the flag of divinity be unfurled.
	My inner eyes have seen your magical lotus flower! O mother of silence!
	The Whirlpools of Mere Existence Let Me Cross! O Mother of Infinite!
	/The whirlpools of mere existence let me cross! O mother of infinite!
	Your bright being I have seen draped in the folds of space.
	I have secretly witnessed your universal liberation and grace.
	All the subtleties of your universal play before me shall unfold.
	The mask of obscurity my soul can no more hold.
	Every keen observer and seeker has seen your bolt of lightning.
	The shroud of dark clouds to my soul is no more frightening.
	The whirlpools of mere existence let me cross! O mother of infinite!
	The source of origin of your fierce lightening my soul shall know.
	Before your bolt of lightning every creature shall bow.
	Through the shroud of the dark clouds let my soul see.
	Out of the gentle mask of obscurity let my soul be.
	Through your blessings your divine power can manifest at any place or time.
	Remove the veil of ignorance from your world sublime.
	The whirlpools of mere existence let me cross! O mother of infinite!
	Let me not take refuge behind masked anonymity.
	Let me not fear of revealing my inner personality.
	Let my mask not conceal untruths and darkness.
	Let me boldly search for your world of brightness.
	O mother remove all my worldly fears and misconceptions.
	Let your grace reform all my worldly perceptions.
	The whirlpools of mere existence let me cross! O mother of infinite!
	You link all three worlds for me top experience.
	Both earth and heaven stand before you in full obedience.
	You sustain the entire creation as a cosmic dream.
	Let my soul drink from your mystic stream.
	Your language of symbolism is unusual in its way of expression.
	Through the flourish symbolism beautifully you reveal your divine expression.
	The whirlpools of mere existence let me cross! O mother of infinite!
	You define the nature of my dream.
	Let my soul drink from your ancient stream.
	Through use of symbols you reveal the universal truth.
	For the entire creation finally you shall reveal to me the cosmic truth.
	Through unusual symbolism you reveal the higher forces of time and eternity.
	Only your grace can provide me a world of certainty.
	The whirlpools of mere existence let me cross! O mother of infinite!
	Reveal to me the higher truth hidden behind your unusual symbolism.
	Let me truly know this dark world and its fatalism.
	The darkness reveals nothing more than my own delusion.
	O mother remove the veil of confusion.
	All my deep seated contradictions only you can remove.
	The mystic path of my soul only you can approve.
	The whirlpools of mere existence let me cross! O mother of infinite!
	Let the worldly delusions no more veil my soul’s striving.
	It is only because of your light that my soul is surviving.
	Let the darkness not separate me from my true nature.
	Transcending all space and time is my soul’s nature.
	The wrath and passions of life’s play my soul has seen.
	To your secret esoteric world my soul has been.
	The whirlpools of mere existence let me cross! O mother of infinite!
	O mother remove the veil that shrouds my soul.
	To achieve the absolute is my soul’s goal.
	Your divine persona I have seen through my eyes.
	By your grace fear, death and insecurity flies.
	Let me emerge out of the whirlpool of delusion and illusion.
	Let there no more be darkness and confusion.
	The whirlpools of mere existence let me cross! O mother of infinite!
	/Harsh and cruel is this world of darkness.
	Every creature silently seeks your world of brightness.
	Through your grace let me search the secrets of your new horizons.
	For me you have drunk all the poisons.
	O mother you exemplify all time and space.
	Let me move into the future and seek your grace.
	The whirlpools of mere existence let me cross! O mother of infinite!
	The veil adorning my soul by your grace shall be lifted.
	A bright world to me by your mercy shall be gifted.
	The betrothal vows in your divine presence my soul has taken.
	All the illusions of the past my soul has forsaken.
	The veil of obscurity from my soul shall be removed.
	A peaceful and joyous world by you shall be approved.
	The whirlpools of mere existence let me cross! O mother of infinite!
	Masked by the unknown shall not be my present, past and future.
	Let the pervading darkness not mask my soul’s true nature.
	The blessings of the peaceful and joyous tidings my soul shall witness.
	The night of all pervading darkness your light shall address.
	Through the veil of obscurity time reveals itself.
	Only your grace can reveal my unknown self.
	The whirlpools of mere existence let me cross! O mother of infinite!
	The limitless night of absolute darkness my soul has witnessed.
	The obscurity of my soul your light has addressed.
	Your pure form of energy and delight my soul has seen.
	In the vastness of your cosmos my soul has been.
	In all the realms of perfection you are the fairest and the brightest.
	In this confining world you are the limitless.
	The whirlpools of mere existence let me cross! O mother of infinite!
	Beyond the diaphanous folds of the mortal veil let me see your mystic world.
	Trapped by fears into the darkness let my soul not be hurled.
	With your grace let me experience my inner essence.
	Let me discard all my mortal pretence.
	You hold all that is truthful and beautiful.
	Let me enter into your world that is merciful.
	The whirlpools of mere existence let me cross! O mother of infinite!
	My soul is trapped in the drapery of the mortal veil.
	Your grace and mercy shall not allow my soul to fail.
	Through the mortal veil’s deeper folds let my soul search.
	The joyousness of my true nature let my soul research.
	This mortal world is trapped by its own fears.
	Your secret whispers only the immortal soul hears.
	The whirlpools of mere existence let me cross! O mother of infinite!

